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1~o

Abstract:
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is a quantum field theory of the strong interaction with non-abeh~m gauge fields mediating
the interactions between quarks The ex perime~tally observed strong interactions ~.re to be epiphenomena o5 these fundamental rateractions The experimental successes of QCD form the basis for our present optimism that a theory of the strong force has b~:r~ ~ouno
However,~QCdD~isstill .very:vu~able'todefati!~ '6n :both.experimental and theoretical grounds. In this article we offer the ~eader a
review of the prope~ies and attempted solutions of QCD. Each section of this review can be read independently of the others In the
introduction We describe the' pr0perties of QCD and the hoped for confinement and PCAC phase transitions. This ~s follov,ed by a
secti0n on' the renormali~tion of non-abelian gaage field theories: the functional methods and the path integral, the BPHZ program.
the BRS transformation and proof of renormalizability, the Slavnov-Taylor identities and Schwinger-Dyson equation.~ The renormalization group equations are derived and applied to physical proeesses~ Two dimensional prototypes of QCD, the abehan Schwmger
model and 2-D QCD, are reviewed. An extensive review of the perturbative development of QCD msgiven with empha~s on infrared
divergences, exponentiation of leading Iogarithm~ the CornwaU-Tiktopoulos equation and a non-perturbative approach to QCD
A self contained section on tor~ologieal solitons follows with discussions of homotopy theory, voruccs, monopoles and especmlly
instantons, and the periodic vacuum. Recent results, the attempt to study phase transitmns m QCD using the &lute gas approxlmatmn
and Borel resummations in QCD, are ~amine¢l. Most of the major areas of interest in QCD are covered m this review: the prime
excerJtibns are lattice gauge theories and phenomenological QCD like the parton and potentml models

1. Introduction
In the last four years there has been a growing conviction among many theoretical physicists
that they have found a theory of the strong interaction. This theory is called quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [1.1]. The 1. 1abashed hope is that QCD will provide a complete description of
all strong interaction physics just as quantum electrodynamics (QED) has in the past prowded
a high precision account of the interactions of photons and electrons. Should this hope become
realized it would be a major triumph for theoretical physics.
At this time we are fa~"from realizing this hope. QCD is a Lagrangian field theory ~n search of
a solution. Nothing comparable to the Feynman rules mad the perturbation approximation series
in QED exists for the bound state physics of QCD. There may even be difficulties in precisely
defining the theory. According to QCD all the strongly interactmg particles are bound state~ of
permanently confined constituents called quarks. Yet no one has ever proven the existence of a
single bound state let alone the confinement property fin any relativistic, 3 + 1 dimensional.
quantum field theory.
The outsider may then well wonder why this theory has attracted the attention of theoretr=al
physicists. First, QCD has not been shown to b" in conflict with an2~ existing phenomenology
of the strong interaction. In part the compatability of QCD with experiment is due to our ignorance
of its solution. But the symmetries that we can extract fi'om QCD with confidence are precisely
the observed symmetries ol the strong interactions and no more. Where dynamical consequences
of the theory can be extracted with some confidence, ~,:ch as scaling behavior, they are in accord
witt" ~,xperiment. Other examples of successful contact between Q C D and experimental observa,,v,o
t,~t,,v,
,~
. . . . . .,,,,,
m be given I"-'
.... In principle,
"- ' " as far as we know today, QCD could be the complete
theory of all strong interaction physics.
Secondly, QCD is the realization that the simple principle of a ]ocal gauge group S U~(3) and
the formal existence of fermions called quarks transforming as the fundamental representation
of this group essentially specifies the complete theory. So QCD could fulfill our hope that the
plethora of material phenomena, in spite of their apparent c 9mplexity, are the consequence of
elementary physical principles.
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We thought that it would be useful to outline the properties of QCD and review recent developments in the attempts to solve the theory. This review could well be premature. Our perspective
on the theory could alter dramatically in the near furore. QCD could be proven wrong, irrelevant
or incomplete.
This review is written for the theoretical physics student. Its main purpose is to outline ~ome
of the major developments that have occured in QCD, so that the student can have an overview
before being swallowed by a jungle of technical details. This review is to serve as an introduction
to the literature and nor as a substi)ute for it.

1. L What is QCD?
QCD is a renormalizable Lagrangian quantum field theory of the strong interactions. Its fundamental constituents are spin ½Fermi fields called quarks which carry fractional electr;c charge
and non-abelian spin 1 gauge fields called gluons which interac) with the quarks as well as among
themseh,es.
To begin oar description of this theory, we introduce the Dirac spinor quark field qa~(x) (the
4 spinor components are implicit) where A and a label internal degrees of freedom. These indices
distinguish the members of the fundamental representations of simple Lie groups to which the
quark field belongs. The index A refers to Havor and corresponds to the observed degrees offreedom
of existing hadrons such as isotopic spin, strangeness, charm and very possibly more. At present
4 flavor,~ are known and the quarks corresponding to these are commonly called: ql = u (up
quark), q2 = d (down quark), q 3 ._ S (strange quark), q4 = c (charmed qv :rk). In QCD the flavor
index has no dynamical role; it just goes along for the ride. The we~k ip'~eraction current will couple
to flavor, q he index ct refers to the color degrees of freedom. It is as, umed that there are exactly
three colors and the usual nomenclature is: q~ = red quark, qg = ¢vh.'te quark, q~ = blue quark.
(So for example, q~ rs a blue up quark.) The reason for fixing the number of colors at 3 is so that
the statistics of the baryons come out right. This and other phenomenotogical support for 3 colors
will be explained in more detail subsequently. Because of this constraint, the only candidates for
a simple Lie group of color are SU(3) and SO(3). With ,~0(3) one loses the much desired property
of asymptotic treedom when the number of flavors ex,'eeds 2, while for SU(3) one can have up
to 16 flavors [1,.2]. Therefore, since 4 flavors are already known, SU(3) is the only viable possibility
for the color group of QCD. Further with SO(3) a diquark system could be a color singlet and
such objects are unobserved.
The main idea of QCD is to make the SU¢(3) color symmetry a local, rather than just a global
symmetry [1.3]. As is well known, to implement this local SU,(3) symmetry, one must introduce
a compensating vector gauge field [1.4] A~(x), a = 1, 2 . . . 8 which transforms as an adjoint
representation of SU~(3). The octet A~, of gauge fields are called colored gluons. ('I hey do not carry
flavor.) The minimal locally gauge invariant Lagrangian density implied by this SU¢(3)symmetry
is*
"

i~a

~auv

;,,fl= 1,2,3"a= ~,2...8;A = i , 2 . . . N

(i.ia)

(t,ovariant derivative)

(1.1b)

where
D,t~q~-(6,t~,

- ]g2atJA,/2)7
.
,
,
, . qt~,
a

* Repeated mdmes are always summed over.
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F'u,. - O~,A*~ - O~A~ + ul
,1.~,,
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and the 2° are SU(3) matrices, [2 °, 2 b] = 2if'b¢2 ~ with f°&~ the structure constants of S U~(3}. The
second term in (l.la) is the Yang-Mitls [1.5] Lagrangian for self-interacting SU,(3) gauge fields
Notice that the strength of all interactions implied t~y {1.1a) is specified by a single uviversal
coupling g- One can verify that (i.la) is invariant under local gauge transformations of the form
a,,(x) = a~(x)2°/2 ~ U ( x ) a ~ , ( x ) U - ' ( ~ ) + -

qA(x) --. U(x)qA(x)

i
U(x)a~,U-'(x)
g

(1.2)

U(x) = exp (i0"(x)2"/2)

with O°(x) the space-time dependent parameters of the local S U¢(3) gauge transformation U(x).
(Matrix notation is employed in (1.2).)
So far we have not specified the flavor symme ~ry of the strong interactions. We assume that for
N flavors, the flavor group is SU(N). That is, ( q ~ , q ~ . . . q~) for ~ = 1,2,3 form fundamental
representations of SU{N). So for N = 3 we accord with the well e~tablish,,.d SU(3) hadromc
spectroscopy [1.6], while with N = 4 we allo,v ."or the newly discovered flavor, charm. Since ~'~
describes massless quarks,.it is actually invariant under the larger chirai group SU(N) × SUIN) ×
Ua(1) x UA(I ) with qR,L
2t(1 -- Ys)q (the right and left handed componenls of the quark field)
in the fundamental representation [1.7]. Here UB{1)corresponds to baryon number conserxation and UA(I) to axial-baryon number conservation, an unwanted symmetry since it is not obserxed. The chiral SU(N) x SU(N) flavor symmetry is not exact in the real world. It can be easib
broken in Q C D by adding to £e t a quark mass term A ~ which is an SU¢(3) singlet but transforms
like a member of the (N, N*) + (N*, N) representation of the chiral group
"

= q~ IVIO q=,

-

=

This is the only possible flavor breaking term one can have without int;odacing new field~ or
losing renormalizability. The addition of such a term into the theorj with tbe diagonal matrix ~I,~
fixed by haiid see ns ad hoc. The origin of this flavor breaking term is thought to be in the doma,n
of the weak and eiet.tromagnetic interactions; so the deep question as to the origin of flavor breaking may not be appropriate to ask of a strong iqteraction theory.
For the quantum theory of Q C D , these considerations are not yet complete. To the Lagrangmn
~1 + A ~ one must add a gauge fixing term ~g c which is required to insure a proper quantizatlon
procedure and a F a d d e e v - P o p o v ghost term ~¢'~ which depends on how the gauge is fixed and
preserves unitarity. These terms are known to be required for a consistent quantum l:eld theor~
involving non-tbelian gauge fields [1.8]. Therefore,

.
. complete
.
.
.
.
~ . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . .a,~,,~;,,,
..
.7 r,,,.
,vt
~x..~L~.
allla
aliltl31~
t l l C.t .) l.y. . . .k.t.~U~gl
is. the
I ~,,r~no;.~,,
tnor~
W~,;~
o:.~---~
,k
. ,~ , t C C O L I l i ~ . f t ) l ~ | l"l .,,trong
interactions.
Although we are able to write down the Lagrangian for QCD, the deeper questlor, as to wl~cthcr
or not £°oc D defines a truly consistent quantum field theory is still very mucla open. Ca ~ on~
calculate a physical S-matrix which is finite, analytic, unitary, Lorentz invariant etco :,nd describes
the hadronic world we observe? In perturbation theory in the coupling g, the theo~ y seems to be
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just as sensible (in the color averaged sector) as QED in perturbation theory. However, if QCD
is to describe the real world of hadrons as bound states of quarks, the perturbative solution is not
going to be very informative. The quantum field theory specified by LeQcvmay not be well defined,
or possibly more parameters in addition to g and M o are required fo~ this theory. The periodic
angle 0 required to specify the vacuum of the theory is one example of an additional parameter
which we will discuss in this review. Much of the present theoretical struggle with QCD is to actually
define the theory, so that one may eventually calculate a meaningful S-matrix.
1.2. The QCD phase transitions

The Lagrangian density ~QCD when used in naive perturbation theory in the coupling g, seems
to describe a world of interacting quarks and colored gluons in which asymptotically free quarks
and gluons could exist. Since quarks and colored gluons are not observed in nature, this picture
is not a proper description of the real world. In addition, much of the low energy phenomenology
of the hadronic spectrum has been understood to a degree via PCAC (Partially Conserved Axial
Currents) and any viable strong interaction theory should therefore exhibit this feature. How are
these Fhysical realities manifested in QCD? The interpolation from a theory of quarks and gluons
to the real hadronic world is usually described by saying that QCD undergoes at least two phase
transitions, so that the physical world resulting from ~Qct~ has little to do with the perturbative
solution to QCD. We describe these phase transitions in turn.
1.2. 1. The confinement phase transition

What confinement means in QCD is that all physical states are color S U~(3) singlets. The quarks
and colored gluons, since they are not color singlets, have no corresponding physical states. The
only color singlet states will be bound states of quarks and gluons. For quarks these states just
correspond to the bound state combinations q~
-A q~,
B "t~
,~,t,B,~Co~a',.
aA~,BnCo~a~,
"~t~"t~," and "~'~/~""
, which are the rules
for making color singlet mesons, baryons and anti-baryons out of quarks [1.9, l 19]. There can
also, in principle, exist bound states of just gluons that are color smglets. These are glueballs or
quarkless hadrons and they are necessarily flavor singlets. It is easy to convince oneself that color
confinement means that the only physical states are integrally charged. These are just the states
observed in the hadron spectrum [l.10]; no fractionally charged representations are present.
Confinement implies that the color degrees of freedom are in principle unobservable, although
they mediate the strong force. It would be an irony if quantum mechanics, founded with an insistence on operationalism, produced a theory in which the fundamental entities were non-empirical,
mathematical constructs. Undoubtedly the prospect of absolute confinement is profoundly
dissatisfying to many people and this has provoked attempts to devise alternate theories. An
alternate possibility is that the confinement is only partial and appropriate for low energy phenomena. At high energy there is a "color thaw" and these color degrees of freedom become manifest
[ 1.11 ]. While this possibility exists it has not been necessary to, invoke it to explain existing phenomena. We will assume confinement is absolrJte.
No one has proven that confinement occars in QCD or any other 3 + 1 dimensional field
theory. Some examples of confinement are 1 + l electrodynamics and 2 + 1 electrodynamics
at least for weak coupling. However the confinement mechanism in these lowec dimensional
systems could be very different from what happens, or we hope happens, for QCD.
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The most elementary picture of the confinement mechanism is as follows. In electrodynamics
with an abelian gluon, the photon, the electron-positron force is an attractive Coulomb law. The
electric field spreads out over all space since the phaeton is not self coupled. In QCD with its nonabelian gluons one might suppose that the self-inter :cting character of the gluon may imply tha:
a lower energy c0/ifigUrati0n ~is a tube of colored ~lux between the quark and anti-quark. Ther~
since the change in the potential energy for such field configurations is a linear function of :h¢
separation distance, the quarks are confined. That is, the energy required to separate a color singlet
state into colored states is infinite.
A more sophisticated version of confinement is infrared slavery [1.3]. According to the renormalization group it is possible to define an effective coupling ~(q2) which is a function of the
momentum q~. For QCD in the deep Euclidean region, q~ -,~ - o c , the effective coupling vanishes
in self-consistent perturbation theory. In the infrared region, q2 ~ 0, nothing is known about the
behavior of~(q 2) but it could grow and become infinite: ~2(q~) ~ O(I/q 2) corresponding to infinite
forces preventing the fragmentation of cok,r singlets into color non-singlets. The infrared region
in QCD is the region of interest for confinement. It also corresponds to the region of strong
coupling. For this reason standard calculati~nal techniques are of no avail in studying confinement.
The proof of confinement in QCD is an o~ :standing and unsolved problem. But QCD is one
theory for which the infrared region corresponds to strong coupling rather than weak couphng,
so it is at least an open question whether the theory confines.
An alternate to the confinement phase transition is the dielectric phase in which the gluons
become massive. This could happen via a dynamical Higgs-ScLwinger [1.12] mechanism. !~
would imply that the local SU~(3) is broken to a global symmetry. Such a phase has real massive
gluons and does not correspond to what we observe, at least at present energies. What is suggested
by the possibility of the dielectric phase is that if confinement is to occur, the local gauge symmetr?
must remain exact avd unbroken. Confinement is the response of the system to an exact nonabelian gauge symmetry [1.13]. Otherwise the local gauge symmetry is broken and the gluons
become massive and unconfined.
1.2.2. The P C A C phase transition
The confinement phase transition involves the local color symmetry while the PCAC phase
transition involves the global chiral flavor symmetry SU(N) × SU(N) for N flavors [ 1.7]. Suppose
we ignore flavor symmetry breaking for the moment and set the quark mass matrix Mo = 0.
Then if the chiral SU(N) x SU(N) symmetry of ~t'<~CDis manifested on the states, each hadron state
would have to be parity doubled. This is because the representations of the chiral group are par:t3
doubled. The nucleon, for example, would have a partner of opposite parity. This does not seem
to be the case.
~n alternate to parity doubling is to assume that the chiral S U(N) x S U(N) ,;ymmetry is
spontaneously broken to SU(N) in the gro,md stg.te. So the vacuum is not ";5 ~nvanant Then the
Gold,~tone theorem [1.14] assure,', us that we must have an N z - 1 plet of massless pseudo~calar
bosons [1.15]. Furthermore, all hadronic states are representations of just the ,,acuum SU(N)
symmetry c~rresponding to the usual supermultiplets. This phase, the PCAC phase, accommodates
existing phenomenology. The pseudoscalars are the lightest hadrons and all hadron:s form approximate SU(N) multiplet.s. The mass of the pseudo~calars and the lifting of the S U(N) degeneracy
is to be accounted for by including the quark mas,~ matrix. (The quark mass matrix is really a
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nfisnomer if the quarks are confined~ Then there is no well defined quark mass and Mo is just
a set of parameters that describe flavor symmetry breaking.)
Beside,; implying the existence of an N 2 - 1 plet of Goldstone states, the PCAC phase implies
many other results that accord wi'th experiment~ These are the Goldberger-Treiman relation, soft
piontheorems, Adler--Weisberger sum rules, Kl3 decay theorems etc. [1.7]. Q C D further implies
that the symmetry breaking must be in the (N*, N) + (N, N*) representation ofSU(N) x SU(N).
This explicit prediction has testable consequences and wherever this can be checked it is consistent
with experiment [1.7]. However, small admixtures of other representations are not experimentally
ruled out,.
In the PCAC phase the pion appears as a collec,ive excitation of a quark anti-quark pair.
This was described long ago by Nambu and Jona-,~asinio [1.16] and bound state Goldstone
bosons have been studied in a variety of renormali :able theories [1.17]. Recently it has been
suggested that the p meson and all hadrons [1.18] are collective states, flavored excitations of a
color singlet condensate. This collective picture is to be distinguished from th~ atomic picture of
hadrons as illustrated by the naive quark model or the recen.~ bag models. These atomic models
do not have PCAC and at some point their descripti.)ns of hadronic interactions will fail.

1.23. The phase transition problem in QCD
The major theoretical problem is to prove that QCD is in the confinement and PCAC phase.
If these are not the correct phases ilt is unlikely that QCD alone gives the correct theory of hadrons.
There is a further, naive scaling symmetry in QCD; QCD has no mass scale if M o = 0 and yet
the M o = 0 theory is to describe massive hadrons as bound states of confined quarks. If Q C D
confines there must be a scale to characterize the strength of the confinement potential. If we are
:a the PCAC phase the pion decay constant f~, a dimensional constant, is non-trivial and defines
a scale. How do these distinct scales get generated? Are they related? Perturbation theory is of no
use in answering these questions since neither phase transition exists to any finite order of perturbation theory.
Suppose the confinement and PCAC phase transitions actually occur. Then there are some
further questions. Some of the best predictions of QCD come from asymptotic freedom - that al
high momentum the theory behaves like a free field theory of liberated quarks and gluons. Bul
the quarks and gluons are to be permanently confined. How is asymptotic freedom compatable
with continement? Possibly hadrons are extended objects with the free (perturbativc) phase on th,:
inside of a closed surface which is probed at high frequency and the confined phase outside. Thi~
is like tlae bag model. Can one implement this picture in QCD? How does one interpolate between
confinement and asymptotic freedom?
The low lying hadrons like the n and p seem to be collective states. Including the symmetry
breaking term with a large charmed quark mass suggests that the qs family (bound states of c and
quarks-"charmonium") act like atomic states; at least this atomic picture accords with the quahtative features of the observed zpectroscopy. How does one interpolate between the collective and
atomic models of the hadrons?
Finally, there is the question of the relation between confinement and asymptotic freedom on
the one ]hand and the collective tPCAC) and atomic models on the other. Further progress in
hadronic dynamics depends on answers to these questions. These problems for Q C D are schematically illustrated in fig. 1-1.
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Fig. 1-1. Phase transition problems m QCD

1.3. Properties of QCD
1.3. L Color statistics
(i) Even before the invention of QCD, the need for color as an additional, but hidden, symmetry
was known [1.19]. One usually supposes that the ground state of a bound state system occurs
when the constituents are in a spatially symmetric state. If the baryons are bound states of three
quarks, this is impossible without color. This is easiest seen for the f i - , which is a bound state
of three strange quarks all with spin up, so the total spin is 3. These quarks are expected to be ~n
relative s-states, but that violates the Pauli principle assuming the spin ½ quarks obey Fermi
statistics. One way out is to assume the spin ½ quarks obey para-statistics. Equivalently, [1.19]
one can assume the qaarks have an additional (color) quantum number. Then one can :nt~symmetrize with respect to the three colors and thereby obey the Pauh principle in, a spatmll~
symmetric ground state. The bound state wave function is q,ql~q .~:,=t)7where x, fl, 7, are color indices
if the color symmetry is exact this is equivalent to parastat~stics tor the quarks.
If the baryon statistics ,vere the only problem that introducing color solved, i.ts need ~ould not
bc so compelling. We mention a few more.
(li) The n o ---)27 decay rate has been experimentally determmed to within 15 ° o. The reason lot
theoretical interest in this specific decay is that there is a rigorous theorem thut relates th~ dcca~
amplitude to the charges of the up and down quarks and the total number of colors, in a ~orld
in which the pion mass vanishes [1.20]. (The etfects of a non-vanishing pion mass arc ,~naa'lc~
than 5 %.) Without including color the calculated rate fails to account for the observed rate b~ a
factor of 32 = 9. With 3 colors the rate comes out just right.
(iii) In an asymptotically free theory like Q C D , one can show that the e +e- annihilation c~oss
section has st aling behavior. This means that the cross section falls like E-2 where E as the total
barycentric energy. This implies that the hadron/lepton yield ratio R is constant in the asympzot~c
high energy region and is calculated as
R = aT(~ +e- --, hadrons) _- N~ 3-' Q~
ar(e+e - ---)#+ p - )
r

t l._~t

wt,,,~e N¢ is the number of colors and Qr are the charges of the flavored quarks. Below the charm
threshold ~ Q~ = (__~)z + ( _ ½ ) 2 + (2)2= 2 while R measures about 2-,-2.5. q-hL,, ,,,uggc~t~
N~ ~ 3. At the highest energies available E -,- 7 GeV, R -,- 5.5 aod charm has been excited ~c,
E Q2 == 2 + Gz)2 = 10/9. Three colors gives R = 3.3 which still seems to be insufficient. Pos~bl,~
more flavors and a heavy lepton are responsible for the deficiency. We should remark that the use
of scaling in the time-like region q2 > 0 to obtain this result is theoretically suspect. But color
seems required in any case to boost the R value [1.21].

1.3.2 Weak interaction selection rules
There has been an impressive body of evidence that the weak and electromagnetic interactions
can be unified as a non-abelian gauge theory [1.22]. The prototype is the SU(2) × U(1) model
[1.22]. The generators of the weak group are the flavor charges.
If one includes the strong interaction into the theory a problem arises. That problem is that
usual weak interaction effects may not stay weak. Parity and strangeness should be violated in
O(Gv) not O(0t)~ 1/137. Neutral strangeness changing carrents should be suppressed to
O(Gvot(mZ~ - m~)). The point is that if whatever mediates the strong interaction also couples to
flavor, then these weak selection rules, carefully built into the theory of the weak interactions, will
be ruined. The way out is to have the strong force couple not to the flavor charges but rather to
the color. In QCD the color symmetry is gauged. So the condilion that the weak selection rules be
respected is that the weak (flavor) and strong (color) gauge groups commute. Then violations
of the weak selection rules can be shown to appear only in the quark mass matrix Mo [1.3] (which
can have, for example, a ~5 dependence). But in general the matrix M0 can always be diagonalized,
and made free of ~'5's by redefining separately the right and left hand components of the quark
field. So the weak rules are preserved in QCD to the appropriate order.
It is, of course, possible to mediate the strong force by an abelian gauge field coupling to baryon
number. This also preserves the weak selection rules and was the first choice for a strong interaction theory. But if the quarks are also colored then the strong symmetry is SU(3N) × SU(3N)
for N flavors and that gives multiplets of S U(3N) that are unobserved [1.23]. So the abelian strong
theory is out. This seems to leave only QCD as a candidate.
Second class currents, if they really exist, are presently unaccountable for in QCD [1.24]. So
this could be a problem.
1.3. 3. Asymptotic freedom
One of the most dramatic features of strong interactions is that they are divided into a relatively
low energy region with resonances and complicated interactio~as, and a high energy region for
which typical experimental plots exhibit nice smooth behavior and the resonances disappear.
Apparently the strong interactions become smoother at high energy or large momentum transfer
and theory must account for this. Asymptotic freedom may have a bearing on this phenomenon.
What asymptotic freedom [1.25] means is that the effective coupling, as defined by the renormalization group, becomes vanishingly small at large space-like momenta. Only a theory with
non-abelian gauge fields can be asymptotically free. The strongest evidence for asymptotic freedom
comes from deep inelastic electroproduction and the observeci scaling behavior and scale breaking.
QCD has asymptotic freedom and the observed scaling is good evidence that the strong interactions
are therefore described by a noe-abelian gauge theory. An open question, unanswered by QCD,
in all such applications is: at what energy will the asymptotic freedom set in? The presumption
is that this threshold is low enough to account for the dramatic outset of scaling in electroproduction around momenta ,-~ 2 GeV. Given this assumption, a rather impressive account of ~he experiments is provided by QCD [ 1.26]. Included in this account are the results of the phenomenologlcai
parton model [ 1.27] as a description cf the deep inelastic elect~ oproduction and neutrino scattering
processes. The results of the parton model are recovered in QCD as moment sum rules on the
structure functions. However, QCD goes beyond the simple parton model inasmuch as it predicts
logarithmic deviations from naive scaling behavior. Small scale breaking consistent with QCD
is indeed experimentally confirmed.

'
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I. 3. 4, U~(1) breaking
QCD as we have noted has a flavor symmetry SU(N) x SU(N) x UB(1) X UA(I} if' Mo = 0.
The UA(1) symmetry corresponds to the axial-baryon number current, qY,75q, being conserved
In the PCAC phase this additional current conservation implies an extra Goldstone boson so there
are N 2 not lq 2 - 1 massless pseudoscalars. If the degeneracy is lifted by requiring M o # 0 then
one can show that this extra pseudoscalar has mass ~< x//3m,~. No such state is seen.
This problem is solved ~n QCD by two remarkable circumstances. First the current qT,,75q
has an anomolous divergence [1.20]. Second there exist topological solitons in QCD, the instantons, which contribute to the anomalous divergence. The result is that the chiral censervation law
is violated and the U,,,(1) symmetry is not present [1.28]. The resolution of this problem by QCD
is all the more remarkable because it was solved only after people began to take Q C D seriously.

1.3.5. Phenomenolooical QCD
There is an enormous and still growing literature on the application of several central concepts
in QCD to hadron dynamics. The presumption is that these phenomenological procedures will
be justified by a detailed quantum field theory like QCD from which they draw their motivation.
The parton model, both in its application to electro-hadron and neuttino-hadron processes and
in strong interactions [1.27] is an example of such a phenomenology. In this review we will not be
discussing these phenomenological applications in any detail. The ourpose of th~s little section,
which does ne justice to the details, is to provide the student with an introduction to the l~tcrature.
(i) The parton model. Partons are another name for quarks. The basic ideas of the parton
model of hadrons [1.27] were motivated by the SLAC scahng experiments. The idea is to trcdt
a hadron as if it was kinematically composed of free partons with a specified momentum distribution. The parton model has also been applied to hadron-hadron collisions, exclusive and lnclus~e
processes [1.2'7] and scaling behavior at high transverse momenta [1.29].

(ii) The bag model. The bag model, developed at M.I.T. [1.30] and S.I.A C. [1.31] is a detailed
model of hadrons. The mean idea of the M.I.T. bag is to put quarks and gluons, essentially ,l,~free
states, inside a closed surface, the bag, as a model of a hadron, see fig. 1-2a. Boundary condition,,,
are established on the surface of the bag so that the quarks and gluons can not get out. Th~s leads
to a rich and detailed description of hadrons as excitations of the quarks and gluons inside ,i cavtt~
Extensive calculations have been carried out on the hadronic spectrum, electromagnetic proc,crt~c~
of the hadrons, scattering processes, total cross sections, etc. [1.30].
(fib Potential models. Models of mesons, especially the ~b family, have been constructed In
ordinary Scl.r6dinger potential theory (sometimes extendc, d to relatl,~lstlc kinematics). The ma~n
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id~ is to specifythe potential between quark a~ad anti-quark as V(r) = ~r +///r with the linear
rise, the confinement potential, and the Coulomb term a short distance,asymptotic freedom
piece, see fig. 1-2b. Spin dependent terms are also imi.ortant and these may be computed by
assuming a non-relativisticreduction of the singlegluon exchange. The ~ system is the "hydrogen
atom" of QCD. A rather successfulqualitativeaccount of the ~ spectroscopy is given in terms
of these potential~aodels [ 1.32-I.
(iv-), String models. The dual resonance model spectrum [ 1.33] is equivalent to that of a relativistic
string [1.34]. If confinement occurs in Q C D then a possibility is that the glue forms flux tubes
between the quarks, see fig. 1-2c. A simple string description of mesons suffices while baryons are
either in Y shaped or A shaped configurations [ 1.35]. So hadrons could be quarks joined by strings.
This would suggest that the string or dual resonance spectrum comes from Q C D in a suitable
approximation, Evidently 1-1 QCD is equivalent to a string model - with the same rules for
vertices etc. [1.36]. Perhaps the string model is a solution to QCD.
(v) O - I - Z rule. The Okubo-lizuka-Zweig rule is that hadron processes which involve hairpin
turns for the quarks in a quark-duality diagram are suppressed [1.37]. This implies $ --, 3n is
suppressed relative to $ --* KK or $ --, ordinary hadrons is small, see fig. 1-3. It is difficult to formulate the rule precisely, partly because it violates crossing and unitarity. For example R.K --, 3n
is not suppressed but ~b --, KK --, 3rt is. Application of the rule to the nucleon leads to too small
a value for the nucleon a-term [1.38]. AlsoJ~ = 0 if one takes the rule literally. The rule in phenomenological applications, seems to work [1.39] but why it Jn,-t-s is not known.
1.4. What is in this review

First we should state what is not in this review. This includes almost all of the phenomenological
applications which Q C D has motivated. {These experimental implications form a review topic in
their own right.)
A second major omis,ion is a dlscassion on the development of lattice gauge theories. QCD as
quantum field theory can be defined on a lattice of space-time points m a gauge invariant way
[1.40]. As the lattice spacing ~s set to zero one should recover the continuum field theory and
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Lorentz invariance, The main advantage of introducing the lattice is that for fimte lattice spacing
the theory is completely well define~l and totally regulated. So this is a rigorous way of defining
QCD. The problem emerges when one sets the lattice spacing to zero; does one maintain gauge
invariance without ghosts? A lot of the intuition we are familiar with in continuum theories is lost
in the lattice approach. This might be an advantage. The lattice approach has been pushed quite
far, to the point of extracting estimates of the hadronic spectrum [1.40].
In this review we focus on Q C D as a continuum quantum field theory. An outline of the topics
discussed is provided by our table of contents. In section 2 which follows, we review some developments concerning renormalization, the Feynman rules, Slavnov-Taylor identities and the Schwinger-Dyson equations for QCD. Sectior 3 outlines some properlies and implications of QCD
inferred by the renormalizafion group. As a means of describing how co~afinement may occur,
we discuss in section 4 various properties of the more tractable 1 + 1 dimensional Q E D and QCD
field theories. These models exhibit features that might be present in 3 + 1 dimensional QCD and
therefore provide a nice illustration of these phenomena. Attempts to explore the infrared behavior
of QCD using perturbation theory and intimations of this work regarding confinement are the
topics of section 5. Some aspects of non-perturbative approaches to QCD are also d~scussed there.
An extensive review of topological solitons is given in section 6. We describe topological solitons
in 1, 2, 3 and 4 spatial dimensions with special emphasis on the pseudoparticle (or instanton) and
its relevance for QCD. Then in section 7 we briefly discuss some of the recent developments and
speculations concerning merons and Borel summability for QCD. Finally, we conclude ~tla a
few speculations about the future of QCD ~n section 8.
A point that we want to make clear to the reader is that each section of this revtew is bas~cail.~
self-contained. Failure to &gest the contents of a given section or lack of motivation to read the
entire manu::cript should not prevent one from using the contents of individual section,~.

2. Renormali zation of gauge theories

QCD, 1he ~_auge theory of the strong interactions, is a renormahzable quantum field thcc.,\
In praclice this means that there exists a well defined set of rules for calculating S-matrix ampl~tud~'~
which are free of ultraviolet divergences order by order in the interaction couphng constant°
Physically it iraplies that the predictions of the perturbation solution to the theory are msenslti'.,'c
to short distavee behavior; that is, after renormalization the results are free of ultraviolet cutoff,
Our insistence ~.hat any viable theory must be renormalizable is due to the fact that so far no one
has succeeded in making much sense out of"non-renormalizable" theories. Th~s might eventuall,~
prove to be d~e to a technical deficiency associated with our reliance on perturbation theor)
around tile f_e0 field limit; however, for the time being renormalizability is a constraint that an~
meaningful qu,.utum field theory must satisfy
I,agrangian t;~.Id theories in four dimensions are perturbatively renormalizable if they contain
behave like (k 2) and fermion propagators like ( k 2 ) - 1/2 for large k. These constraints guarantee
that the ultraviol~, divergences encountered order by order in perturb~ tlon theory can be ehm~nated by a finite number of counterterms in the Lagrangian [2.1]. Non-abclian gauge theorw,~ l~ke
QCD do satisfy tl'~ese criteria; however, to rigorously demonstrate the renormalizabdlt) of thcsc
theories and prow • that a unitary S-matrix results from this procedure requires a detailed avalvs~s.

~?'i:' ~i '?, S-~ ~
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i!!!t4s~t)enough that a theory be perturbatively finite; one must also show that it is unitary and
~'~tlsfies anatyticity (causality).
~T'-ne proof that non-abelian gauge theories are perturbatively renormalizable was given about
six y ~ r s ago (1971), although as we have said, naive power counting indicates this to be the case
, ' ~ W 0 r k on this problem dates back to the 1950"s [2.2]. A major problem was to prove unitarity.
' T h e mathematical implement that has facilitated the study of these theories is the functional technique used in conjunction with the path integral formalism. No serious student of moden quantum
field theory can afford to be unfamiliar with these powerful methods. The functional techniques
were 1argely developed by Schwinger and his students, while the path integral method was perfected
by Feynman.
A major breakthrough in the study of non-abelian gauge theories resulted from the work of
Faddeev .and Popov [2.3]. They developed a procedure for removing the gauge degrees of freedom
from the path integral in a manner which allowed a manifestly Lorentz covariant quantization of
the gauge fields. Subsequent to this development, the formal proof of renormalizability came from
the work of 't Hooft [2.4] and papers by Lee and Zinn-Justin [2.5]. More recently, these proofs
have been supplemented and simplified by the B.R.S. transformation [2.6]. The instant notoriety
of these works may be attributed to the fact that the Higgs taechanism when amended to a nonabelian gauge theory does n o t destroy its renormalizability. This allows one to give mass to the
gauge fields and thereby leads to a viable unified theory of the weak and electromagnetic interactions. Excellent reviews of these theoretical and phenomenological developments have been
given by Abers and Lee [2.7], B6g and Sirlin [2.8], Bernstein [2.9] and Taylor [2.10].
The complete subject of the renormalization of gauge field theories is obviously too extensive
for us to review in any detail in a single section, so we will not attempt th~s impossible task. Instead,
our purpose in this section is merely to outline some of the major developments that have occured,
in such a way that the student will get some exposure to these formal methods and will be pointed
in the right direction if he wishes to pursue them further. Toward that end, we recommend the
recent text by Taylor [2.10] and tht lectures of Zinn-Justin at Bonn (1974) [2.11] and Lee at Les
Houches (1975) [2.12], which are ex?licltl2¢ designed for students. The brief review that we present
here borrows freely from these acctmnts.
Before proceeding with the main topics of discussion, we should put the contents of this section
into their proper perspective with regard to QCD. We will be describing ultraviolet divergences
(short distance infinities) and showing that they can be removed from the Green's functions and
S-matrix for non-abelian gauge theories. However', once again we must emphasize that for these
theories the infrared divergences (long range infinities) present a more formidable problem. No
one has yet succeeded in constructing a ~ell defined physical S-matrix for QCD. Instead, a~ we
will show in section 5, only certain inclc, sive ,cross sections are infrared finite in perturbation
theory. This points out that the asymptotic states (a Fock space basis of free quarks and gluons)
are not correct. "Infrared Slavery" is expec~ted to produce confinement for QCD, which means that
only colo= blll~.,!,:tb
~'- '~' .....W i""
l l be present in ". . . .l.l l.p.t.U t l k:,. . .~,,~,,."
. . . spacc,
. . . a . , v ., , - v w. . ,,,-~..,,;
tilt;. .iztby
, u , ~ , , , , , ., ,.. . .l.. . ~,
. . .. ... ... ... . .,~,,,,,~n
.....
Therefore, perturbative techniques .tnd findings may not seem very meaningful. They do, however,
have a domain of applicability which is expected to be maintained even in the confinement phase.
That is. Green's functions of composit,: fields (color singlets) can be defined perturoatively using
essentially the same procedure emple~,ed to define the Green's functions of elementary fields.
This possibility has been rigorously ,teveloped and investigated via the normal product formalism
ii, the work of Zimmermann and Lowenstein [2.13, 2.14]. In addition, some techniques like the
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Ward--Takahashi identities, the Schwinger-Dyson equations, the renormalization group equations
etc. are expected to survive the confinement phase transition and these provide the tools with
which QCD can be explored.

2. L The path integral
Locally gauge invariant theories like QCD are difficult to quantize because the fundamental
fields A~,(x) are gauge dependent quantities and therefore exhibit an extra non-dynamical degree
of freedom which must be t, eaR with. The most convenient procedure for overcoming this difficulty
is Feynman's path integral formalism. In this subsection, we briefly outline this method; our
treatment follows closely ~,ose of Abets and Lee [2.7] and 7inn-Justin [2.11].
For non-relativistic quantum mechanics, the path integral has been described m detail by
Feynman and Hibbs [2.15]; their discussion is a good starting point for anyone completely
unfamiliar with this technique. We will forgo the non-relativistic case and begin by considering
the example of a scalar field theory.
In field theory, all ph~ ~ical quantities are derivable from the vacuum to vacuum transiuon
amplitude in the present, ,~f external sources This amplitude or generating funct~ona! ~s given
by an especially simple folm [2.7]
Z[J]=

N- j'[d4] exp(i

+ J(x)O(x)])

(2.1)

for a self-interacting real scalar field theory, where N is an infinite normalization factor which
ensures Z[0] = 1, ~(x) is ~he Lagrangian density, at(x) is an external current and [d4)] is a measure
representing the integration over all classical field configurations which converge to the vacuum at
x(, = + co. Because all fields in (2.1) are classical, normal ordering is unnecessary. To generate
the n-point Green's functions, one applies Schwinger's functional t,~chni(~ue [2.7] (Thc~c arc
Green's functions for fully second quantized fields.)
G(xl,x

2 . . . . x,) = ( - l ) " 6 j ( x l ) - .6"Z[J]
~ - . S t (.....
xn)

Is = o

(22)

The Green's functions derived from (2.2) include contributions from disconnected vacuur~ to
vacuum diagrams. To obtuin the connected Green's functions, Z[J] is replaced by iX[J] wl-,erc

Z[J] = exp (iX[J]).

t2.3)

From these Green's functions,
~trix elements are obtained by applying the L.S.Z redu,:tlon
formula [2.1, 2.16].
Before proceeding further, we ,nus~ address ourselves to the fact that the t~me integration m t2. i)
is not mathematically well defined [2.7]. This difficulty is overcome by introducing the postulate
of Euclidicity: All computations are performed in Euctldean space-time (ie. lmagmar) tl,:~c
= -ixo) with positive definite metric. The generating furLctionals ZF[_J] obtained ~n this way artwell defined and can be analytically continued to Minkowski space. The postulate ~s that the
amplitudes found this way correspond to the physical ones. This procedure actually works ~n
perturbation theory for all renormalizable theories. For the scalar field theory, the Euclidean
l:rocedure is equivalent to adding a damping factor ½ied?z to the Lagrangian density and working

,~t$~, .,,; ~ , ,. ,:,,.. .

,
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We will follow the lectures of Zinn-Justit~ in the rest of our discussion and
•:illustrate~the-main ideas in Euclidean ~pace-time.
As illustrated by (2.1), the path inte~2al is an integral in tla,~ space of functions ~b(.x). In a world
or zero space-time dimensions, 4)(x) = 4} and the integrals ,Seeome ordinary integrals over the
variable 4}. However, the infinite degrees of freedom due to ~(x)'~ dependence on x presents such a
severe complication that the only patl~ integrals that we know how to do are Gaussian integrals
in the variable O(x). This corresponds to the observation that a free field theory is exactly soluable.
In perturbation theory, the integrals are also Gaussian, order by order so that one cart calculate
amplitudes perturbatively. This essen'tially exhausts the calculable examples.
In Euclidean space-time, the generating functional for a scalar field theory may be given by
[2.11]

zdsl = ~ - ' I[d,] exp(-S[~b]

+ ~d'xJ(x)~(x))

(2.4)

where the action is
r
S[~b] = ½J dp(x)K(x,y)dp(y)d4xd4y + V[~-].

(2.5)

The perturbation series (in the interaclion term V[~])can be obtained by writing V[-q~] --,
which gives

V[6/6J],

(2.6)
The path i~tegra], 0o any order in V) is Gaussian and may be carried out. These integrals can be
performed by using a continuum generalization of the formula

fdxl..,

dx, exp (-½x, K,jx~ +

b,x,). =

( 2 ~ ) hI2

(det K)-

1,2

exp

(~h,K~ *bs)

(2.7)

and introducing the propagator A(x, y) satist!¢ing
f d4zA(x, z)K(z, y)

= ~(x - ),).

(2.8)

This ler.~ds to

ZE[J] = N-~ exp (- V[6/bJ~)exp (½ f J(x)A(x, y)J(y) d4x ct4y)

(2.9)

as the formal expression for the perturbative expansion of the generating functional.
Several of the properties ofeq. (2.9) should be explained: in performing the path integral in (2.4),
the integrand was separated into a quadratic term ~bK~band a linear term J~b. Suppose we chose
different linear and quadrat',c forms? Then one can show [2.1 l] that the result given in (2.9) is
unaltered, .Thts establishes ihe uniqueness c,f the functional path integral. As a consequence of the
fact that the integral of a total derivative vanishes, an equation of motion for Z~[~b] can be derived
[2.11], i.e.
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O= f [d~]6/l~exp(-S[~] + fJ(x)d;(x)d4x)

= fide]

(J(x)-6s/640exp(-s[d?]+

(2.10)

Formally, this implies the equation Of motion for ZE[J],

6S[O/6J]_
J(x)} ZE[J] = 0
~'~

(2.1 l)

and one can check that (2.9) indeed satisfies this equation [2.11].
A very important result follows from the fact tb.;~t the generating functional ZE[J ] ~ (2,4) is
left invariant by the infinitesimal change of variabl~,,,

~(x) = ~(x) + ~F(x, ;t)
where F(x, )0 is an arbitrary

(2.12)
functional of ;~ of the form

F(x. X) = ~ n~-.v dyx.., dy, FOO(x; y~ ... Y,,)X(Yx)... Z(Y,).

(2.13)

Assuming that Z~.[J] is invariant under (2.12) leads to the formal identity

{ f d'x ( J(x)F(x, 6/6J) - F(x, 6/6J) 6S[6/6J]
6Z(x) + 6F(x,
-~(~6/6J)'~,]J~ Zv[j] = O"

(2.14)

This identity can be proven by applying the equation of motion in (2.11) i.e.

f6S[6/6J]
which when used in conjunction with

F(x, 6/6d)d(x) = J(x)F(x, 6/6J) +

6F(x, 6/6J)
6Z(x)

(2.16)

gives eq. (2.14). We have presented some of the technical details, because the identity given by (2.J 4)
is extremely important. This equation, which is the content of an in,~ariance principle, implies all
of the Ward-Takahashi identities for theories with both global and local gauge symmetries. This
will be a very important tool when we generalize to gauge fields.
If fermions ale introduced into the functional integral, one can contint~e to employ the algebraic
approach summarized above. The only difference is that the fermion variables are asstzmed to be
antic mmuting c-number elements of a Grassmann algebra rather than commuting c-.number
fields like the bosons. There are a few simple rules (see Berezin's book [2.17]) that suffice for
elementary functional integrations over anti-commuting c-numbers x, "[x,, xj]+ = 0 Tihese are
[2.11,2.17]"
1) Integration is the same as differentiation; j dxi = 6/6x~.
2) For an antisymmetric matrix A~j, ~kdXkexp(x,A,jx~)= (det A) 1/2 which nnphes

J"I]~ dxk I-I, dx; exp (x,B,jx~) = det B.

.~

_ ..

~:.:-~ -.~..,...~
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~'" 3)(In a change of fermion variables, the integration measure Hi dx, is multiplied bythe
of the transformation Jaeobian.
2,2

Gauoe fields and the Faddeev--Popov trick

The path integral formalism just described can be extended to gauge field theorie:~. "1
plays a particularly useful role in that it provides the easiest means of deriving a set Of F¢
rules 'that lead to a unitary S-matrix. In this subsection we will describe a problem tha
in the quantization of these theories and outline how a procedure due to Fadde~v and
overcomes this obstacle.
For a pure Yang-Mills theory, without matter couplings
~t,

_.

l_l~a
--4aFlv

=

i~atav
a

.al -

+

~¢',abc Ab ~ ¢

where C°to are the structure constants of a simple Lie group G, we might expect the generating,'~i::
functional to be given by (in Minkowski space)
.....
,tq

z[d] = N-' f[dA ]exp( f d4x:5.'°(x) + J]A"~').

%t,

(2.18) f;

However, the Lagrangian in (2.17) is invariant under local gauge transformations
A . ~ (A.) ~ = U(e.)AvU_ ~(~) + i U ? u U - t
g

A u = T~4~,

(2.19)

where e = e"(x) are space-time dependent parameters, U-~ = U*, and the T a form a matrix
representation of the group generators. Denoting these local gauge transformations by g(x), we
see that they form a group, g'g = 9"
A, & (A,)0 ~ (A,) cg = (A,)¢'.

(2.20)

This possibility of gauge transforming the fields without changing the action in (2.18) presents a
problem. Given a particular field configuration A~,(x),
b
we can generate by gauge transformations
an orbit in Jt] space. The infinite variety of possible paths on the orbit, all with the same phase,'
lead to an infinity in (2.18). ,Clearly we must find a way to avoid integrating over these gauge
equivalent paths.
This same problem manifests itself in abelian gauge theories. Even if we forego the path integral~
and employ canonical l.t.U. a. .l l t":--~':
1 , ~comE, ., t .~ i. , .. . . re!atio,as
fields at ~
l L a u v t.t ,. . . .o.n.e. u ~ u a t ,n.,
y fixes ,~,,,.~
. . . . . . of
. . the
.
time zero and this then determines the commutators for all times. However, for gauge fields this~
procedure alcne is clearly not sufficient, since we can always gauge transform to a f, eld that vanishes
at time zero. So it is necessary to remove thl; freedom of gauge transformations. A way of accom-i
plishing this is to specify a gauge condition. This fixes the behavior of the field for canonical,
quantization and specifies that gauge equivalent field configurations are not counted separately
in the path integral fcrmalism.

Consider, for eXampl~ the axial gauge condition [2.I2, 2.18]
n ta As,a = 0,

/12

< 0

[2.21)

where n~ is an arbitrary space-like four vector. The quantization procedure is particularly rumple
in this gauge. In evaluating the generating functional, we are to integrate only over those field paths
that saUsfy (2,21)., This constraint is raet by inserting a 6 function in (2.18) i.e.

Z[J] = N-~ f[~dA~]l-I6(n.A°(~))exp[if d'x(. +

(2.22)

(What we have really inserted is the product of ordinary 6 functions, one for each point of space-time
and each gauge field,) This gauge has the interesting property that it does not require ghost dia
grams to preserve unitarity (the reader will be introduced to ghosts in a moment). However, it does
not lead to manifestly Lorentz eovariant Feynman rules, and loop integrals are difficult to define
because of the singularity structure of the propagators [2.18]. Therefore, co~ ariant gauges are
considered preferable even though they pose a special problem for qua,atization. This problem
was completely solved by Faddeev and Popov [2.3]. Here we will sketch a deiivation of their
results that is taken from the lectures of Lee [2.12].
Consider a eovariant linear gauge condition of the form

F"[A b] = 0,

(fro all a).

(2.23)

A particular example is 0 # A,,e + B°(x) = 0 with B"(x) an arbitrary functiov.. To proceed, we will

employ the following properties of the group of gauge transformations g(x) e G: Only gauge
transformations which are continuously deformable to the identity will be considered (this constraint gives rise to the periodic vacuum, see subsection 6.3.3). The invariant integration measure
over the group manifold d9 has the property, d,a" = da'g and in the neighborhood of the origin
(g ~ 1), it can be parametrized in terms of the infinitesimal grotp parameters
12.24}

dg = 1-I
dS°.
a
These properties imply that the integral
tlh

H 6(F°[( Ab(x))"])
= [fl do{x) a,2¢
d~

{2.25)

is gauge invariant [2.11] i.e.
(226)

A~ :[(Ab)",] = A ; ' [A,,]
b
where (A~)g is 'he gauge transform of A~. If we now insert the factor
Air

1 = Av[Abu] I l lX do

d

H 6{Fa[(Ab)g])

(2.27t

,I~X

into {2.22} {forget the external current for now}, we obtain
[dA.]AF[A.]

I-I d9 I-I 6(F°[(Abu)°]) [I 6(n" Ab(y))exp (iS[A]),
X

S

=

fd4x~(x).

°,X

b,y

(2.281
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~,~
%

'~~the
gauge.transformation Ab --, tAb)g-' and noting that [dA ~J, Av and S are gauge invariant,
this becomes

do [I 6(," Ab(y)).

[dA~,]Ar[A~] I-I 6(F°[A~])exb (iS[A])
~:

a,x

(2.29)

b,y

Because there exists a gauge transformation 0a for any A~ such that (n" Ab(y))ga = 0, the last integral
in (2.29) can be rewritten as [2..~2]
(0 = ,coupling)

(2.30)

and since this factor is independent of A~, it can be lumped into the normalization N-~. In this
way, (2.29) becomes
N'-t

b
b
[dA,]Ar[,tt,
]H

6(F°[A~])exp(iS[A]).

[2.31a)

a~x

The linearity of our gauge condition (2.23) now allows us to replace the 6 function in (2.31a) by an
exponential [2.12]
[-[6(

)~exp

(-i~d'x(Fa[A~])2)
~.

(0~ = real parameter).

(2.31b)

Q~X

Finally, reinstating the external current, the generating functional becomes

Z[,i]

=

N -t

f[dA~] AF[A,]
b exp[ i fd'x(,°

- ~1 (Fa)2 + JauAa")]

(2.32)

in the g~uge specified by (2.23).
To proceed, we need to know AF[A~] for fields satisfying the gauge condition. Using the gauge
invariance of A~ 1 and the change in F" under a gauge transformation
F"[( bo _ 1 OF"
A,,) ] 0 OA] D~%`
where D~c -= 6bccu +

I2.33)

gCb,:aA~is the covariant derivative, we find [2.12]

A~'EA~] = f~I1 de"(x)~6[OF"(D"e)b)
"~~-~-A~
where formally the matrix

[det(Mr)]-'

(2.3~:)

<a,xlMr]b , y> is given by

OF" D~b64(x _ Y) ~
(a'xlMrlb'Y> _ aA~

&b(y)

(2.35)

)

(2.36)

Therefore,
Ar[A~] ~ det (Mr) "~ det \aA D~'bfi*{x - -

y)

" ~"

~ :W. M~c~b~t~iid B~ P ~ i ~ ( O . ~ a n t ~

ehromodynamics
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and (2:32) becomes,
Z[J]=N

_1

-l~[dA:]det(Mv) expri
J
L

(2.37)

The appearance of a determinant in the functional integral is very suggestive. The rules for
integrating out fermions in gaussian path integrals give rise to just such determinants, as we pointed
out at the end of subsection 2.1. If we introduce the new anti-commut mg fields C'~(x) and C,(x)
which are elements of a Grassmann algebra (C may be thought of as the hermitian conjugate of C),
then the Faddeev-Popov determinant can be written as [2.12]
ArEA~] "-'

redid][dC]exp

i d4xC',o ~ D ~
,

~ Cb

k,OA.

(2.38)

"

So the determinant can be interpreted as an effective interaction in terms of the Faddeev-Popov
"ghost" fields i~ and C; this introduction of auxiliary unphysical fields provides an enormous
simplification of computations. It also does not interfere with the renormalizability of the theor:y,
since (2.38) corresponds to a renormalizable interactior~ by naive power counting.
As a result of this clever trick due to Faddeev and Popov [2.3], the generating functional k r a
pure Yang-Mills theory may be written as

Z[J] = N- ~f [dA~] Ed~] EdC]exp (iSeff. +

ifd*xJ"uAa")

(2.3'~)

where
Seff.--

{2.40a',

Sgduge field "~" Sgauge fix --I- Sghost

~2.40~)

s~,uge field

1;d4x(F"[A~])2

Sgauge fix --

Sghost =

(2.40c)

2(X

c~F" db
d4xC'. ~-~ D,, C~.

OA,

12.IOd)

To clarify these formal exr~ressions, consider the Lorentz gauge condition F" = 8,A"" = 0, for
which
Sgauge fix -- --

Sghost =

I ;d4x(0vAa~)2
2--~

-- ~d4x(cgt~('ac~aCa

-

(2.41a)

gc~ ~' C'~bCCbA"C).

(2 4! b)

J

This covariant quantization procedure requires the introduction of an indefinite memc .lust as m
QED. However, in the abelian theory this breaking of gauge invariance and introduction of an
indefinite metric are harmless intermediate steps, due to the fact ~hat
is a free field [2.14].

(,,A~'

~" i~;8,1:" "
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This property allows one to show that the unphysical degree of polarization of the photon decouples
from the physical theory and the S-matrix is gauge invariant and unitary. In non-abelian gauge
theories t~,A°~' is no longer a free field and the ghosts couple to the gauge fields as illustrated by
(2.41b). Therefore, in order to preserve unitarity and gauge invariance, contributions from the
longitudinal components of the gauge fields and contributions from the ghost fields must decouple
from the physical S-matrix. To show that this indeed occurs, one uses the Ward-Takahashi
identities [2.19]. Some of the unusual properties of the ghost are" Because Sgho~tis not hermitian,
the ghost lines will have a direction and because they are anti-commuting, closed ghost loops must
be multiplied by ( - 1) just like fermions.
One can introduce real fermions like quarks (or Higgs scalars) into the Lagrangian without
complicating the formalism developed here, provided they couple in a locally gauge-invariant
manner (minimally coupled).

2. 3. Proof of renormalizability for gauge fields
In what follows we will outline some major developments in gauge field renormalization theory.
The main purpose of our discussion is to sketch the proof that non-abelian gauge theories like
Q C D are indeed renormalizable.
If one computes Feynman amplitudes in perturbation lhe,ory, ultraviolet divergences originating
from the large momentum domain of the loop integrations are encountered. This means that the
perturbation expansion is meaningless unless one can devise a systematic procedure for removing
these infinities. For renormalizable theories there are taro di,,;tinct methods of accomplishing
finiteness: 1) The BPHZ prescription uses the R operation to perform subtractions on the integrands, thereby rendering the resulting integrals ultraviolet finite. This program is especially
useful for defining normal products of the elementary fields [2.13, 2.14] and for sorting out overlapping divergences via Zimmermann's "forest formula". We will review some aspects of the
BPHZ renorrnalization procedure, specifically those that are useful for the proof of the renormalization of non-abeiian gauge theories that we will outline. To prove renormalizability using
exclusively the BPHZ program demands special modifications of this procedure which we will
not discuss [2.14]. 2) Counterterm renormalizafion in which ultraviolet divergences are first
regulated and then canceled by redefining or ,enormalizing the basic parameters (couplings,
masses etc) and fields of the theory. When used in conjunction with the powerful technique of
dimensional regularization, this procedure becomes very convenient for handling non-abelian
gauge theories. Of course, both methods are equivalent.
By regularization we mean a procedure for rendering infinite integrals finite. In the past, PauiiVillars regularization a~d the less used analytic regularization were sufficient schemes; however,
they will not do for non. abelian gauge theories. Only the relatively new dimensional regularization
prescription [2.20] marfifestly preserves the local gauge invariance of tbese theories. This con..
tinuous-dimension method has the virtue of ieaving the Ward-Takahashi [W-T) identities unaltered, since they merely specify the local gauge invariance.
Why it is so important that the W-T identities be preserved by the regularization scheme?
Because the W-T identities are the central equations used in the proof of the renormalizability
of gauge field theories. They place such strong constraints (since they are proven independent of
perturbation theory) on the perturbation expansion that the renormalized theory becomes unique
once the regulated unrenormalized theory has been specified. Likewise, the W--T identities are

~

:;i:~
:;
::
'i~
;~
,~
,,~,,
:~i
:,:
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used ,.o establish the unitarity of the S..matrix. That is, because these tl'~eories must be quantized
with an indefinite metric Hilbert space (in covariant gauges), the prool of unitarity is non-trivial.
It must be shown that the ghost fields and the unphysical longitudinal components of the gauge
fields both decouple from the physical S-matrix. The proof that this indeed occurs employs tl~.e
W-T identities.
The application of the continuous-dimenfion method is very straightforward and easily applicable. All internal momentum variables over which we are to integrate are taken to have n ,'ather
than 4 components, where n, the dimension of space-time, is a continuous comptez,: parameter.
So for example on the one loop level, Feynman integrals now have the form

l(n, p)

= ['d"k
j (2n)n F(p, k).

p = external momenta.

(2.42)

Power counting assures us ~hat for small enough n the integral is ultraviolet convergent and from
this domain, the integral can be analytically continued to all n. The usual ultraviolet divergences
show up as simple poles ,,. l/e, (e = 4 - n) in the physical limit e ~ 0+ (higher order poles for
multi-loop diagrams). After the renormalization prescription is used to remove these poles, the
limit e ~ 0+ may be safely taken. Explicit rules for carrying out the dimensional regularizeaion
procedure can be found in the literature [2.20].
The logical structure o1"the proof of renormalizability of non-abelian gauge theories is mathematical induction. One first proves that all one loop graphs can be renormalized, that is. their
infinites are removed by adding counterterms of dimension ~< ~ to the Lagrangian which exactly
cancel these divergences. Then assuming that all n - 1 loop graphs are renormaiizable, one shows
that this must also be true for n loops. The rest of this subsection is devoted to showing that such
inductive reasoning applies to non-abalian gauge theories.

2.3.1. The BPHZ program
The first step in the proofofrenormalization is the classification of all Feynman graphs according
to their divergences and the specification of a rule for extracting the finite parts of these dmgram~
The renormalization program of Bogoliubov, Parasiuk, Hepp and Ztmmermann (BPttZt offers
a rigorous way of accomplishing this [2.13, 2.14, 2..21]. Since we will not apply the entire p~escrlption, we will describe only those parts of the program useful for the proof. For more details regarding this formalism, we recommend the lectures of Lowenstein [2.14].
Those aspects of the BPHZ program that we will be using are the R-operation, Z~mmermann's
"'forest formula" and an interpolating BPH theorem. We describe these in turn.
The purpose of the R-operation is to extract the finite part of a given Feynman ~ntegra' H~.
which for a glaph F with m loops is given by

Hr(p} = I f i -ig-_-~
d4ki lr(k, p)

{2431

,J I = 1 V-i~!

where Ir is the integrand formed from the product of veruces a~d propagator.~ ~r~ F, p are the
external momenta and k are the loop momentum variables. The R-operauon replaces the ~ntegrand
lr with a new integrand R r which when integrated leads to a finite result denoted by Jr
Jr(P)

= f i--fi l ~d4ki gr(k' p).

(2.44~
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To construct the operator that takes us t~om lr to Rr requires some preliminary steps. First we
define the degree of divergence d(F) of an arbitrary graph F,
d{F) = 4 - B - ~F

{2.45)

where B = number of external boson lines and F = number of externa! fermion lines. This formula
assumes renormalizability by naive power counting of the Lagrangian. If d(F) < 0, then the integral
in finite. The degree of divergence of a one-particle irreducible (1PI) graph (a graph which cannot
be divided into two disjoint graphs by cutting a single line) can be lowered by subtracting from
l(k, p) terms in its Taylor series expansion in p about the point p = 0. Subtracting at least the first
d(F) + I terms renders the resulting ~ntegral finite i.e. (up to terms ~ paltry)

Rr(k, pl = (1 - taW~)l(k, p) = l(k, p) - l ( k , O) - ... Cup to d(F) + 1 terms).

(2.46)

This is the R operation in its simplest form.
For graphs t,ontaining only non-overlapping* divergent subgraphs, (2.46) can be easily modified
io remove all divergences [2.13, 2.14]
Rr = Sr l'-I {1 - tatv~)SvIr{C/)

(2.47)

~,~0

where 0 is the set of all renormalization parts of F** (possibly including F itself). What this expression means is that starting with the smallest member of 0, we apply (1 - ~;a~) to its corresponding
renormalization part. The substitution operator S~ expresses lr(0) in terms of the subgraph
variables pr, so that all subtractions can be made using an expansion about pV = 0. This operation
is repeated for each member of 0 and at the end Sr substitutes back the original variables of F.
The problem of extending the above subtraction procedure to graphs c 9~taining overlapping
divergent subgraphs was solved by Zimmermann. His solution results in the "forest formula"

Rr - Sr ~

H

U~FF "t~U

t-ta ' S Jlrt U)

(2.48)

where U is a forest of F and Fr is the set of all forests of F. A t a~.~
v ~s taker, 1o be zero if ? is not a
renormahzation part. To give this formula meaning, we must explain what i~ meant by a forest of F.
A forest of 7" is a set of non-trivial, non-overlapping, 1PI subgrapt,~s of the graph F. The set of
all possible forests Fr includes the cases U = {0} (empty set of graphs) and U = { F }. The null
forest {0} gives rise to lr in the sum specified by (2.48). In defining the product of t operators,

1

Fig 2-1

l

Overlapping and n ~ n - o v e r l a p p m g subdlagrams, O -

overlapping

* Tv, o subgraphs ) and 7 are non-overlapping if 2 c ; or 7 c ) or 7 ,~ 2 = 0 (empty sell Overlapping g r a p h s must have at least
one vertex m c o m m o n , see fig 2-1
"~ R~no: m,ihzation parts are all l t'l subgraphs / of F with d(71 >/0
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1¢~1

"N

i(

\

Ftg. 2-2. An tllustration of the ordering principle for subdmgrams

they are ordered so that t-)'2
nt~'~)stands to the right of t~,
"a~'t)if~2 ~ Y1'" ifYl "'~ ~2 = O,then theorderln~
is irrelevant. A simple illustration of 1his principle is given in fig. 2-2 for which
,

-

--

Rr

__ S r ( l

_

,d(~t),g

"~',

~',

_

td(~2)q
%'2

-~

+ td(~,)S~,tt~d(~,:)
2 S~2)lr
-~',

(2 49)

-- Sr( 1 - -~,ta~"))Sr,tl - ta'2hS,:2
, ~21"-"
This rigorous prescription for sorting out divergent parts of a comphcated graphs is applicable
even in the counterterm method. A BPH theorem [2.13, 2.14] states than in a regularized theorx.
the subtractions implied by the R operation can be form.diy implemented by adding counterterms
to the Lagrangian. For example in the langdage of dimeusi< nal regularization, this means that ttae
original integral Hr will exhibit pelts as n--, 4; however, these are canceled by similar poles
coming from counterterms in the Lagrangian. In the counterterm procedure, the requireme,~t
that only a finite number ofcounterterms may be introduced into the Lagrangian to implement the
renormalization is equivalent to the BPHZ requirement that lhe effective dimensmn of a xertcx
must be ~< 4 for renormalizable theories. This is the constr, dnt used in obtaanmg (2.45).
We have seen that the B P H Z program providc~ a ~lgt~rou~ ~ ;rmai~sm for implemeqt~ng tonormalization. To be able to use it in the counterterm prescriptio~ lor non-abehan gauge theort,:,
we must show that only a finite number of counterterms are necessary to ~mplement the R opc~,~tion. This is easiest illustrated by the W-T adentmes to which we now turn.
23.2. T h e Ward-Takahashi identities and the B R S transformation
To discuss the content of gauge symmetry in terms of Ward identities it is necessary to comprc.~
notation because of the proliferation ofindices in gauge field theories. The index t m the symbol 1,
will stand for all the attributes of the gauge field so that t star,ds for the point x, the gauge rod., ,~
and Lorentz index/~ in A](x).
In this notation an infinitesimal gauge transformation (2.19) with parameters : ( x l as glxcn bx
6A, = D~e"(x)

(2 50:,t

whe'e
D~ - A~ + 'r~Aj
1
g

with ~ real and anti-symmetric. Repeated indices imply summation on the dascrete indices ~lnd

2.V62
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~r.,

integration over the continuous ones so

.4,.4, = f d'x ~ A~(x)A~(x).

?.!~

(2.51)

~a

Then (2.50) corresponds to (2.19) with T,~ the representation of the group generator /_f in the ,',/?7
A~ basis. In th~s compact notation for example, the Faddeev-Popov determinant (2.36) is
Ar[M] = det (M)

(2.52a)
q \

with

%,, t %
7y'~

Mo~[A] = 6F,,[A] D~EA]"
6A,

(2.52b) .~:':,)
T'(/:i

Suppose we consider the generating functional withot,t the ghost fields (see (2.40))
¢
Z[J]_ = N -~ | [ d A , ] A v ( M [ . 4 ] ) e x p ( i [ S g , uge~,~ta + Sg,ug~f,,, + J,A,]).
.l

(2.53)

T'he usual derivation of the Ward-Takahashi (W-T) identities begins with the observation that
the measure [dA]AF(M(A))is invariant under a special gauge transformation. This gauge transformation is characterized by a parameter e~(A) which depends on A, in a particular way
ea[A] = M~I[A]2b

(2.54)

with & infinitesimal. This transformation affects the gauge fixing term in (2.53),

S,~u,e f,, --- - 2~1

fd,x(FO[A])2

a(.cordmg to 6[F~(A)] = ).~. Varying the full action of (2 53) the result one obtains is independent
of 2~ providing

FLT

(2.55)

where
~2.56)
~s the ghost propagator in the presence of sources, J. Inverting (2.5'~) one has the equation of
motion for the ghost field

= 6o

z[J].

(2.57)

Equations (2.55) are the functional form o~ the W-T identities.
This form of the W-T identities is not too useful because these identities are for the fully connect -~
ed Green's functions and the renormalization prescription is for 1PI functions. One can oroceed,~,
laboriously from (2.55) to the l P[ functions as was originally done in the first proofs of renormal-~
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izability [2.5]. However there is a more elegant method based on the BP.cS transformation which
we now describe.
Suppose we perform the Faddeev-Popov trick and write the generalmg functional Z[J] ~n
terms of the ghost fields C, C as in (2.39). Is there a transformation that leaves the full s¢ffIA. C. ('t
invariant? The answer is yes as was discovered by Becchi, Rouet and Stora ~BRS) [2.6]. For
simplicity we: consider only the case with linear gauge fixing functions
F.[ A] = F,,,A,

(2.58)

but the results can be generalized to non-linear gauge functions as well. The transformation
discovered by BRS is global and is characterized by an anti-commuting infinitesimal parameter 2:

~Ai = D",C.62
(2' 59)

6Ca -- --½cabcCbCc¢~2

6(_',, = -F.(A)62.
One can verify that the measure d[A]d[C]d[i?] ,s lnvariant under (2.5'9)an0

6Sm(A, C, C) = O.

{2 60t

The advantage of this approach is t~hat the ghost fields can be treated on a par w~rh the gauge
fields. We also will introduce anti-commuting sources r/,, and ~, for ghost fields (-', and Co as ~ell
as sources K~ and L, for the composrte operators D~C, and C"b~CbC,. that appear ~n the BRS
transformation (2.59). The generating functional is

Z[J, rI. ~, K, L]_

~[dA] [dC][dC]exp(i[s~ft(A, C. C') + J,A, + -O.C,, + q,,(',, +

+ K,D",(A)C,, - ~,,..llc..b,(.(., ]t

t'_ (,1~

The W T identities are obtained by varying 42.61) with the BRS transformation and u,,~ng 12 61~
The result is the W T identity.
s'
"[he

+ rT°XL- . +

T

'

equation of motion ~'or :he C field is
(1
fi
)
~F,,,6 K + rl,~ Z [ J , q , O , K , L ]

=0.

TO obtain the W-T identi~,;es for 1PI ['unctions the first step is to consider
gen,zrating functional for the connected Green's fi_t_n_ct!onsdefined by
W = i i n Z.

t26zt

ll,'[J,

q. ii. K, L]. the
t2 ¢~4~

This W satisfies the W-T id,entity (2.62) and (2.63t implies

6W
Fai 6 K , - q""

~2

65t

1'~
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generating function for the 1PI Green's functions F(A, C, C', K, L) is given by the Legendre
transformation
The

W[d. rl, 7, K, L] + F(A, C, C', K~ L) + J,A, + ~,Ca + r/,Ca = 0

(2.66)

with
A, = - 6 W / 6 J , ,

c,, = - 6 w / 6 ~ a ,

ea = - 6 w / 6 n a ,

Ji = -6FtfiA,,

K, := ~FI6Ca,

~l,~ = 6FI6C,,.

(2.67)

The ordinary functions Ai, Ca, Co in (2.66) are distinct from the functionals (denoted by the same
symbols) which are integrated over in the generating functional (2.61).
It is useful to introduce the auxilary functional

F
= F ( A , C , C_ , K , L ) +
_ (A,C,C
_ ,K,L)

1

V

EA].

(2.68)

Then one can show from the above definitions that the W-T identities (2.62) for the 1PI functions
have the compact form [2.21]
F • F -

6P 6P
6P 6P
J
- 0
cSA, 6K,
6C,, 6La

(2.69a)

and (2.65) becomes

6P

F~, 6K,

6P

+

6~. a - O.

(2.69b)

These rather simple equations, in compact notation, express the full content of the W-T ider~tities
following from the BRS invariance and were obtained by Lee [2.21]. They are the key ingredient
m the proof of renormalizability.

2.3.3. Proof of renormalizabihty
In what follows we remind the reader that we are only sketching the proof. Many importalit
details are omitted and for these one must consult the literature [2.11, 2.12].
The proof of renormalizability relies on the W-T identities (2.69a), F • P = 0, and the ghost
equa,iona of motion (2.69b). The theory is well defined in n = 4 - e dimensions and the W - T
identities etc. remain unchanged. Further, we will perform subtractions at the Euclidean point
p2 = _p2 to avoid infrared problems.
What nmst be shown is that by adding; a well defined set of counterterms to the Lagrangian
the generating functional is finite as e ~ 0 and continues to satisfy the W-T identities. This means
that if we rescale the field and couplings in the Lagrangian according to
/'f, =

c

L,, =

Z1/2(~)A~,

Zl/2(e)E a

-- z1/2(/3)c r,

x(e)
.':,~
0 -'- 2(/3)z1/2(/3 }

-- 2 1 ' 2 ( g ) C

:x

'r

K, = Z,1/2(a)K~

- - Z(/3)O~ r

(2.70a)
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where the Z's and X have the loop expans~ion
z(o

= 1 +
n=l

= 1 + X

(2.70b

n----I

= 1

E x,,0:)

n=l

the resulting functional

P(A*, C, O , K ' , E . . . )

= F(A, C, ,C,K,L,...)

,t2.71)

is finite as ~ ~ 0 if we pick Z(~), Z(~:), X(~) appropriately.
To prove this can be done we consider the loop expansion of the functional
~" =

Y'. ~(.).

(2.72)

n=O

Here we recognize the zero loop, or tree, functional

~-'(0) "-

S = S'ff(A,

C, C) + J~A, + q,.C,. + qaCa "Jr-K,D~,(A)Co _ _~,_.~,~t-',~q~'~.
ir
~,-c
~

{2 7"~1.

as the Lagrangian. The first divergences appear on the one loop level. We writhe F ~ as a finite part
and a divergent (as e --. 0) part, [~(~, = F~) + -(1).
V'd,~ Substituting (2.72) and (2.73)into the W-T
identity ,~2.69) one has, up to the loop level, that the di,, ergent part must satisfy
(1) *

~'div __ 0

Vd,v

F,,, 6K,

A~'dtv

6~

In order to obtain a finite one loop funcuonal one adds a counterterm to the action to ~"
a new action
S~(I) - - g -

--(1).~'div

~2 " " t

Equations (2.74) then imply that this counterterm can be picked such that St~ satisfie~ the equ:~tions S¢,, • S~l, = 0 and Fa,fSc,,/6K, + 6;~¢,,/6C,, = 0 to one loop order By adding to .{,,, highcr
ter¢~s, which do not modify the one-loop functional, one can construct a renormalized Lagrangla~l
that satisfies these equations exactly.
Consequent!y the zero and one loop f~ nctional are rendered finite by countcrterms that respect
the W - T idemities. The proof that this ~s possible for r't,,) proceeds by mathematical induction
One assumes F~._ ~) is finite and then shows that Ft.~ is finite. We denote by F(,~ the nth order tc~-,
....
in "'.,e loop expansion of the functional ~'here the r denotes that all divergences of ~,~ associated
-w~m
-"~ subdiagrams have been removed b'¢
. renormahzatlon and the d~vergent part. ~tn~
' ~ " . COi i C',
ponds only to overall d~'vergences. Then 1-" • F' = 0 imphes

where ~o) = g is the tree action given by (2.73). By adjusting the finite parts of F'~,~approprmtel)
one has
-

F~ div =

0

t 2 - 7~l
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and

"-(")

= 0

where the fields A,, C,, Co etc. are understood to be renormalized to order n definition (2.69a) these equations (2.77a) and (2.77b) can be written as
~pr

-(.)div = 0

(

6

(2.77b)
1. Using the
(2.78)

~a)~rdiv--0

(2.79t

where the functional operator r~ is given by
c~ = (~o + C~x
go =

6K, SA,

(2.80a)
+

6L,,5C,,

~ ' = -6-A, 5K---~,+ 6C---~6L---/

(2.80b)

(2.80c)

The problem is now to find the general solution to the renormalization equations (2.78) and (2.79).
An important property of rS, that can be proven, is that it is nilpotent
~ 2 = 0.

(2.81)

The means that a special solution to the renormalization equation (2.78) is ~JL ( ndlv
= (~F(A, C, C, K, L)
)
wzth F a local functional. The general solutlorl to the renormalization equation (2 78) conjectured
first by Kluberg-Stern and Zuber [2.22] and proven by Joglekar and Lee [2.23] !s

r,~d,v
(n) = G(A) + ~F(A, C, C',K,L)

[2.82)

where G(A) is a gauge mvanant functional
6

D~(A) ~-A- G(A) = 0

(2.83)

To get exphcit results we restrict ourselves to local funcdonals of dimension 4. Then, since the
only gauge mvarmnt local functional of dimension 4 ~s proportional to the action, we must have
G(A) = x(E)S(A) where, z~(e) is a divergent constant as e ---, 0. Further, it is not difficult to see that
the general solution to (2.19) is
~(( ,)d'v~r'~",
A

C , C , K , L ) = ~c,)
~'r d,* ~/a,
<~ C, 0, K, + sac,,, L) + K,Q'(A, C, C', L)

(2.84)

where Q' 1s transverse ~,"Q' = 0. Using this ~t can be shown, mainly from the assumption of locality,
that the unknown functional F in (2.82) has the general form

F(A, C, C,K,L) = fl(e)'K, + ?",C'a)A, + )'(~)L,~C',,

(2.85)

where fl(e) and 7(e) are divergent quantines as e --. 0. Since the gauge field and coupling scale
according to ~(A,9) = 9-2~(0A, 1)it follows that ,q(A,o) = ½A,b~/SA, - ½96S/60. Using this and
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applying the operator f¢ to (2.85) one finds the general solution Io the renormalization equations
from (2.82),

~.~'~=

+ tl(O

A,3-~,
a + L° a

_

r(~) +/~(0

K~ 6K~

2 9 ,

Co gc-: + e.

+

~'(o)(A,C, C, K, L, g).

(2.86)

This is the most general solution to the renormalization equations (2.78) and (2.79) tha'~ is local and
of dimension 4, For greater details concerning the derivation of (2.86) the reader should consult
the literature [2.12].
The fields A, C, C", K, L and coupling ,g that appear in (2.86) are understood to be r,::normalized
to order n - 1; we oenote these fields by A~]._ ,) etc. Defining the nth order renormv.lizations by
(see 2.70)
Z(.) = Z(._ t) + z(.) etc.
71/2

A~(,,} =

? 1"/( 2" ) ~ A ~' ( . _ x)

"-' (n~(n)

= ~

etc..

(2.8;)

I)

7i/2

""(n)"(n)

~
\Lqn

-

~'11),2
1 )"'(n - I ) /

01n--l)

choosing
z(.) =

-

(½~(0 +/~(~)) '

X(n) -- ~(n) -- 22(n)

and using the fact that F(o)(A, C, C, K, L, g) is the effectwe acnon and its exphcn dependence on
the fields and coupling is known one Ends that ,~(~)
ff'~d,, given (2 86) is e!lminated "hereforc ~,, ~,
a finite functmnal expressed in terms of the renormalized fields.
This completc~ the inductive proof. Fermions and other fields can be added providing thetr
couplings are of dimension less than or equal to 4 and are locally gauge invanant without altering
the property of renormalizability.

2.4. Feyuman rules for QCD
Most of the recent progress in our understanding of thc renormahzabdity of quantum field
theories has proceeded using the powerful functional techmque we ha,~e just finished describing
The power of this technique is that it reduces the proof of renormahzablht) to algebrar: mampulations. The functional methods are devised in configuration spacf. However for the purposes of
p~l iut u n . ~ U C l I I I I t ~ ,.:aicmauons in perturbation theory momentum space is far superior After" all.
the S-matrix is represented in me nentum ,;pace and th~s ~s the object of most practical calculatTon,
Good reviews on th( Feynman rules as applied to gauge theories are the book b) Ta~ior [2 t0]
and the Physics Report of Abers and Lee [2.7].
The Feynman rules for the perturbative solution to QCD can be v~ntten dox~n tn ,t str,ngh:-
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forward fashion from the efft etive action, eq. (2.40). These rules are just the Fourier transforms of
the lowest order primitive vertices etc. tha: appear in the effective action. The rules are necessarily
# a
gauge dependent and we will give the rules for the class of covariant gauges 0 A~, = ~ , A feature
of non-abelian gauge theories is the appearance of ghosts in ¢ovariant gauges; the ghosts appear
in loops but not in asymptotic states.
Alternately one could give the Feynman rules in the non-covariant axial gauge n"A~ = 0 where
n~ is an arbitrary vector. In this gauge there are no ghosts [2.18]. This seems like an enormous
simplification and it is too good to be true. There are other difficulties with the axial gauge. First
the amplitudes are non-covariant deF'~nding on the vector n~; so manifest ccveriance is lost.
Secondly in loop integrations one encounters new singularities like (n" k)- t as k~ --, 0. A principal
value presc~ription must be given to handle these singularities [2.18]. Evidently these singularities
are the shadows of the ghosts. So the axial gauge, while useful, does not result in eytensive simplification.
One problem we will not be dist ~ssing here is the question of the existence of the S-matrix in
perturbation theory and the associated infrared divergences. This problem is so important we
have devoted the entire section 5 to it.
There is a further caveat that one must make in discussing perturbation theory. The caveat is
that the validity of the perturbative expansion is momentum dependent. This is discussed in the
next section 3 on the renormalization group. For infrared stable theories like QED the effective
coupling as a function of the off mass-sheU momentum q~ is eelf2 = e2[1 + O ( e 2 In (q2/m2))] for
q2 ~ m2 and is small if e 2 is small. Consequently perturbative calculations of static quantities such
as the electronic g - 2 are expected to be reliable. In QCD the situation is quiet reversed. Nothing
is known about the effective coupling for small momenta; it could be infinite. Only for large
momenta does the effective coupling become small - at least it is self consistent to assume that it is
small. So computations for on-mass shel! low momentum amplitudes in QCD are meaningless,
just as meaningless as a perturbative treatment of Q E D amplitudes at high momentum for which
the effective couphng may grow.
Now for the Feynman rules for QCD. Introducing the to matrices
Eta, ft,] = 1Cahctc

(2.89)

with C~bc the structure constants of the gauge group, with the t" normalized according to
Tr (tatb) = 1--62ab, writing the gauge and ghost fields as
AIj -- taAa,

C = toC ~,

(2.90)

C = t"C °

the effective action (2.40) becomes
Se r f =

f[-½Tr(~.,A,.--~..A,-~g[A,.

A,,]) 2 -- 1Tr(~uAU)Zz¢

2 Tr (c3~'OuC - igO,,C[A ~, C])] d4x

(2.91)

/

F r o n t S erf It ts easy to deduce the Feynman rules given in fig. 2-3. These rules wert given explicitly

by 't Hooft [2 4] For completeness we include the rules for a gauge field coupling to a massive
fermion with effective action q0D - m)q.
In fig. 2-4 we define our notation for the proper and the fully connected amplitudes. A proper
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Gauge Field T,=ple Vertex

q2,,%L

Fermion Propagator S°(p) = . ,
P
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gC=b© [gp,,(k-q)ct + gv=,(q-r)p. ÷ q~F(r-k)=,]

vb
o'c
q+k+ r=o

i

Cl

Gauge Field Quadruple Vertex
-'.s ~ I t , b , C=~ (cj~= g~,e-cj~,pg,,= )
Gouge Field Propagator
O ~lb
~
D;m
I (k)= -!((gp.v- ~ k= ) += kpk=,) . ~ob
ke

Ghost Vertex

b

!. C,,c=Cbee(g~,g=p.g/~pg~,cr )

=c

=,b

I~z+l~

+

9C,acrF

CadeCcbe(gH,o'g~'p "g/zt,*ga'p

Fermlm~ Vertex

)]

ig 7"/~t a

c

k+q+r:o
Fig. 2-3. Feyt~man rules for gauge theories.
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Q
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Fig 2-a, ~otatlon for proper and full prlmat~e Green's it,.ct.or~
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~mBliiude is IPI (one particle irreducible). This means that if the blob is cut no single particle
threshold is encountered. A fully connected amplitude includes all single particle thresholds.
These definitions are useful in establishing the renormalization program and the Schwinger~TDyson equations.
~ Besides the rules for propagators and vertices in fig. 2-3 there are additional rules,for doing
integrals. For each loop there is a factor ~ d4q(2n) -4 over the loop integration. For closed ghost
and ferrnion loops one includes a factor - 1 from fermion statistics. For a single closed gauge
boson loop include a factor of ½while for the double closed gauge field loop involving the quartic
gauge field vertex a factor of -~should be included. Note that the ghost vertex rule is raomentum
direction dependent. This reflects the non-hermitian coupling of the ghosts in the effective action
(2.91).
Finally we remark that the loop integrals are to be dimensionally regularized. This procedure
is described in the literature [2.20]. If one is interested only in leading order divergences G,ae can
use standard cutoff procedures (this fails for non-leading order and finite parts) and this is a simplification in some instances.

2.5. Slavnov-Taylor identities
Green's functions with external gauge field legs obey identities which are the generalizations
of the usual Ward-Takahashi identities to non-abelian gauge theories. These identities are consequences ef local gauge invariance and were derived in section 2.3.3. There a simple functional
identity was obtained, eq. (2.39), by considering a special class of gauge transformations that
dependo:! on the gauge field (see eq. (2.54)). In this way one obtains the Ward identities for the
fully con_nected Green's functions. From these Ward identites one can then go or, to obtain the
identities for the 1PI amplitudes. This is done by first performing the Lengendre transformation
(~n Z to obtain the .generating functional for the I PI Green's functions. By functionally differentiating the resulting expression with respect to the currents and setting the currents to zero, one obtains
the Green's function one is interested in. The final step is to transform this configuration space
identity into momentum space. The actual manipulations in obtaining the Slavnov_Taylor
identities will not be given here as they are described in the literature [2.24].
There are at least two reasons these Slavnov-Taylor identities are useful. First they imply that
alll the renormalization constants are not independent. These relations are given below. In many
instances this results in computational simplification. Second, the identities are exact constraints
on any solution to QCD. If they ar,~ violated so is gauge invariance. It is difficult to find approximation techniques which respect these identities.
The first, and almost elementary identity obtained by Slavnov [-2.24] is for the full gauge
propagator,
q q

D..,la)... = -- l~O"~.

1'3 ~ ' 3 1
V - . J z-!

Since the gauge propaga:or, in the class of gauges we are considering is Lorentz covariant the
general solution to (2.92) can be written as
D~,,(q) = -

gp,~

q~q,~

1

-~ ]1 + H(q 2,~)

+ ~

q~,qv] |

-~.

q: _1q -

(2.93)
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This is. obtained by suming the series of diagrams In fig. 2-5a. Here the vacuum polarization is
stipulated to be transverse, rl~v(q)~=ab -i6*~(O~,~q2 q~qv)II(q 2, ~). Equation (2.92) just implies the
longitudinal parl~ of D:~(q) gets trivially ]:enormalized. The renormalization constant Z 3 for the
gauge fields, Ai = Z}/2A~ is defined as
Z;" t = i + H(0, (z)'

(2.94)

and it is gauge dependent.
The ghost full propagator and its proper self energy are similarly related as is illustrated in
fig. 2-5b
i6,,r,

G*b(q) = q2(! + b(q z, ~0)"

(2.95)

The ghost field renormalization constant C =

2~L/2CR C

Zx3/2('~ is defined by

7~3 t = I + b(0, ~).

(2.96)

Notice that the renormalization const~tnts have been defined at the point q2 = 0 in (2.94) and
(2.96). This is not necessary and may even be dangerous because of the infrared pile up of cuts in
the complex q2 plane at q2 = 0 from mas,,dess gluons. One could, as we do subsequently, perform
our renormalizations at a safe space-like point, q2 = _/~2.
The triple gauge field vertex renormafization constant 27~ is defined from the proper gauge
field vertex shown in fig. 2-,1
T ; ,#~,~,
b. v

P, r)l~=p~=,~=o

- - Z -; 1 T.b~i
-,#r~,~
-

(2.97)

P' r)BARF-

where the explicit Lorentz structure of the bare vertex is given in fig. 2-3. Likewise the ghost-gauge
field vertex renormalization constant Z~ i:~ defined from the proper ghost vertex in fig 2-4.

Gabctk
- OZ-; ~
/a X ' " q)i~'=k~=
'
(q+k)2=

~"~(k,q)BARE
G~

/2 9s)

with the bare vertex given in fig. 2-3.
One result that immediately follows is t.hat in th.. Landau gauge [2.24]
Z1 = 1,

~z = O.

(2.99)

D~bz,(q)= ~
#..

= -,-,,,,,-,,,~+

I'[/~v (q) =

-I

~ . ~ ~

+

= - ~8°b(q~g/~u -qF qv) ~(q~)

(a)
o

~

b

~'~

= 18"bb(q 2)

(b)
Fig. 2-5. (a) Gauge field propagator and vacuum polarization, (b) ghost propagator and self-energy
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k
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b

q-

q"

~

k

c
b c~
abc B&RE

-~6*bC(k,q) = G/;. (k,q)

+

rXT abcx~(k,q)

Fig 2-6 Proper ghost vertex d e c o m p o s m o n

To see this consider fig. 2-6 which is a general representation of the proper ghost verlex and
defines ~ b,(k, q). The ghost vertex in the interaction amplitude, in fig. 2-6 is proportional to the
internal loop m,,.mentum la. In the L a n d a u gauge, however, lXD~ba(q - l) = q~D~a~(q - l) so the
second term in fig. 2-6 must vanish as the external m o m e n t u m qa ~ 0. This implies "r,b,t~.
• ;.. ~, q ) =
-- ga,(A°b~q I + B°b~k2 .+ c"b~r z) + D°b~kzk, + etc. as q2, k 2, r E ~ 0 so that r ~'r°b~tt'.~.~ , q) vanishes
in this limit. Hence the full vertex is equal to the bare vertex at q2 = k 2 = r 2 = 0 and there is no
rcnormalization. "1his result, valid in the Landa~t gauge, is not true if one renormalizes at a point
q2 = k 2 = r 2 = _ ~2 (although it remains true to lowest perturbative order).
F o r the triple gauge vertex the general Taylor-Slavnov identity is
- k ta 7 ,ab
,,,~'(k,p,-k-p)(l

lbc
+ b(k2)) = -G~o,(k,
q) [(p + k ) 2 g., a -- (p + k)"(p + k)"] (1 + Fl((k

+ G
abqk
-,,,.',.-,

q) [PEa"'" --

p,,' P
_,,-1
_!(1

+ H(p2)).

+ p)2))
(2.100)

Setting k z = p2 = (k + p)2 = 0 in (2.100) and using our definitions (2 94), (2.96), (2.97), (2.98) one
finds the important identity
Z3/'Z1

12.101)

"- Z 3 / 2 " 1 .

This ,'quality of ratios of renormalization constants ira! .~s that the rauo of bare to renormalized
gauge field coupling constants ~s independent of v, hether one uses the triple gauge field vertex or
the ghost-gauge field vertex to define the renormalized coupling.
This result can be generalized if we include fermions. The full fermion p r o p a g a t o r S(p)is related
to the ba, e propagator S°(p)(after mass renormalizations) by*
S(P)ip'=o = Z~3S°(p)[p2=o.

(2.102)

The proper fermion vertex is renormalized accord:nt~ t.:
~a

i

| u (K' q)[k2=q2=O:+q)2=O -- Z~I -

a

1F,( k,

(2.103)

q)BARE"

The Slavnov-Taylor lder, tlty for the fermion vertex is
a
k , F,(k,q)(1
+ b (k) 2)

= H"(k,q)S

_

~(k + q ) -

S-l(q)H"(k,q).

(2.104)

Here Ha(k, q) is a new amphtude not appearing in the usual fornlulatlon of the theory. It is specified
by the diagram in fig. 2-7. The "renormalization constant" Y ;s defined b)
H~( k, q)lk~=q' =0, +q,-' =o = - g t~Y.
* Here we ase Z', for che ferm~on ~avefunctlon renormahzaUon, later we change to the more conventional Z 2

(2.105)
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Ha(k,q) = 9t ° +
a

-Ba(k,q) = ~

k

Ba

I-

(k,c)

k+#.
x

qt b

q-~
F~g. 2-7 D e f i n m o n of H°lk, q) m the fermmn Slavnov-Taylor ~denttty

By an argument similar to the proof of (2.99) one can show that in the Landau gauge Y = 1
Using (2.102)-(2.105) one finds the identit3
F
F
"
Za/Z~
= YZa.

(2.106)

One can conclude from this and equalions (2.99) and (2.101) that in the Landau gauge
"
F
F.
Z 3 / Z t = Z 3 / Z 1 - - Z 3 / Z 1 , however, a proof of this identity in a genera~ gauge is unavadable
This would require Y = Z ( t for all values of the gauge parameter. 7.
There is also an identity for the quartic gauge vertex derived by 't Hooft [2 4] which ~,e ~ :I1
not discuss. It guarantees that the normalization of this vertex is consistent with the normalization
of the triple vertex.
It is also possible to (',~~ive Ward identities for the ghost-gauge field vertex. These have be,.~n
obtained in the functional formalism by Joglekar and Lee l-2.23]. However they involve matrix
elements of comF, osite operators.

2 6. The Schwinyer-Dyson equations for OCD
The Schwinger-Dyson equations are an infinite system of non-hnear integral equ:i~oT~, ',,r
all the Green's functions. These equations express the full content of the quantum equation.,, f
motion. ?.olving these equations is the same as solving the quant~m field theor~ The 5ch~ ~r~ger
Dyson equations are ngorcusly correct in perturbation theory. ~lthough the) a~c obtained ~'.
expansion about the free field vacuum the final equations make no reference to the vacuu-n t)r
to perturbation theory. Presumably they are sufficiently general to accommodate bound.sta)c
physics, tunneling phenomena, confinemenl and other non-perturbative effects
If c)ne starts to solve the Schwinger-Dyson equations in perturbatioq theory one encou,~'cr~
ultraviolet infinities. These can be renormalized as we have discussed. Here the Ward ~denttt~c,,
play a crucial role in aefinmg the procedure although the exact integral equations obex all the
Ward identiti'~s.
The usual representations ()f the S-D equations have overlapping divergences ~r~ pcrturb~t~o~
tht.ory. However, these equal ons can alwa2,,', be rewr;tten m a way which elHn~natc~ oxcrlap.~
For O C D this has been done bv linker and 1~ :'e I-9 9'~-]
There may be other solutions to the integral equations which z~re not u i t r ~ ~,lt.'t d~c.r,~,-n~
Nothing, or next to nothing, is known about solu)~ons to the ~nteg~rai ,~quat~o~., ~ h~c)a ~c ~,~
perturbative (and not simply sums of perturbation theory).
The main ingred,ent of the S - D equations are the 2PI and 3P,~ kernels. These arc dcfi~cd b~
skeleton expansion,,, which involve only the primative Green's functions which are listed ~ fi~ 2-4
When one writes down more complicated S - D equalions one has recourse to 3PI and 41:'I kcrncl,~
-,,,"

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

L . . . .

J"
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(o)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2-8. Schwinger-Dyson equations: (a) full fermion propagator, (b) full ghost propagator, (c) fermion proper self-energy.

The integral equations we discuss here appear in an article by Eichten and Feinberg [2.26].
The most elementary S-D equations do not involve the kernels and are those for the fermion ii:
and ghost propagators. These are shown in figs. 2-8(a) and 2-8(b). They can be reexpressed in terms ~"
of the proper amplitudes as is done in fig. 2-8(c) for the fermion propagator.
The gluon propagator obeys the S-D equation in fig. 2-9. The features of the non-abelian gauge ":'
couplings come in at this stage.
The gauge triple vertex obeys the S-D equation shown in fig. 2-10(a). Here G', M' are 2PI
kernels and 1~' is 2PI and 3PI. The first few terms of the skeleton expansions are shown in fig. 2-11.
This procedure can be generalized to write down a S-D equation for any Green's function.
The perturbative solution to these equations and its properties we discuss in section 5. There
are hopefully, other solutions besides perturbation theory. The possibility of confinement as
reflected in solutions to the S-D equation is discussed in section 5. An alternate possibility is that
there is a dynamical breakdown of the gauge symmetry, the vacuum polarization II°b(q2) developes
a pole at q2 = 0, and the gluons become massive. This option has been examined by Eichten and
Feinberg [2.26] in the context of solutions to the S-D equations.
More recently we have learned that there are topological solitons in QCD and a periodic
vacuum. This we discuss in section 6. Here it is appropriate to ask: How are these non-perturbative
properties of QCD manifested in the S-D equations? Perhaps for this problem it is necessary
to write the S-D equations in configuration rather than momentum space.
)

+

F~g 2-9 Schwmger-Dyson equatlon for the vacuum polanzatlon

+

Fig 2-10 Schw~mger-Dyson equatlon for the proper triple vertex.
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1,:lg. 2-11. Skeleton expansion of the kernels

Ultimately we will have to face up to solving these equations or so rae equivalent problem.
Here, as always in gauge theories, the problem is to find z. gauge invarian; approximation scheme
so one might make progress without having to solve the whole problem exactly.

A J..
Fig 2-12 Schwmger-Dyson equation for the fermlon proper vertex

3. The renormalization group for gauge theories

The renormalization program of a quantum field theory is based on the observation that b~
rescaling propagators, vertex functions and bare parameters like charge and mass. the Green's
functions of the theory are rendered ultraviolet finite. There is, however, a certain amount of
arbitrariness in the actual rescaling factors (the renormalization constants) employed in Th~s
procedure; that is, although their infinite parts are fixed, their finite parts depend on the renormal~zation points at which we choose to perform our ultraviolet subtractions. The set of ,1rote'"
rescalings which result from a change of renormalization points and do not affect the S-matrix
form a group, the renormalization group.*
The earliest use of the renormalization group can be found in the fundamental work of GellMann and Low [3.2] and Stueckelberg and Petermann [3.3]. Gell-Mann and Low pointed out
tkdt because the definition of renormalized charge, the coupling constant of QED. is momentum
dependent, a change in the energy scale can be compensated fiar by a change m the charge. Their
considerations led to a differential equation for the photon propagator which was valid to every
order in perturbation theory. It implied that the high energy behavior of the photon propagator
was calculable if one knew the zeros of a certain function of the coupling constant, the Gell-Mann* In ~the BPHZ program described in section 2, this degree of freedom manifests itself m the poss~bdlty of oversubtractmg Fe)nman
mtegrands [3.1].

.~'~i~6 ~

~
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Low function. Bogoliubov and Shirkov extended the GeU-Mann-Low analysis to other amplitudes
in QED, to the infrared region and to other field theories [3.4]. Osviannikov [3.5] in a generally
overlooked contribution of 1956 derived what people often refer to as Callan-Symanzik equations
for large space-like momenta.
Interest in the GeU-Mann-Low renormalization group method lay dormant for about 15 years
[3.6]. This was due, in part, to the fact that one did not know how to calculate the zeros of the
Gcll-Mann-Low function that determine high energy behavior and more importantly because
the large space-like region of momentum which the method controlled was not experimentally
accessible.
An independent development that occurred around 1970 [3.7] was motivated by interest in
the scaling and conf~rmal behavior of field theories at high energy. A r~normalizable field theory
can not be strictly scale invariant, even if it has no bare masses, because subtractions on a massless
theory are performed off-mass-shell at some point p2 = _ #z, and in addition a cutoff A must be
introduced to regulate the momentum loop integrations. (Even using dimensional regularization,
a mass scale must be introduced to keep the couplings dimensionless.) So the content of naive scale
~nd conformal invariance in the form of differential equations for the Green's functions, which are
the scale and conformal Ward identities, must be modified. The modification required, to correctly
take into account the fact that scaling can not be strictly implemented because of the necessity of
a mass scale in the theory, was obtained by Callan [3.8] and Symanzik [3.9]. They found differential
equations which correctly describe this property, the Callan-S ymanzik (C-S)equations. A readable
account of this development can be found in the Erice Lectures of Coleman [3.10].
If explicit scale breaking interactions, like mass terms are added to the Lagrangian, they modify
the Callan-Symanzik equations by the addition of extra terms, mass insertions. At large space-like
momenta, it is assumed that these terms can be dropped, since to every tinite order of perturbation
theory th: mass insertions are down by a power of the momentum. This is established by the use of
Weinberg's power counting theorem [3.11]. Hence, in the asymptotic region one recovers the
simplified equations.
At this point it would be nice to make a definitive distinction between the renormalization
group equations of Gell-Mann and Low [3.2] and the Callan-Symanzik equations [3.8, 3.9].
However, it is difficult to do so because each has evolved since its original application and in
addition they both stem. from the renormalization group and therefore overlap. Weinberg [3.12]
has distinguished these two approaches on the basis of the renormalization procedure they employ;
while others [3.13] distinguisl~ them merely on the basis of whether or not mass insertions are
present. We will collectively label all such equations as renormalization group equations; but refer
to the explicit forms we use as the C-S equations.
After the connection between the C-S equations and scale invariance was understood, it became
tempting to study the experimentally observed Bjorken scaling [3.~4] in electroproduction in
terms of the renormalization group. However, all the usual field theories with the now famous
exception of non-abe!Jan gauge theories have the property, like QED, that their high momentum
behavior is controlled by the strong coupling regime and hence unknown. A remarkable discovery
by Politzer [3.15], Gross and Wilczek [3.16] and 't Hooft [3.17] was that noa-abelian gauge theories, like QCD, are the exception.* These theories possess asymptoticfreedom, wh.~ch means that
the high momentum regime is controlled by a weak coupling region. The effective strength of
* The same behavmr Is found m 24J4 theory, ff ~ Is given the ~'wrong" sign [3.18]. We do not, however, consider such theories as
vmble posslbflllles.
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the interaction actually decreases at short distances, in this case the observed Bjorken scaling
is obtained, up to logarithmic deviations induced by scale breaking. This connection between the
dynamical details of n6n-abelian gauge theories and the findings of the electroproduction experl~
ments has provided a tremendous impetu~ for further study, and has strengthened the growing
conyicti0n.?that,~suchat~o~ ,indeed. dest~tibes the'~trong interactions.
' 'TiiepoWer of the: Ca~fian~ym~zik equations is tl~at flley are quite general for any renormalizable field theory and from them 0ne,can derive usefifl consequences for any Green s function in a
simple way. 'EspeCially important, f0[eomparison with eweriment, is that the coefficient functions
in Wilson's operator product expansi0n[3~19]for the product of two flaver currents can be analyzed for their scallngpr0perties.This analysis determines the structure fu~lcth)ns in electroproduction
for an a~ymptotically free theory at high space-like monacnta, the Bjorken scaling regime. So the
Callan-Symanzik equations when used in conjunction with Wilson's operator product expansion
lead to useful information concerning this now experimentally relevant regime. We will further
describe this development below.
There has been an enormous amount of literature [3.20] on the phenomenological analysis of
scaling in deep inelastic processes, for both electroproduction and neutrino reactions, which we
will not be reviewing here. This t,'~pic is more appropriate for a discussion of the patton or quark
models which, in many instances, provide a phenomenological shorthand for the more laborious
and more precise results obtained by using the renormalization group and light cone analysis.
The Callan-Symanzik equations represent the modern approach to the renormalization group,
so we will give a succinct derivation of them below. There have been some developments which can
9e viewed as improvements on this method which we should also mention" Weinberg has obtained
a homogeneous version of the usua2 scaling equatioas [3.12], that is, without mas~ insertior, s.
This follows if ins'ead of considerin,g the masses as contributors to the propagators, one treats
them as coupling constants in the Lagrangian and the renormaiization is carried out as in a massless theory. This.allows one to solve these equations before passing to the high energy limit The
solutions can ~hen be expanded in powers of the"effective mass", thereby yielding more information
'han just the leading asymptotic behavior. If the anomalous dimension associated w~th this mass
is small enough, then the leading result obtaine ! in this prescription is identical to that yielded
by the C-S equations at large space-like mome ~tum. The student should become familiar with
Weinberg's treatment.
Another important development resulted from the use of dimensional regularization, rather
than a cutoff, to obtain renormalization group equations. This approach has been espe,mlly
emphasized by 't Hooft [3.21]. The cutoff procedure is not very well suited for non-abelian gauge
theories; they are better handled by a manifestl:~ gauge invariant regularization like the continuous
dimension n. ethod. In addition, dimensional regularization ir very suggestive of methods which
go beyond perturbation theory. We will have more to say at:out this development below.
&nother interesting recent development was the observahon that the C-S equations can be
. . . . . . . . . .
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because the C-S equations relate coupling constant b~,havior to momentum behavior, and the
analytic continuation to complex momentum is well known and extensively studied.
In the discussion given below we will follow the compreher, sive articles by Gross and Wilczek
[3.23] on the application of the renormalization group to non-abelian gauge theories. A rewew
of this material has already been given by Politzer [3.24]. We 'viii cover a rather wide variety
of topics as outlined by our table of contents.
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3J'., Renormalization group equations
To obtain renormalization group equations for a non-abelian gauge theory, it is necessary first
to sp::cify the method of renormalizing the theory and define the renormalization constants.
In the usual intermediate renormalization procedure, the renormalization constants for the
propagators and ~ertex functions are defined at a point for which all external momenta vanish,
p~ = 0. For QCD there may be infrared singularities at zero momentum because of the masslessness
of the gluons. Therefore, we will vvoid the infrared problem by defining the renormalization
constants at a space-like point p~ = _#2, where/~ is an arbitrary mass parameter. To define
the ultraviolet behavior, we will assume that all momentum loop integrations are regulated by
a cutoff A.* We begin by considering a pure non-abelian gauge theory, the addition of fermions
(quarks) will be discussed later.
The gluon and ghost propagators define the gluon and ghost wavefunction renormalization
constants Z 3 and 7~3 by [3.23]
~.oob(t../k~
i
-.,

(
b
= i -Z3_o,,v
+ k.k,.~6,,
/j
-i

(3.1)
(3.2)

UGab(k)lk2 = _u2 = - - ~ g3(~ ab

where the "U" denotes an unrenormalized amplitude and only the transverse part of Du~(k
.b ) enters
(3.1). The triple gluon vertex and the ghost-ghost-gluon vertex renormalization constants are
defined by
1,,~~AP,q, r)lp~ =q~=.~ = _ ~:2 = Z~-' Fu..a(
u,-',a,~,
.t,c p, q. r) IBARE
,-- 1 F..bc(v-q. r) I"ARE
UF~b¢(p,q, r)lvz=q,=,2=_,,: = Z,
_

(3.3)

(3.4)

respectiveb, where the bare amplitudes are just those given by the zeroth order perturbation series
(see section 2) in the bare coupling 90. The renormalizatior constants in (3.1)-(3.4) are related by
the Slavnov-Taylor identity [3.25],

Z3/Z 1 = g3/Z~.

(3.5)

A Slavnov identity [3.25] also implies that the longitudinal part of the gluon propagator is not
renormahzed

uD"b--uvl°ng(k) = i°~o(k.kJ k4)

(3.6)

where ~o is the "bare" (unrenormalized) gauge parameter. The Z's depend only on #/A, 9o and ~oT~,e renormalized fields, coupling and gauge parameter are defined as
R A.a = Z 3 1/ 2A~.

(3.7a)

~C" = Z3 ~/'-ca

(3.7b)

O = Z3:ZZ~ ~go

(3.8a)

= Z~- *~o-

(3.8b)

* For th,.~e theories dtmensional regulanzatton t,, better sutted for handhng both ultravtolet and infrared dtvergences
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The renormalized 1PI Green's functions are obtained from the t~nrenormalized amplitudes via
multiplicative renormalization

ar~"~

Z"3:2 vr(")

,,,(Px,-.- P,,)

(3.9a)

where n is the number of external g]uons. (For n = 2, F ~z) is just the inverse of the propagator.)
Prior to renormahzation, all of the 1PI amplitudes are computed perturbatively in terms of 9o,
~o and A; so they are independent of/~, the renormalization point. Explicitly exhibiting the dependence on these parameters, (3.9a) can be written as (drop Lorentz indices and external momenta)
at(")(/a, o, a) = Z~/2(y, A, go, Xo)°r(A, go,

(3.9b)

If we vary/~ while keeping 0o, ~o and A (and all external momenta)fixed, this operation must

not have any effect on UF("), i.e.
d
/t ~ vr('0(A, go, ~Xo)= 0.

(3.10a)

The content of this variation when app;ied to quantities that depend implicitly on/~ through ,..
and ~ must be described by
d

O

0

O

la-d-• = la-ff~ + fl(g,a)-~g + 6(g,a)-~a,

(3 10b!

so when Otis operation is applied to (3.9) it yields
~/~

"4- fl(0, 00 ~gg -- n~v(g, 00 + t"(g, 0C) ~

Rl-'in)(g, O~, ~t) "-- 0

(3.1 l)

where

c~9
go.ato

A flxed

-7 33/ 2 7L,
- 1 1))
-- g ~ ___
~ / (ln ttL,

(3.12b)

~,,(g, a ) - ½ / ~ ( l n Zs)! 9o.~,o.Am,d

6(o;

-

v -

Zs
2s° c,u~

Igo ato,A fixed

(3 12z~t

= - 2 a y ~ ( g , ~)

(3 12ct

and (3.8) was used in obtaining (3.12c). The function fl(g, ~) is called the Callan-Symanzik/3 function
and 7v(g, ~) is the anomalous dimension of the gluon field. If we pick ~ = 0, the L mdau gauge.
then 6(g, 0) = 0 and (3.11) takes on a particularly simple form

la ~ + fl(g)
L

"--t-*

- nyv(g, 0) aF(")(9, 0, U) = 0.
"-'~

(3.13)

_..I

The definition of the 13 function given by (3.12a) would s,;em to Indicate that ~t ~s dependcnt
on the gauge parameter a. In actual fact, it can be proven [3..~6] that/3 is gauge independent

P(o)
so the properties of the theory that depend only on fl are gauge invariam.

(3.14)

'~|BO "
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Equation (3.11) is the CaUan-Symanzik equation for a non-abelian gauge theory [3.23]. It
expresses the fact that a change in the renormalization point # can be compensated by a change
in g and that no physical consequence can depend on our choice of #.
The form of the IPI functions that can satisfy (3.11) are restricted. Using the fact that f/(O) and
~,dg, O) are independent of g one finds (in the Landau gauge) using (3.13) that they must satisfy
0[0(

~

RF,.,)/c~2In RF'"Il'

=0

o. 5)

independent of fl(g) and ~',(O)The utility of the C-S equations is that they tell us the behavior of the Green's functions as all
external momenta are scaled uniformly. Let us scale the momentlt by an amount 2, so p~ ~ ~.p~.
Then dimensional analysis implies
aF~"~(2pl ... 2p,; g, #) =

la4-"(RF~")(2Pl/#,... 2P,/la: g)).

(3.16)

Using this in (3.13), one has (in the Landau gauge)

,~,

- fl(g)--~O -

4 + n(1 + Y,(g))

~:F~'°(2P~,...2P,;g,! a)

= 0.

(3.17)

The solution to (3.17) is most easily expressed in terms of the invariant or effective coupling
constant ~(t, g), where t = In 2 and ~ satisfies

d-o(t,O)

=/3(~),

~(0, g) = O.

(3.18)

The O(t, g) in (3.18) is implicitly given by
-~qt.g)

I

dx _ t

g

fl(x

(3.19)

and satisfies

-/3(g)

0) = O.

(3.20)

In terms ofO(t, 9) the beneral :solution to the C-S equation in (3.17) is
t

l~F(n)()opl...~.pn;g,#)= RF(n)(pl...pn;'~(l,g),#)~.4-nexpl-n f dx'~v(~fx,g))1.

(3.21)

To appreciate the relevance of this solution, it is necessary first to understand the role of the
two kinds of zeros (or fixed points) of the fl function 9+ and 9_, fl(9±) = 0. If there are no other
zeros between I and O±, then using (3.19), we can set down the following definitions: 9+ is called
an ultraviolet-~table fixed point (UVSF 1~) if
lim ~(t, g) = (4+
t--~ oG

(3.22)
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on the other hand, g_ is called

Ix l

an infrared-stablefixe4 point (IRSFP) if

lim g-(t, O) = g - .

(3._3)
"3

t - - ~ - - oO

I,,l'0)

In both cases g is said to lie in the domain of attraction of the fixed point. If ~(g) has a zero of odd
order M at g = Of, then an ana|ysis of (3.19) indicates that this zero will correspond to an U-V
or I-R stable fixed print depending on the sign of ~ ( g ) / ( g - g O W g,.
f l ( g + ) = O,

fl(g)/(g -

g+)Mlg:g ~ < 0

(U-V stable fixed pt.)

(3.24a)

=- 0,

#(g)/(g _

g_)M]g_~_ > 0

(I-R stable fixed pt.).

(3.24b)

fl(g_)

i

If the coupling constant g of the theory (specified in defining the theory) lies in the domain of
attraction of an UVSFP, g +, then ~(t, 0) goes from g to g + as 2 goes from 1 to ~ . So the asymptotic
behavior of the solution in (3.21) is given by
cc

RFm)(APl~-,...2p.;g,p)=RF(")(pl...p.;g+,#),24-"-"Yv(g*)exPI--nI(7,,(~(.~C,~t))--7v(y+
oo

))dx 1
(3 25b

This indicates why ?~ is called an anomalous dimension. We see that the asymptotic behavior is
regulated by the U-V stable fixed points. In the same way, the infrared behavior 2 --, 0 is determined
by thc I-R stable fixed points.
A theory is said to be asymptotically free if the origin is an UVSFP, i.e. O+ = 0. However, ~f
~_ = 0, then the theory is said to have an infrared stable origin. Since/3(0) = 0 in perturbation
theory, all (single coupling) theories are either asymptotically i'ree or infrared stable. For theories
with multiple coupling constants, the situation is more complicated, because the ongm m.~x
be U-V stable for some couplings and I-R stable for others.
These ideas and definitions are illustrated in fig. 3-1 which describes some examples of \~h:~t
fl(g) might look like. Of course, for a given theory, the only place that ~e can compute/;hi) m perturbation theary is near g = 0; so its subsequent behavior is pure speculation. The U-V and I-R
behavior of a theory depends on fl(9) and the value of its coupling g = ~(0, O). F,g. 3-1a illustrates
the possible behavior of an asymptotically free theory and distinguishes two distinct regions
If0" 0 = O+ < 9 < O- (region I), then in the limit t --, ~ , ~ --, g+ = 0 ,,nd in the limit t ~ - ~.
--* 9 - . S,., asymptotically the effective coupling vanishes (the theory exhibits its asymptotw
freedom), while at low momentum ~ approaches the fixed point O-. On the other hand. ff .q
9 - < 9 < O'+ "region 2), then the theory will not display asymptotic freedom; instead .q --" 9'+ # 0

g+ ~,LJ'g- uv'~ g g-

[

I

(a)

~'~ g

u

g

,NE~,~E,~,"

(b)

Ftg. 3-1. Posmble behavtor of//((/): (a) For Q C D ~lth an U - V stable fixed point at ,q = 0, (b) for QED ~tth a non-trivial U \ ~t, cd
pomt, (c) for Q C D in the confinement phase with infrared sla~,cr?

!•
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at t ~ oo. So it is not enough that the origin is an UVSFP; the coupling must also lie in its domain
of~attraction if a theory is to exhibit asymptotic freedom. Fig. 3-1b describes what might happen
in QED, an infrared stable theory if it possesses an UVSFP. Fig. 1-3c illustrates what we hope
happens in QCD. For this case fl(g) is always in the domain of attraction of the U-V stable origin
and in addition there is no IRSFP.
If we add massless quarks to the above development, it is not essentially altered. The set of 1PI
G~een's functions is now enlarged to include those with external quark lines. We 'also need to
introduce the quark-quark-gluon vertex renormalization constant Z,r and the quark wavefunction renormalization Z~. These are defined at the subtraction point p~ = -/~2. They are not
rela~ted to the other renormalization constants by simple Ward identities as pointed ,out in section 2.5. The anomalous dimension of the fermion field is defined by
'
~-Ag, 0t) = ½p ~ In (Z~)

(3.26)
go.~to,A fixed

This quantity enters the C - S equations for the fermion Green's functions.
If a quark mass matrix is added to the Lagrangian so the chiral flavor group is broken, then the
C-S equation is altered by the addition of a mass insertion term. This term explidtly blreaks scale
invariance; however it can be dropped in the U-V limit ,;~ --, oo, since order by order in perturbation
theory it is down by a power of 2 relative to aF. So the U-V'limit of the solutions (3..2-5) to the
C-S equations are unaltered. In the I-R limit ~. -~ 0, the mass insertions cannot be dropped and a
special treatment is required to extract useful information in this instance. For a recent study of
I-R behawor in gauge theories, see Poggio, Quinn and Zuber [3.27].

3.1.1. Asymptotic freedom
Coleman and Gross [3.28] generalizing earlier ~'ork of Zee [3.29] showed that renormalizable
theories without non-abelian gauge fields cou,ld no1 be asymptotically free. Politzer [-3.15], Gross
and Wilczek [3.16] and 't Hooft [3.17] showed that pure non-abelian gauge theories were asymptotically free (i.e. (3.24a) is satisfied at the origin). This property is retained even if one adds fermions
up to a certain maximum number which is specified by the representation of the fermions and
the gauge group. An example will be given below.
We see that non-abelian gauge theories are very special and the reader may wonder why.
These are tl~e only theories that require fictitious ghost particles to restore unitarity in covariant
gauges. Because of the ghosts, the naive Ward identities fail, as we saw in section 2.5; one does not
have the usual relationship between ~ r t e x and wavefunction renormalization constants. So the
Lehmann bounds 0 _< Z _< 1 do not apply to non-abelian gauge theories, since these are based
on positivity and the relations among the Z's. If these bounds were resl: ~cted, asymptotic freedom
would have been impossible. In the axial gauge', ghosts are absent; but then unsuspecting singularities in polariTation sums on gauge fields do the same job [3.30].
The only way to actually establish that non-abelian gauge theories are in fact/tsymptotically
free is to calculate fl(g)and see if it satisfies (3.24a)at g - 0. The results of such calculations [3.15,
3.16], to lowest non-trivial order (one loov) are given here. We rewrite ~3.12) as
¢

fl(g) = - g ?--l~n.~-In (Z~I2/ZI)

(3.27a)

.,

~

~
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0
Yv(O,at) = --½0in A In Zs

(3.27b)

O
YF(g, at) = --½ a ln X In Z F

(~._7c)

where we have used the fact that the Z's depend on A arid # only through the combination A,'#.
Then from the graphs in figs. 3-2a and 3-2b one finds
02

Zs = 1 + ~ ( ~ s
Z, = 1 + ~
Where

- at)C2(G)ln(A/#)

g2f17

~.-~

(3.28a)

3o~)

C2(G) In (A/u).

(3.28b)

Cz(G) is the quadratic Casimir invariant for the adjoint representation of the group G

C2(G)Oab -" ~
c.d

CacdCbcd

(3.29)

and C,~ are structure constants (for G = SU(N), C2(G) = N). Figs. 3-2c and 3-2d yield
3 = 1 + -i-6~
02

~

Z~ = I + ~ - ( - ~ ) C 2 ( G )

C2(G) In (AI#)

(3 30<~)

In (A/#)

(3 30b)

which checks with the identity in (3.5).
If fermions are coupled to the gauge field by g-~A~t"),~'qwhere the t" form a matrix representation
for the generators of G under which the fermion multlplet q transforms, and if th~s t'crm~on representation is called R, one has for its Casimir invariant

rT(R)/d(R)
Tr(t"t b) = T(R)6,b
C2(R )

~3 31at

- "

(3.31bt

where d(R) is the dimension of R and r is the dimension of the group (number of generatorsL For
example, when R = (N) the fundamental repres,;ntation of SU(N), we have

T(N) = 3,1

N 2-

C2((N)) =

1

{3 31c)

2N

(o)

(el

,b)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3-2. Contnbut:ons to the renormahzatlon constants m QCD Dtagrams obtained from s~mplc cro.~.~mg ha~e not been .,,ho~ n
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In the standard Q C D model with 3 colors (G = SU(3)) and N f - - 4 flavors, C 2 ( G ) = 3,
T(R) = ½Nf = 2, C2(R) = ~ (independent of N0. The contribution of fermion loops to Za and Z~
are found from figs. 3-2e and 3-2f
O2 4 T(R)In (A/#)

Z~,,~, ) = Z~r~,~)
-

(3.32)

8n 2 3

which is to be added to (3.28); so in total
g2
Z~ = 1 + -~g-~ [ ( ~ - ~)C2(6) - ~T(R)] In IA/u)
C2(G) - -~T(R) In (A/la).

Z1 = 1 + ~

(3.33a)
(3.33b)

From fermion self-energy graphs one finds [3.23]
92
8n z eC2(R) In (A/~u).

ZVz = 1

(3.34)

Using these results in (3.27) one obtains

2Off(g) = - b o g "~ + 21-~lg 6 + . . .

(3.35a)

7v(g, ~) = cog 2 + c lg 4 + . . .

(3.35b)

)'v(g, Z~) = ;],g2 -F f i g a + . . .

(3.35c)

where.
1

bo = ~n--~[-~-C2(G)- ~TCR)]
1

Co -

32n 2

[ ( ~ - :(IC2(G)-- ST(R)]

(3.35d)
(3.35e)

1

fo = 16n2 ~C2(R).

(3.35f)

We see from (3.35a) and (3.35d) that g = 0 is a third order zero of [3(9) and as long as bo > 0,
(11C2(G) - 4T(R) > 0k the theory will be asymptotically free, i.e. (3.24a) will be satisfied. In the
standard model with G = SU(3) and 4 flavors of quarks bo = 25/(24n2), so asymptotic freedom
is preserved. Although fermions do tend to destabilize the U-V stability ~f the origin, by making b0
less positive, there is still a lot of room for additional flavors. G = SU(3) can accomodate up to
16 .-,v,,-,~
. . . !,,,o of ,~u,~,,,ow ~,-,tt~ flavors) tvithnnt,,....,.._. l. .o.~. .i.n. .g nqvmntotic.,___,_
. . . . freedom. As we mentioned in the
introduction, SO(3) with quarks in the triplet representation is ruled out as the gauge group of
Q C D because (3.35d) tells us that it could accomodate only 2 flavors befole losing asymptotic
freedom.
From (3.18) one can determine the behavior of the effective cgupling in the limit t ~ oc
~2(t,g) ,~ boXt -1 + 2 b l b o 3 t - 2 1 n t + O(1/t2)...
(t~)

(3.36)
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This indicates how fast the effective coupling approaches its fixed point. The asymptotic behawor
of the gluon propagator can be found using (3.5) and the results given in (3.35)

kuk~'~ (In k2) ¢°/b°

(k_2v__oo)D
ab(tO ",-, t~ob guy

~ ~-5 /

k2

[const. + O(1/ln k2)]

(3 37~

in a similar way the asymptotic behavior of the fermion propagator is given by [3.23, 3.24]

SF(P)

1

p ~)yo/bo

(~-. oo~ "" ~ (In

(3.38)

-

In general, one o' tains for all asymptotic Green's functions the results of free field theory modified
by calculable logarithms of the momenta [3.23].
The gauge del,endence of gauge dependent Green's functions like D"b~m~ki and SF(P) is worth
remarking on. Usually one picks a convenient gauge parameter like the Landau gauge 2~ = 0 to
simplify calculationr. Actually the gauge parameter a can be treated just like another coupling
constant on a par with g. Then one can define an effective gauge parameter (see the C-S equatmns
(3.11), (3.12c) and (3.18)) by
d
dt~(t, g, ~) = 6(~, ~) = - 2~,,(~, ~)
~(0, e, ~) =

(3 39t

a-

In a pure gauge theory one has from (3.35b) and (3.35e)
(~(~, ~ ) . _ . 8--~
y ~ =2,13~T --

~)C2(G) + O(g4) •

(g~ 40)

Although the Landau gauge 3( = 0 is a fixed point of (3.39) it is not an U-V stable fixed point
The U-V ,,table fixed point tbr s,nall g2 iS 3(* --- 13/3" so the effectwe gauge parameter tg drl\cn
to this point as t --, + ~ .
An mtmesting corollary to these remarks is that ~o every order o( perturl-atlon thcor: ,me l~,~a gauge cz*(g) = 13/3 + O(g 2) + ... such that the anomalous dimension of the gauge field vanishes
~,~(g, ~*(g)) = 0 (this is not possible in Q E D since the ~n,,malous dimension is gauge independent)
If one now fixes the gauge parameter so that ;,~(g, z"~(g)) = 0 the rcnormal~zauon group equation
(3.11) becomes extremely simple,

II ~

+ fl(g)

Rr(')(g, a*,/~) -- 0

~3 411

and this may be useful in some applicatio.~s.
Of course these attractive features of asymptotic freedom reqmre that g lms ~n the don~a~n ol
attraction of the origin proBaBly a v n l i d 9 ~ l ] r n n t i c m i r a i~ nr~t t~r~ 1.~ro~ |~ rr,,gh~ t,~rn , ~ , t th.~t ~1~,.
perturbative estimate in (3.35) is misleading and that g = 0 is higher thaH a third order zero o~ /;
Then, since the order of the zero determines how fast one approaches asymptop~a, the appr~,ach
2 2x . I . . .
will be slower. If fl(g) has an essential singularity (infinite order zero) likc -- c x p ~ - , - ,; ;, -:-,,.
the approach is very slow indeed. It is left as an exercise for the student to determine the a Op~oath.
to asymptopia in this case.
It is known for Q E D that if fl(g) has a non-trivial eigenvalue or U-V stable fixed point,/;tq- t = 0,
.
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~ : - t l i i S zero has to be an infinite order zero, i.e. something like exp [ - a Z / ( g - g4)2] [3.31].
H0wever, because of the lack of positivity one cannot apply the Johnson-Federbush theorem
[3.32], which is required for the proof of the essential singularity nature of g+ in QED, t¢ Q C D
and therefore no such property has been proven ibr the zeros of its fl function.
W~ should also mention that for QED, fl has been computed in perturbation theory by de
Rafa~fl and Rosner [3.33] with the result

eZ[(2~(~)
efleE"(e) =

2-L\3]

1(~_'~2
+ 2\n]

121 (0t~ 3
J
~-~\~f +... ,

e2

0c = ~ .

(3.42)

In Q E D one has the additional relation e~,~(e)=/}(e). For QCD, the perturbative result now

stands as [3.34]
gflOcn(g~ = -½bog 4 + btg 6
bo = ~

1

[½~C2(G)- 4T(R)]

1

bl

3,*

(3.43)

2

(16n2)z [--3-C2(G) + -~-C2(G)T(R) + 4C2(R)T(R) ]

with calculation of the Z's to the same order.

3.1.2. Infrared slavery
Suppose that for QCD, g is in the domain of attraction of the origin and the perturbative
estimates are valid. Then the possible infrared behavior of this theory must fall into one of two
possibilities; eitheL" fl(9) has an infrared stable fixed point 9 - :/: 0 or fl(O) is always ner ltive. Specific
examples of these two possibilities are given in figs 3-1a and 3-1c respectively. If there is an IRSFP,
then the Green's functions scale in a manner analogous to (3.25) but with 2 ~ 0 and a distinct
anomalous dimension. If instead, fl(9) is always negative, this possibility further divides into two
cases, depending on whether or not
0o

z -

X)

(3.44)

g

is finite. For z = ~c, I~(t)[ -~ t --, - ~ . Beta functions that provide this behavior are: fl(x) --, - x ~
as x ~ ~ with ~ < 1 such that ~(t) --~ ( - t ) I/t~-~ and f l ( x ) ~ - a x as x ~ ~ which leads to
0(t) -,- e x p ( - a t ) = ,~.-" as t-~ - ~ c . On the other hand if z is finite, then O(t) must diverge for
finite momenta ~(z, g) = ~ .
I~ the effective coupling becomes infinite at some value of the momentum, possibly zero momentum, then we refer to this situation as infrared slavery. One is then in the strong couphng regime
and perturbative methods are .~nvalid.
Confinement in Q C D means that the physical spectrum of the theory consists only of color
singlet states. This is equivalent to a failure of the cluster property for color non-singlet states,
It is known from the work of Strocchi [3.35] that in Q E D the locality of the field theory implies
the cluster property; so in QED the charge is not confined. In QCD this proof of the cluster
property fails so that Q C D may confine [3.35].

". . . . . . . .
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It is tempting to suppose that in QCD infrared slavery implies confinement; but a proof of this
is lacking. The idea is that if at some momentum the effective coupling between colored states
becomes infinite so that they cannot be arbitrarily spatially separated. Only color singlets can be
so separated.
The pr~ob!em,of infrared slaveryand confinement in.i QCD are a rich area of speculation [3.36].
but there are few definite conclusions. However, two points are worth reemphasizing. The first
is that pertutbativeealcu!-,tions in the infrared or finite momentum reg" an are meaningless unless
there is an infrared fixed point for small enough 0- to z:uarantee the validity of the perturbatmn
expansion. The~second is that QCD is the only viable th~.~oryof the strong interactions which may
have confinement on a dynamical basis.

3.2. Scalino properties of QCD
A major property of QCD is asymptotic freedom. Wh,~t this means phenomenologically is that
the results of the naive quark or parton model for deep inelastic processes like electroproduction
and neutrino scattering are valid up to calculable logarithmic deviations. Good reviews alread>
exist on m~,ch of the scaling phenomena [3.37]. Here we simply point out the salient features and
outline the:development of this rather extensive literature.

3.2.1. Lightcone behavior of operator product expansions and sum rules for current-hadron scattering
It is well known that the electroproduction structure functions in the deep inelastic Bjorken
limit probe the light cone limit of the operator product of two currents. Our discussion here
follows the development of Gross and Wilczek [3.23]. The structure functions F~,b(v.q2) are
defined by
j~( 1
fd4yei q y <Pl [ju(_~y),
a t
-~v)]lp>
2~ .l

- -1

PuPa FObtv
=--my
2 ~ , q2)

9ua
m

Falb,

1345)

.
v, q2) + la,,~p
~p~qt~ F~b( ~, q2) + ..

where p 2 _ . m 2, v - " p ' q and spin averages of the single particle state IP) have been taken. Here
d~,(x) is a flavor current. We ignore terms proportional to q, and qa since they can be recovered
by requiring current conservation. (q is the momentum transfer to the hadrons.)
The Bjorken limit corresponds to letting, v, _q2 ~ ~ with x = -q2/2v fixed [3.14]. Naive
Bjorken scaling behavior corresponds to the assumption that in the Bjorken limit the structure
functions deperd only on x, i.e.
F ab
i (v, q2) .._ F~b(x).

(3.46)

The i:aportance of the structure functions is that they can be measured experimentally m electroproduction and neutrino scattering. Ode observes for _q2 > 5 (GeV,~2, v > 5 (GeV) 2 that the
scaling behavior in (3.46) is roughly correct and is approached rapidly.
To examine the Bjorken limit in a quantum field theory, one utilizes the Wdson operator
product expansion [3.19] which is valid at least in perturbation theory [3.38], for short light-like
distances,
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1
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i'OlvU,

1
+ y2 _ ieyo.=~ 0 E, CL"2)if -- le'Yo)abO~tz~l"'""(O)Ym
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,
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y..

y~"

i~Yo ,,=~o ~ r(n)...,,s,.yt,,2
_ laYo)ubO,,,,...U.yu,"
*
. . . y""

(3.47)

where gradient terms 3/3y~,, ~/~Ya have been also dropped. The operator O~,...,.(x) is traceless
and symmetric in the indices and has twist = dimension - spin = 2. The lowest twist operators
with twist = 2 determine the dominant light cone behavior; higher twists are less singular on
the light cone by powers of y2. These higher twist operators have been dropped in (3.47).
It was pointed out by Christ, Hasslacher and Mueller [3.39] that the Fourier transforms of
~,"~ are determined by the moments of the structure functions. In the present instance the relation
is given by
t

f

dxx.F~b(x, q2) = y'i C~o,+
1)(q2)abJ~,ftn+ 1
"" t, 1

1

fdxx

,,F.2b~x,q 2 ) = ~ r~,,)1,,2~
A,~.+z
i,2~tt
Pab ~ ' "

(3.48)

!

0

1

f d x x , F,3b(x, q2) __ E ¢'~(n)I,-,2~
A.,lrn+
1
"~ l , 3 ~ t t
l a b ~v*
t
!

where the M,~ are the matrix elements of the local operator
(pl

.
;Or"

~'"(O)tP)~Pma"~

= ~i

n

m P"''"P"

M'~ + . . .

(3.49)

and
,k't'l

'ab

"--

~(,~2)n+l

~

,,k,Y ,,b.

(3.50)

Since we have dropped terms of higher twist (3.48) is valid, up to powers of q2, as _ q 2 _.. ~).
The matrix elements M," are constants that can not be determined in general. The focus of interest
is in the C'l"gtq2) for large _q2. Here we let k denote both the structure functions 1, 2, 3 and the
flavor indices a,b. In a free theory t~,r~"-)toc).k,is simply constant corresponding to naive Bjorken
scaling behavior, F~b(x, --oc) = F~b(x). In an interacting theory the qz dependence as _q2 __. oc
is non-trivial. ~.-',,k~:./ ! depends on the effective coupling constant at the U-V fixed point. In Q C D
becau:;e the fixed point is 0 + = 0 we can actually calculate the - q 2 ~ oe limit of r~(")'2'
in pe:~-" i , k l t" !
turbation theory. It turns out "-,,kW
c'(.,t,.2~p behaves like a power ofln (_q2) in QCD. Such a calculation
is not possible in renormalizable field theories that are not asymptotically free since the U-V fixed
point is not known. However if there is a U-V fixed point and the anomalous dim,:nsions do not
vanish there then one expects power law behavior, ( - q 2 ) L
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The actual computation of the _q2 ~ ~, behavior of C (")t,,-~ and hence the moments of the
structure functions, is complicated by operating mixing in QCD. In the Wilson expansmn (3.47)
there appear rr~ny operators ,-'~.kr~(")labeled by i with the same quantum numbers and twist. If thi~..
is the case then a given O ~ is not multiplicatively renormalizable and one must consider linear
combinations that are and have definite dimension. This operator mixing is important if one is
to establish quantitative estimates of the powers of In (_q2) that describe the breaking of naive
Bjorken scaling in QCD. Studies of the operator mixing problem are given in the literature with
careful attention to the operators involving ghost fields [3.40].
The - qa ~ oo behavior of r~(")t"2x,.~.k)Wis given by the CaUan-Symanzik equation
(

0 + t (o) ]9_0_)0 er.' = E ~',j
'"' (g)Cj.t,

(3.51)

3

where r~")
r~")t-'2/"2
~.k = ~.kW
/~", 9) and the sum j runs over all operators with the same quantum numbers
,~")~
and twist. Here, because of the operator mixing, rii
-g ) is a matrix with the perturbative expansion
-o ~

+ O ( g 4)

(3.52)

with ),~7)a numerical matrix that can be computed from perturbation theory. The C-S equation
(3.51) can be solved by diagonalization. The result is
O,~t..2~

~ tin(q2)]-a't")A~n) ( I n ( q 2 ) )

(-q'-~)

(3.53)

l

where A';."].k (In (_q2)) is all unknown function (unless it corresponds to a Wilson coefficient of a
conscrved current like the energy momentum tensor) th.gt approache'~ a constant as - q 2 _, x. and
al" -

l

2bo

71")

~3 54i

where V}"~are the eigenvalues of V,~ and bo is given by 13.35d). Hence the lowest mgen~,alue ',~"'¢~
deterrnines the asymptotic behavior of 12,"dq2). These eigenvalues have been computed by Gross
and Wilczek [3.23] and Georgi and Politzer [3.4! ].
Using the results of these calculations in (3.53) and the moment sum "ules (3.48) and denottng
FNS(x, q2)as the flavor non-singlet (in the crossed cllannel of the current-hadron scattering proce~,~l
piece of F2(y, qZ), x F l ( x , q2) or xF3(x, q2) one obtains
1

f

d x x , F N S ( x , qZ) = C~s) t i n ( - q 2 ) ] - A~S2

t3 55~

( _ q 2 - . . or)

where
- 22C2(G ) - 8 T ( R )

1 - n(n 4- 1) + 4k=2

"

c~:,6t

The Casimir invariants are given by (3.29), (3.31a) and (3.31b). For G = SU[3)and for four flavors
of quarks in the color vector representation C2(G) = 3, C2(R) = ,~ and F(R) = 2 one finds that
(3.56) can be accurately approximated by (for n _ 2)
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(3.57) ~!~'~

., ~.,.~,.,,~.._-~0~3201n (n)
0.055
-:x>k<~?-'-e-.....
:g~~for's~ail n'the A ~ are not large.
'~ "Asimilar computation in the singlet channel gives

-::,%

"', 2-

!-~i~i~[!~/'Id~x,,FS{x,q 2 ) = Os"' [In ( - q 2 ) ] -a~"+~
"

~

13.58)

(-qa-*~o)

,~ ~

3
2(11C2(G) - 4T(R)) [AI~ +
(

4

AI~ = C2(G) ½

A22 -"

n(n-

C2(R) 1

A22 -- ( ( A l l

-- A22) 2 +

4At2A21)l/2],

4
~1)
( n + I)(n + 2 ) + 4 2
+~T(R)

1)

for n > 2

27,

(3 59) ~'~,,:',2'%
..

n(n + 1) + 4

-4(n 2+n+2)
A12 = n(n + 1)(n + 2) T(R),

A21 =

-2(n 2+n+2)
n(n 2 - 1)

C2(R)

~C

and As = 0. That the n = 0 moment in (3.58) in fact scales is a consequence of the fact that this ,,
moment measures the coefficient of the energy momentum tensor in the Wilson expansion and
this operator has canonical dimension. For n > 2 a good approximation to (3.59) is
As = A~s - O(1/n 2 In (n)).
On the basis of this analysis one may reach the following conclusions"
(i) The approach to the asymptotic region is logarithmic. The functions Ctsn~ and C~s~ in (3.55)
and (3.58) only approach constant +O(1/ln (_q2)) at an unknown rate as _q2 _+ co.
(ii) Bjorken scaling is violated by finite and computable powers of logarithms. These are the
results (3.55) and (3.58).
(iii) Sum rules which follow from the chiral flavor current algebra ~cmain valid in QCD.
Because the strong color group commutes with the chiral flavor group the color gluons are neutral
(i.e. non-interacting) with respect to flavor charges. Consequently the Wilson coefficients of operators involving color gluons vanish at g = 0 and one recovers the free field answer with just the
quarks contributing. On the light cone or as - q2 ~ oo, in QCD, the free field chiral group structure
determines the leading singularities.
The Adler sum rule [3.41] is valid for all q2 since it is based on a current algebra relation true
in an interacting theory. The Gross-Liewellyn Smith rule [3.42] holds only asymptotically
1

t~

[ d x [ F ~ P ( x , q2) + F~n(x,
_

q2)j
( _ q 2 _ . oc )

_

=

-6

+

O(1/ln {_q2)).

(3.60)

Also the Callan-Gross rule for the longitudinal virtual photon amplitude is violated by
O(1/ln ( - q2))
1

1

I

dxx.FL(X ' q2)/Idxx.FE(X" q2) ~ O(1/ln (_q2)),

F L -" F 2 - 2xF1.

(3.61),

"',

',,.......

~,',

~

,w:,'~. '.U. .~,~,~O~))~?,~Pa~eJ.~_
.,._...,_
. . . _ _ o _ , . _.Ouant)~-ehroraodvr~mies
_._
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This conditiOfl, it is important to note, is on the moments of the structure tunctions and does not
imply FL(x, q2)/F2(x, q2) ,,., O(1/In (..,q2)).
(iv) Energy-momentum tensor sum rule. In general one finds the usual current algebra sum
rules up to logarithms. These sum rules are put on a firm basis in QCD. A new result follows from
the fact that the energy momentum tensor in the Wilson expansion has canonical dimension.
It is interesung bCCa~U~it can tell Usabout the gluon as well as quark content in the energy momentum tensor. For electroproduction the rule is
1

½[dxF~2(p+n)(x,q 2 )

m <Q2>

r

(3.62)

(-g2--. o0)

where ({22 > is the average quark charge and r = T(R)/(2C2(R) + T(R)). Hence r < 1, with r = 1
corresponding to the absence of gluons. Ur~fortunately this rule is hard to test experimentally
because a lot of the contribution to the sum rule is for small x and in this region f~(P+n)(x,q2) is
not known very accurately [3.43]. Further there are potential large corrections to (3.62) from
non-singlet terms for finite q2.
If one takes a linear combination of photon and neutrino amplitudes one can eliminate the
non-singlet pieces and obtain the rule
1

Idx[6F~2(p+.)(x, q 2 )

_

F~(p+n)(x ' q2)]

= -~r =

4
3 + 16/?~

(3.63)

where we have assumed a SU(3) color group, the standard GIM model and ignored Cabibbo
mixing. For four flavors r = ~7and the right hand s~de is 0.57 'to be compared with the experimental
value 0.72 + 0.28.
(v) ~-scaling. The logarithmic deviatlons from Bjorken (free field) scahng are well defined
and have definite predictions. We elaborate on these in the next part. However there are power
law deviations from scaling of order m2/q 2 where m is a hadronic mass. The usual scaling varlabie
is x = -q2/2v but any other variable which equals x as _q2 _~ ~ will do just as well. Phenomenologically it is known that the scaling phenomena comes in quickly or precociously if one
uses such a modified scaling variable. There are lots such modified variables in the literature [3.44]
which give good fits to the data; but the problem has been to find a theoretical justification for
such a choice. This justification involves controlling the Wilson expansion coefficients to O(rn2/q2).
The most recent attempt is that of De Rujula, Georgi and Politzer with the ~-variable [3.45].
For the details and phenomenology the student had best consult the literature [3.44, 3.45].

3.2.2. Scale breaking in QCD
(i) Electroproduction. The moments of the structure functions
1

Mn(q2) __ f dxx.FElY ' q 2 )

(3.64)

exhibit Bjorken scaling up t,, logarithmic deviations as was shown in the last section. If an asymptotically free non-abelian gauge theory describes these deviations we should be able to devise a
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test. The trick of getting information about this logarithmic scale breaking directly in terms of
of F~(x, q2) was devised by Parisi [3.46] anti employed by Gross [3.47] for QCD.
A major problem is to determine at what value of q2 scaling sets in. This is presumably determined by the effective coupling .~2(q2) becoming small. The size of the coupling is approximately

02
~a(q2) _ 1 + ½g2bo In ( -qa/l~2)"
2bo l/In (_q2//~:),

F72(_ ~2) = g2

as _q2 ~ on.

(3.65)

With In ( _ q Z / g 2 ) _ 2 this implies for Q C D with four flavors ~ / 8 n 2 - 0 . 1 , a small coupling.
The unknown scale /J must also be fixed in practk, e; this is equivalent to fixing O the coupling
constant since a change in/z can always be compensated for by a change in g. If we pick/~ = 1 GeV
then the coupling is small for _q2 = 5 GeV 2 and this is the region that phenomenologically
scaling has set in.
The behavior of the moments is given by (3.55) and (3.58) or M~(q 2) = C ~">[In (_q2//~2)]-,4. +~.
Consequently if q2 and q,2 are two momenta for which scaling has set in ( - q : ' > 5 GeV 2) then

Iln ( -- q'2//~2)Ta,, +2

M~(q2) = M~(q'2) Vn ( _ q 2 - ~ a

(1 ~- 0(02)).

(3.66)

To convert this result into a relation on the structure function F2(x, q2) itself it is necessary to
construct a function T(t/t', x), t = ½In ( _ q 2 / / / 2 ) , t' -" ½ In ( _ q,2//£2) whose nth moment with respect
to x yields (tit') -A"+:. Then equation (3.66) implies that the Mellin transform of F2(x, q2)is equal
to the product of the Mellin transforms of f 2 ( x , q,2) and T(t/t', x). Using the convolution theorem
on these Mellin transforms, one finds

1

(3.67)

co= - 2 v / q z = 1Ix
a+ioo

' +~

2~i

dS
o" -

cos + 1

(3.68)

1 ~x)

with A s the analytic continuation of A. to Re S > 0.
This relation enable,.; us to compute F2(to, t) for all to giv,m F2(to, t'l for t' < t in the scaling
region. A more direct comparison can be made if one restri~ t to to the threshold region to ~ 1.
The large n behavior of A.+ 2 determines the small to behavk,r of T(t/t', to) via (3.68). The large n
behavior of A.+ z is given by (3.57). Using the phenomenoiogicai fact that F2tto, t) behaves near
the threshold like (to - 1)d with d - 3 leads to the result
FE(to, t) = (t~
F2(to, t') \ ? ]

°'6~'n( l n t o ) e F ( d

P = 4H in (t/t'),

H =

+ l)

for co _~ 1

r(d + 1 + P ) '
6C2(R)
22C2(G)- 8T(R)"

(3.69)
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With d = 3, and 4 quark flavors in QCD, H = 4/25 so that
F2(tu, t ) ( t ) ° ' ~ ' 6 ( l n t o )
e
F(4 + P)"

F2(o~, t') = t;

(3.70)

Comparisons with muon scattering data have been made. While quantitative statements aboul
experimentally observed scale breaking are hard to make Jt is :lear that Bjorken scaling is not
exact. The observed data can be fit with a formula like (3.71')) [2;.48].
(ii) e +-e- annihilation. One of the earliest predictions of scaling was for e"--e- annihilation [3.14].
The result was for ritual photon four momentum q2 ~ oo

47t~2
e ++e---*hadrons(q2) "* ~
~ Q2

yTOT

(3.71 }

with Qj the changt of the jth quark. In non-asymptotically free theories there are anomalous
dimensions that destroy this scaling. In non-abelian gauge theories one obtains the result (3.71).
One can go beyond this scaling result and ask how is the above limit reached? There are strong
interaction connections to (3.71) for finite q2. Providing one can analytically continue the C-S
equations from q2 .,, 0 to q: > 0 it is possible to obtain the answer. The scaling result (3 71)
is appropriately the free field limit and the first strong color gluon corrections are of O(~ 2) and
essentially given by the Jost-Luttinger correction to the vacuum polarization. The result obtained
by Zee [3.49] and Appelquist and Georgi [3.50] is
o.TOT
2
4~2
[
c* +,-(02+oo,-.hadro,.,tq ) = ~
Zi Q2 ._1 +

3C2(R)-92(q2)1
~

..]

t3.72)

with the effective coupling given by
O2

~2(q2) __

1 +½g2boln(q2/la2) 2b°l/ln(q2/l~2)"

{~ ~')
.

.

Since C2(R) and b0 are positive this result implies the scaling limit is attained from above. With
/~ = 1 GeV, q2 ,,, 5 GeV 2 in standard QCD with four flavors the second term of (3.72) represents
about a 30% correction to the asymptotic value. This is rather large and would pr~.clude any
precise connection between the number and charges of quarks and the total annihilation cross
section at present energies.
The analytic continuation from q2 < 0 to q2 > 0 used above is dangerous. A careful study
of this problem taking the phenomenological quark thresholds into account and using the "'smearing method" has been given by Poggio, Quinn and Weinberg [3.51] who examined the e ' e annihilation processes. The.,, are able to extract conclusions from QCD ~erturbat~on theory
providing both data and theory are smeared over a suitable energy range. V~hat is suggested by
their study of the present data up to q2 ~., 40 GeV 2 is that standard QCD w~th feur flavors and
one additional heavy lepton can not account for it. One requires oesides four flavors e~ther two
heavy leptons or a fifth and sixth quark with charges Xae and a heavy lepton.

3.2.3. Form factors in QCD
The nucleon form factor has been studied in the context of scale breaking by De Rfijula [3.52]
and Gross and Treirnan [3.53]. The basic idea is to use the result (3.70) for scale br.mking in the

!~2
~om.-Gilman ,duality [3,54],., ~,,!
tq:~

',

"!¢~"
....
'+"t-7~ dcoFi(q2,co)= G~'tq2) = G[(q2) + (q2/4m2)G~(q2)
:_+~+_~%,=,.J+
,,.
I + qZ/4m2

(3.74) :

:~wh~re m is the proton mass, GE.M(q 2) are the electricand magnetic form factors of the proton and
i~ > in determines the region just above the elasticthreshold before the onset of the next resonance. 0
~g-(3.70) in the _q2 ...,~ limit one finds,assuming that this limit is uniform near threshold i
co ,,~i
1
9

G~(q 2) _,-,(t~ 0"69~ r(d + l) ['So~'(q'2"~
a+,

a~tq'2)

\?/

~3.75) 'I

r'(d + 2 + P)\~-/ ~,q2-/]

S O = m 2 - - m o2.

The attempts to fit this formula to the observed proton form factor indicate a sensitivity to the
choice~of the scale # in t = ½in ( - q2/#2). The value d---- 3 corresponds to the well known asymptotic
behavior Gm(q2) ~ (q2)-2. A rough fit is obtained which matches the observed departures from
the dominant dipole form GM{q2) = (1 - q2/q2o)-2 with qo2 = 0.17 GeV 2. Needless to say there are
many assumptions and terms dropped of Oil/In (_q2/#2)) in obtaining (3.75).
3.2.4. Weak interaction selection rules
Some weak interaction selection rules like the [Al I = ½ rule may be due to the dynamics of
strong interaction symmetry breaking. Alternately they could be manifestations of the weak
interaction alone. Wilson [3.55] suggested that this non-leptonic decay selection rule was due to
the enhancement of the octet piece in the product of two currents at short distances. Because of
asymptotic freedom .~ne can actually calculate the short distance contributions in non-abelian
gauge theories due to color gluon exchange in the product of the weak currents. Besides the short
distance contribution, the non-leptonic decay processes also are sensitive to important nonasymptotic pieces which one cannot calculate reliably. The short distance piece can be computed
in QCD and it, of course, depends on the weak interaction model one chooses. The calculations
in the standard GIM, SUL(2) x U(1) weak interaction model were done by Gaillard and Lee [3.56]
and Altarelli and Maiani [3.57]. The result for the effective non-leptonic weak Hamiltonian may
be written
GF

,~ [ ) { 2 )

-~w = ---~-cos 0c sin 0c {c,O~s2, + c20<s2,' + ~3--27 + H.C.}
x/z

(3.76)

where -+-s.s.
,0(2} 27 are suitably normalized SUO) octet and 27 operators and c, are numbers e3timated
from the short distance behavior of the Wilson coefficients
c,

1

x / ~ [ l + g2boln(Mw/#)] °'+a
(3:/7)

x/~c2

=-x//~c3 -~ [1 + g2b o In (Mw/#)] -°'2"
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3.3. Further applications of the QCD renormalization group
3.3.1. The renormali~:ation group'and dimensional regularization
The continuous dnnension method [3.59]* provides the easiest means of preserving the symmetries of a theory, such as local gauge invariance. It has an advantage over more conventional
regularization schemes [3,60] in that it does not distort Feynman loop integrands. In addition,
this technique can be used to simultaneously regularize ultraviolet and infrared divergences [3.61 ].
For renormalizable theories that involve massless particles, like QCD, this is an extremely powerful
property which still has not been fully exploited.
Just as in any other procedure, the continuous dimension method has a certain amount of
arbitrariness in defining its renormalization cc',lstants. A mass scale # must be introduced to keep
the renormalized coupling constant dimensionless and by varying with respect to this parameter,
one can derive renormalization group equations, as pointed out by 't Hooft [3.21]. To acquaint
the student with this formalism, we will outline some of its salient features [3.21, 3.59],
Assigning the Lagrangian density dimension n (the dimension of space-time) and the derivative
dimension one, we can read off the generalized dimenskms of all fields and couplings in a theory.
(The action is always dimensionless.) Boson and fermion fields have dimension (n - 2,72 and
( n - 1)/2 respectively, while the bare coupling constant, go, of Q C D has dimension (4 - n)/2.
Since the renormalized coupling g is to be dimensionless, we must introduce a mass scale/~ [3.21]
in the renormalization prescription. So for example
gog("-4)/2 = g + g3Bt(n ) + gSB2(n) + ...

(3.78)

where the Bi(n) are calculated in perturbatior~ theory and in general contain poles of order i a).
n = 4. In this formalism, the relationship between the 1PI renormalize~l and unrenormalized
Green's functions of (3.9) b,'z,,mes [3.21]
aF(p;, g(n), ~(n), #) = Zr(go#(~-4)/z ' %, n) °F(p,, go, ~o, n)

(3.79)

where we have lumped all wavefunction renormalizations of external lines ;nto Z r and have net
allowed for other masses or couplings (to do so is straightforward). The left hanc side of t3.79) Is
of course finite in the limit n ---, 4.
* Further properhes of dimensional regularization are gaven in sections 2 and 5
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,~)!)~:~'~¢ary/~, while keeping p,, go, % and n fixed, thi~ variation is realized by
d

0

0

0

(3.80)

with
(3.81a)

6(0, ~)

(3.81b)

= ~ U~

9o,ao,n fixed"

Now applying this variation to (3."oL we get the renormalization group equations

~'b~ +/~(°) Uo - v(o, ~) + 6(g, ~)

= o

(3.82a)

where
(3 82b)

?(O, ct) =/~ ~ In Z r go,-o,~

fixed

All three functions fl, ?, and 6 are finite and well defined (perturbatively) in the limit n --. 4 Of
course, one can now reexamine the properties of amplitudes under the sealing Pi-" 2p, jus, as
we did in section 3.1. However, instead of repeating that analysis, we will illustrate some of the
power of this technique for relating different orders of perturbation theory.
After calculating (3.78) perturbatively and expanding in a Laurent series about n = 4, one can
regroup the contributions and rewrite (3.78)as [3.21]

a,(o)

(3.83)

0o/~"-4~/2 = ~t + ,,:_~ (n - 4 F
where
al(g) = a l l g 3 +

al2g

5 +

...

(3.84a)

a2!o) -- a21o 5 +

a22g 7 +

...

(3.8¢b)

a,~(g) = amlg 2m+ t + am2g2m+ a + . . .

(3.84c)

( , , are just numbers).
Operating on (3.83) with/~(~/0/1) and equating like powers of 1/(n - 4), we find
.B(g)-limu

° =~

a, - a

(3.8Sa)

and
a,+ t - g

dg

,]

c,1 - g -~g i] dg"

i = 1, 2, 3 . . . .

(3.85b)

So we see that if al(g) is exactly known, then fl(.q) and all a , , j > 1 are determined• Even in perturba-

:
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tion theory, knowing alx in (3.84a)is sufficient to fix all amt via (3.85b), i.e.

a21 = ]a~l, ast = ~a1~a~t = 5a~i etc.

(3.86a)

if in addition we also know at2, then e.li a,,,2 are determined e.g.
a22

=

~

¥

,Olla12.

,, :,,~. ~,

~ .

.

.

.

.

(3.86b)

.

Following 't Hooft [3.21], we may write the constraint equation in (3.155b) as

Ogo

(

Ogo

A ( g ) ~ + (n - 4) g Og

go

)

=0

(3.o7a)

d,z t
Aio) = a I -- g --~.

(3.87b)

The general solution to this equation is [3.21 ]
0

,o,,.,- If
~xp

]

0' + A (do'
g ' ) / ( n - 4) + C~(n) .

¢o

(3.8~,

Now using A(g) = 03X(O) ~aad employing partial fractions, this becomes
02

0o(0, n) - ~, exp

-½

0, 2 + (n - 4}A-"(0'~ + C2(n~

(3 ,$9)

and by requiring go ~ g as g ~ 0 we have C2(n) = 0. Eq. (3.89) implie~ that if/Tf0) ~ 0, then [3.21 ]

g~(g,n)=

A'(O)
(n-4)21n(n-4)+Rl(n,,g2)(n-4)
(A~)~

1 (n - 4 ) +
a'(0)

2

(3 t'3a)

where R ,{n, .02) is a smooth function of n at n = ~, and [3.21]
1
R ~(4, g2) ...a - (/l'(0))2g 2 + O (In g2).

(3.90b)

So, as observed by "' lq,~lt, if go is given a dependence on n as in (3.90a) then the theory is finite
as tz ~ 4. The key numbers (or ir~variants) in (3.90a) are
A(0) = - 2 a l t

,t,~,J

.-

A'(0) =

d
ag-

= --4alz.

(3.91a)

q2-= 0

They are exactly two times the coefficie~:s of the first two terms in the B-function

~(g) = -a1103 -" ?'-",.:J~ + ...

(3 .°!b)

and therefore can be reat~ ,, om (3.43).
The importance of these first two terms in the/~ function has ~ . atly reemphasized by 't He ~fl
(see section 7). He has noted that by defining a :lifferent renotmallzed coupling OR

O2 = g~ + Plg~ + P20~ + . . . ,

,3.92a)
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choosing p~, the. fl fimetion for this formalism beeordes
~gga ._
~ . q a ) = # ~p
- a , ~g3 _ 2a ,2g~-

(3.92b'

a ] l o ~ o n e ~o obtain a closed form expression for gx, [3.22]

l a,,

1

)+

at~

(]2a1~1

"~/

2~lnatl ~ ge2(/t) + 4at2] = In (p/#o)

(3.92e~

where #o is a renormalization group invariant integration constant. This finding is very intriguing
and warrants further exploration.
13efere leaving the application of dimensional regularizatiop to QCD, we would like to point
out a rather novel attempt to solve the theory by Cvitanovic' ~-3.62]. Using dimensional regulanzatiou to regulate ultraviolet and infrared divergences, he allows these two> types of singularities
to cancel against one another. This is accomplished by setting to zero all integrals that h~ve no
mass scale. In this way, Cvitanovic obtains simplified Ward identities and always works on mass
shell.

3.3.2. Role of scalar mesons
Scalar mesons can be added to the QCD Lagrangian providing these meson fields transform
according to an irreducible representation of the gauge group. In this wa~, local gauge invariance
af £a is preserved by minimal coupling. The scalar fields, besides having a mass term, also couple
to the gauge fields with the gauge coupling constant g and self couple by a quartic in.teraction,
2°uq~'d)~bk~. This quartic coupling 2~ju must satisfy the condition that the Hamiltonian density
be positive definite for arbitrary values of q~'; otherwise the vacuum is unstable.
The pure scalar theory is not asymptotically free because the functions fl(2) where 2, for example,
is the quartic coupling of a ~calar field satisfies fl(2) = A22 + . . . , 2 --+ 0, A > 0. If one adds gauge
fields and pats the multiplet of scalar fields in the adjoint representauon the/3-functions,

cg
r~).

H~(g, 2) --

In

(3.93)

now depend on both 2 and g, the gauge coupling. The series expandon takes the form

flx(~,,g)

= A2 2 -~- Bff2A + Cy 4 + . . .

flq(~., g) = _ l b o g a

+ ..

(3.94)

~vith A > 0, b 0 > 0. Now there is a contest between asymptotic freedom and infrared stability
depending on the size and signs of the constants A, B, C and bo. in general the~e constants depend
on the gauge group and the representation content of the scalar fields. By solving the equations
for the effective couplings

dTt/dt = fla(~ ~),

dO/dt = fig(O,5)

(3.95)

one finds the theory is asymptotically free, ~(t) ---, O,O{O ~ 0 as t ~ oo, providing

- ~

< _ B - b o <_O.

(3.96)

" ">"
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If this eonditibri, is not met then ~(.00i,docs,n0t ,~vanisha~nd one loses asymptotic freedom.
Adding t'errnior~s does not radieaiiy~alter,this result. The y u k a w a couplings of the fermior:s
are driven to zero at a rapid s,ate if the gauge eoupfing is asymptotically free [3.63].
One new feature that is possible if one adds scalars i~ that the gauge fields can become massive
by the H!ggs:meel~anism.-!t:.~~,.e~ ! ~ t ~ brea~ ~l~e\gati~ ~g~inetry by _h~VS~gZo~ v ~ ~ z , . g ,,'exe,.,am
values (llb-abwest- -Order Caleuln,i~ns 6(/~,(e,,a) and/~;(2, 0) are unaltered. It is then possible to
give,all the gauge fieMs ~ass, or ali, b t t t ; ~ e , c0ttesp~adiug to a remaining U~I)local gauge symmetry. Wi,~ether this occurs or ~ot depends on the gauge group, the number and representation
content of the scalar fields,a!ad the signs and magnitudes of the parameters of the scalar self inter..
actions. An exhaustive e~arnination of all possibilities has not been made. Following some initial
work by Gross and Wil~. :,~:, [3.23], Cheng, Eichten and Li [3.63] examined many examples of
s,~lar-gauge theories. In all case,s examined they found that asymptotic ti'eedom was incomparable
with all or all but o~,,~gauge field acquiring mass. This si~ggests that asymptotic freedom i~ i~t; mately connected with the requirement that there exists massless gauge fields and presumably ~frared
divergences. I,~ seems that if one alleviates the infrared problem by the Higgs mechanism, the
asy~:~,ptofic freedom is lost. This, if true, also destroys the possibility of defining Q C D as the limit
of vanishing mass of an infrared well behaved theory as one shuts off scalar couplings.
So far a general theorem does not exist which connects the loss of asymptotic freedom in QCD
with sczlar fields to the elimination of infrared divergences. The problem becomes algebraically
intractable as the number of scalac multiplets increases. So some technique other than exhausting
all possible theories seems required to prove or disprove the conjecture.

3.3.3. Behovior of anomalous dimensions of hioh spin operators
We have seen that an asymptotically free theory implies rliorken scaling of the electroproduction
str~,~c~cre functions up to logarithmically small and controllable corrections. The question arises
whether the converse- that Bjo~-ken scaling implies that the under!ying theory must be ~symptotica!ly free and hence a non-abelian gauge t h e o r y - is true. This question was addressed by
Callan and Gross [3.64]. They concluded that for most theories Bjorken scaling is possible only if
the renormalization group has a ultraviolet fixed point at the orioin of coupling constant space.
Here we will summarize some of their considerations.
The electroproduction scaling phenomena we have seen is governed by the light cone behavior
of the operator product expansion of two currents. The dominant operators O(n) on the light
cone are those of lowest twist, in this case 2, with the operators labeled by n = angular momentum.
Typically operators are bilinears in the fundamental fie~ds for example
Ot"~

#;/a2.../zb

= ~?~,~

...

~,.q + permutations - trace terms.

(3.97)

If the operators O~"~ did not require subtractions the anomalous dimension of O t"~ would be
,% = 9v where y is the anomalous dimensinn of th8 field q. b l n ~ o v o r in oon~rnl ther~ nre quhtrnc'tions required so 7. # 2y. Parisi's [3.65] conjecture is that
~',, -'* 2~'.

{3.98)

81"-*o0

The basis for the conjecture is that in the large n limit the space-time separation of ~ and q in the
operator O ~'° becomes effectively finite so no subtractions arc required beyond those required
to define q itself and hence the dimension of O t ~ is just 2y.

:~'-

~+2;7:-" "
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" ' The impiartafiee of "+heconjecture i~ that the Y.(g) are related to the moments of the electroproduction structure function vW2(q2, v) = F2(q 2, x = -q2/2v) by
1

f dxx"-2F2(q ,x)
. . . . .

"-"
q2..~

(_q2) y.~g.)/2.

(3.90)

- - oO

Bjorken scaling implies y.(g ~,) = 0 where g + is a U - V fixed point ot the renormalizaticpn group
(g+ may~stand for several coupling constants if there is more than one). One operator, for n = 2,
is just the energy m o m e n t u m tensor and this, b3 the Schwinger commutation relation [3.66], is
coiastrained to have canonical dimension, ~'2 = 0. For n :/: 2 there is no such requirement. However
the positivity of F~.(q2, to) implies
0 = 3'2 < Y3 < Y~ - < . - . 5; y.

(3.100)

and in addition N a c h t m a n n has shown [3.67]
m
< 7.+m -- Y.
m + 2
Y.+,.+2 - Y.

(3.101)

The first of these inequalities implies that if Yk = 0, k > 2 then ?. = 0, i < k and the second inequality implies yt = 0, i > k. Hence if any ?,, = 0, k > 2, then all Yk = 0, If the conjecture
~,+ = 2y(g +) is valid then Bjorken scaling implies ~](g+) = 0. If the anomalous dimension of the
field vanishes at the ultraviolet fixed point this is as good as asymptotic freedom.
The first problem is to prove the conjecture. Callan and Gross [3.64] have examined a variety
of theories not including non-abelian gauge fields and found this to be the case i.e. ~;,-+ 2y as
n --+ + by explicit calculations in perturbation theory. The conjecture is known to fail in the one
theory which has Bjorken scaling, the non-abelian gauge field theory. This is because for such
theories on,: replaces the ordinary derivative t~, with the gauge covariant derivative D, in the
gauge invariant operator (3.97). In the n --+ oc limit the spatial separation does not occur. Indeed
one finds for the bilocal Fermi operator [3.23, 3.24]
7, ~ 2~' = ~9-z[ I n (n) + O(1/n)]

(3.102)

and the In (n) term caa be traced to the non-abelian interactions. So t~ae conjecture fails in nonabelian gauge theories. A fully rigorous proof that it is valid in other theories has not been given.
To actually prove th,qt Bjorken scaling implies a non-abelian gauge theory one must show that
~'(g+) = 0 implies g + = 0. However the problem of proving Y(g +) never vanishes unless O+ = 0
takes one outside the context of perturbation theory. Conceivably the;e exist theories for which
there is a U-V fixed point, possibly 9+ = oo, for wlJich 2(9+) = 0. Such theories would exhibit
scaling but would not be non-abeiian gauge theories, it is impossibly to settle the question ti~at
~'(9+) = 0 implies 9 + = 0 in the context of perturbation theory since perturbative arguments beg
the question.

3.3.4. Mass generate+on
Q C D , if we ignore flav6r breaking in the quark masses, does not have a parameter with the
dimensions of a mass in the Lagrangian. This is a special feature of 3 + 1 Q C D . This means that
to every finite order of perturbation theory there will be no massive states. H o w does one get a
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mass out of a massless theory? Such a mass must appear (the mass gap) if QCD confines since a
confinement potential has a mass or length scale.
It is not known how any such mass makes its appearance in detail. But Cross and Neveu [3.68]
polnted.out~.how, such,, a meeham,sm~,w0r~:s-m~the -2~fllmenslonal Nambu-Jona-Lasmlo model.
They als0-gave a simple renormalization.group argumenl for the dependence of the mass on the
coupling constant for any field theory that starts withou* masses,
Suppose we generate a mass in QCD, let's sa,~ the proton mass M. It is a renormalization group
invariant so that it satisfies
#~'-~ + fl(0)

= 0.

(3.I03)

Since ~ the renormalization point, is the only mass scale in the theory, M = ~flg). Then the above
equation has the solution
M

=

exr

[

-

I do' ]

(3.10Z!a)

Hence M is determined up to an arbitrary multiplicative constant of integralion which is mdependent of g. This implies, if we use the above argument for some other mass M', that all mass
ratios in QCD are pure numbers independent of any free parameters. Of course this remark is
only valid if QCD is specified in terms of # and 9 and no other (as yet unknown) parameters.
The important point is that M(g) vanishes to every fi.nite order of perturbation theory. For
small g, fl(g) = -½bog 3 + ... and
M = # exp [ - 1/¢bog2)]

13.104b}

g~0
which exhibits an essential singularity for g2 < 0 providing be > 0 as ~s the case for a non-abel~an
gauge theory. For non-asymptotically free theories like QED b0 < 0 and the essential singularity
is in the physical region O' > 0.
These slmpie obscrvations underscore the need to develop QCD non-perturbatively if we are
ever to see a mass spectrum.

3•3.5. Anomalies
(i) PCAC anor,aly. The Adler-Bell-Jackiw [3.69, 3.70] axial vector anomaly provides a fundamental connection between the ~o __, 2~, decay rate and the n ~mber of isodoublet quarks, l~a fact
the no __, 2y rate provides good evidence that three colors ar, required, as was discussed in the
,,,,.,,,.,,~,.~,,,,,. ,,,,~ a,,,a, current anomaly, 1~ the vector curre,~ts are conserved, is for the flavor
current transforming like n °"
~ u 5 J : ° ( X ) o nq~o
sheii=

C ~ 0~ . Fu~(x)*F~'~(x)•

(3.105)

where F~,~is the electromagnetic field tensor• To lowest ordcr in the strong interactions the constar~t
C is the number of isodoublet quarks; C = 3 for three colors. The important point is that this
lowest order result is unchanged to every finite order in the strong couplings" the axial vector

"~:':'-~'~
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~ o m a l y is unrenormalized. If the anomaly was renormalized then the "clean" connection between
theory and experiment would be lost.
This non-renormalization theorem was proven by Zee [3.71] for abelian gauge theories of
tl~'S~oag interaction, by Shei and Zee [3.72] for the tT-model and by So-Young Pi and Shei [3.73]
'f~r ~ion-abelian gauge theories like QCD. It is also possible to establish that Crewther's relation
[3,74] is valid in non-abelian gauge theories [3.73].
(ii) Trace and dilatational anomalies. Other anomalies that one can examine are the trace and
dilational anomalies. We adopt the usage that both these anomalies are anomalies involving
matrix elements of the contracted energy momentum tensor 0~; the trace anomalies refer to
strong interaction (usually on sh,21.) matrix elements of 0~, and the dilatational anomalies refer to
matrix elements of 0~ taken in conjunction with ~urrents. First we discuss the trace anomaly.
Suppose our field theory has an energy momentum tensor O~. with vanishing trace 0~ = 0.
This is true for QCD in the absence of quark mass terms. Then one concludes on this basis that
the dilatational current is conserved, ~,( x ~0 ~'~, = 40~ = 0. Consequently the dilatational charge

D = [x~,O~ d3x

(3.106)

'is conserved,/) = 0. Dilatations are then a symmetry of the Lagrangian and they imply that either
all states are massless, or invoking the Goldstone alternative, the charge D fails to annihilate the
vacuum and there is a massless dilaton state. Neither of these alternatives appear very attractive
phenomenologically. Even if one adds quark masses so that 0~', = m-~q this naive trace is soft i.e.
matrix elements of 0~ do not require subtractions beyond those associated with the quark field
renormalizations.
It turns out that none of the above need be true because of the trace anomaly. If one computes
matrix elements of 0~ in gauge theories there are anomalous terms. For QED this was recently
examined by Adler, Collins and Duncan [3.75] and for QCD by Collins, Duncan and Joglekar
[3.76]. t h e result tor the trace anomaly in QCD is
0uul o,~,h~,,= (1 + 7(ff))N['~mq] + ~ 9 N[F~,~F

]

(3.107)

q~:O

where 7(9) is the anomalous dimension of the quark field and m is the renormalized quark mass.
The anomalous dimension of the quark field and m is the renormalized quark mass. The anomalous
terms are the ones proportional to Y(O)and fl(0)- We see that the eigenvalue condition fl(O) = 0 is
the necessary and sufficient condition that the on shell matrix elements of 0~, be soft. In general,
even if the quark mass m = 0, 0~ is non-vanishing. This implies that m QCD the states need not
be massless nor need there exist a Geldstone dilaton. The deeper connection betweep the trace
anomaly and the QCD mass spectrum and confinement, if ~t exists, remains to be understood.
The simplest example of a dilatation anomaly is in the standard application of Crewther [3.77]
and Chanowitz and Ellis ,3.77] to the electromagnetic current correlation function. Here the
electromagnetic interaction is treated to lowest order, e 2, and the strong interaction to all orders.
The result, in QCD with dimensional regularization is [3.76]

(,,0[ r(j~,{p),j~(O), 0;~)]0) = (9u~p 2 - PuP~) Pa-~p~ H,(P 2) - !i~m4 (n - 4)2a(Oola~"-4}/2, n) •
(3.108)
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Here the first term on the right, with l'I~(p 2) the renormalized vacumn polarization is what one
~:xpects from naive manipulations using Ward identities for the dilatational current. Tne second
term with Z~a, the strong interaction contribution to the photon wave function renormafization
defined by

Za(go,tt (n-¢)t2, eo/t (a-4')12, n) -- t +

e~2a(gop 0'-'*)/2, n) + O(e'~)

(3.109)

with Z3 the full photon renormalization constant, is the dilatational anomaly. Since ,Z3 has pole
terms like (n - 4)-2, (n - 4)-a etc. in perturbation theory one concludes that the matrix element
(3,108) is infinitely renormalized to any finite order of perturbation theory. In this case no useful
results can be obtained from "partial conservation of dilate tional current" (PCDC) [3.77]. However if one first sums the perturbation series involving (n -- 4)-2, (n - 4)-3 etc. and ther. takes
n --, 4 one obtains a finite contribution for the dilatation anomaly [3.76]. This finite contribution
is precisely what one would have obtained from just the perturbative lowest order in g2 term
in Za with a pole (n - 4 ) - 1 . Accepting this summation o~" perturbation theory one resurrects
PCDC and tb2 canonical procedure [3.76].
(iii) Anomalies in current algebra. Certain commutation rule~ for flavor charges abstracted from
free field theory are known to fail in renormalizable field theories. This is on account of anomalies
An example is the Feynman, Gell-Mann, Zweig [3.78[ U(6) x U(6) algebra. This equal time
algebra is generated by the charges

Qa =

d3x,

5Qa = f
t3.110)

Q~ =

dax

sQa = .J~SJ~d3x

where J~, = ~(~,2a/2)q, 5j~, = ~(7~,Ts,p/2)q are the SU(3) flavor vector and axial vector curr,'nts.
This algebra contains the well known chiral U(3) x U(3) sub-algebra which ,:loses if one tncl,~des
renormalizabl¢ interactions. However the full U(6) x U(6) algebra was shown n~t to close an
account of perturbative anomalies arising from interactions in abelian vecior gluon models by
Adler and Tung [3.79] and Jackiw and Preparata [3.80].
Remarkably, the U(6) x U(6) FGZ algebra closes in QCD as was shown by B6g [3.81]. "fhis
follows from the fact that the anomalous dimensions of all four components of the currents J,'~,
and 5 J~,a vanish in QCD. If one attempts to extend this result to the full U(12) algebra by including
space integrals of the scalar, pseudoscalar and tensor densities. ~(,~a/2)q, ~(75)?/2)q and -~(a,,,.;.~/2tq
one finds that ~ais larger algebra fails to close in Q C D as was pointed out by Shei and Tsao [3.82]
The anomalous dimensions of the scalar, pseudoscalar and tensor operators do not vanish.

4. Two dimensional gauge taeories

In this section we will review some properties exhibited by two dimensional gauge theortes.
However, before beginning our discussion, we feel obliged to briefly comment on the relevance
of two dimensional models in a study of QCD, a four dimensional theory. Indeed, we expect the
reader to take an apprehensiveattitude toward inferences about Q C D that are conje=tmed [rom

~04 ' ,
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results in lower dimensional theories; therefore we h c , e that the following remarks will put
the contents of this section into a proper perspective: Lower dimensional models are easier to
investigate, in some cases they can be solved exactly and this allows us to formulate questions
concerning the meaning of quark confinement and the nature of the observed hadronic spectrum
in,a manageable setting. In addition, the results obtained in lower dimensions may indicate what
to expect in realistic theories and may serve as a guide for exploring their properties, it is hoped
that some of the l~ndings in two dimensional models will be either independent of the dimension
of space-time or will at least have obvious generalizations to higher dimensions. A second more
compelling motivation is derived from the belief that non-abelian gauge theories in four dimensions
may be closely related to lower dimensional theories. The non-abelian character of gluon exchange
may squeeze the color flux into vt,,:-x like strings between the quarks. In this way the effective
potential between colored objects might become linear just like the Coulomb potential in two
dimensions. In addition, there is evidently a close relationship between the non-linear a-model
in 2 + ¢ dimensions and QCD in 4 + ~ dimensions [4.1].
Another popular conjecture put forth by Polyakov [4.2] maintains that the special topological
properties of four dimensional non-abelian gauge theories may cause them to mimic the confinement features of lower dimensional theories. Because of this topology, they admit non-trivial
solu;ions to the classical Euclidean equation~ el motion which are called pseudoparticles or
instantons. These solitonlike solutions may be the harbingers of confinement. (Pseudoparticles
will be reviewed in section 6.) With these motivations in mind, we now outline the material of
this section.
We begin in section 4.1 by describing some properties of the Schwinger model [4.3-4.14]. This
classic theory exhibits a plethora of interesting phenomena and serves as a prototype model with
some of the anticipated features of QCD. Confinement takes place; the fundamental fermion of
the theory although present in the Lagrangian density is absent from the physical spectrum of the
theory. Charge screenii, g allows only neutral bound states (the analogs of color singlets) to exist.
Another relevant property of this model is the spontaneous breakdown of its global cbiral symmetry without the emergence of a Goldstone boson, A generalization of this phenomenon is
believed to provide a solution to the UA(1) problem of QCD, a dilemma which we will elaborate
on in section 6. Our discussion of the Schwinger model is divided into two cases, 1) the massless
case and 2) the massive case, where the mass in question is that of the fermion.
The second model that we wi!l discuss is a non-abelian gauge theory in two dimensions which
we will refer to as 2-D QCD. This model as originally discussed by 't Hooft [4.15] possesses a
local U(N) gauge symmetry and by expanding in powers of 1/N (N large), one can extract considerable information about its properties. In addition to possessing many of the interesting features of 2-D QED (the Schwinger model), this model exhibits a rich spectrum and its non-abelian
credentials liken it more to the QCD we are interested in.

4.1. The Schwinger model
4.1.1. mf -- 0 case

The original Schwinge~" model [4.3] is quantum electrodynamics for a massless fermion,
mf = 0, in two dimensions. It is described by the Lagrangian density
-~(x) = -¼F~,,F J'~ + ~(ic~ + eA,)T,~O,

#, v = 0,1

(4.1a)

"
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Fur = O.Av - O,,A u

2(~5

(4.1b)

where A~,(x) is a gauge field and qJ(x) is a two component fermion field. In (4.1) and throughout
our discussion o~"two dimensional models we will employ the following notational conventions

x = ( x °,xl),
~01 ~

ooo= _ g 1 1 = 1 ,

. _ ~ 1 0 ~ l,

=

0 °1 = 0 1 ° = 0

~00 __ ~11 ~ 0
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Before embarking on a technical discussion of this model, let us generally outline some of its

relevant features.
The Schwinger model is very special because it is super-renormalizable (only a finite reno:'malization is required) and its Green's functions can be exactly computed in closed form [4.3-45j.
The second property is usually described by saying that the Schwinger model is exactly soluable.
Most aspects of this model were uncovered in the early investigations [4.3-4.6] and a rigorous
detailed discussion of its formal properties with special emphasis on its gauge invariant physical
implications has been given by Lowenstein and Swieca [4.7]. In addition, several more recent
studies have appeared [4.8--4.14] which phrase these results in a language that clearly indicates
their relevance for QCD.
Notice that although explicit mass '.erms are absent from (4.1a), the theory does contain
a mass parameter. The coupling constant e has the dimensions of a mass because we are in two
dimensions. The role of this mass can be uncovered by evaluating (exactly) the vacuum polarization
tensor H,,,,(q) [4.13]
.e 2
l-'lu,.(q ) = l - - ( g ~ , , . 7T

43)

q,q,/q2).

This leads to an exact expression for the "photon" propagator

D.,,(q) = -i(g.~ - q~,qJq2)q2

1
e2/lz"

(4.4)

The position of the pole in the propagator indicates that the "'photon'" has acquired a mass e,,,v 'rt
This finding due to Schwinger [4.3] is probabJly the earliest illustration of what we usually call a
dynamical Higgs phenomenon; the spontaneous breakdown of a local gauge symmetry without
the emergence of a massless Goldstone boson. The name photon appears in quotes because tt, e
lack of transverse directions in two dimensions implies that there can be no photons" therefore it
is perhaps more precise merely to say that the usual long range Coulomb potential (It is linear ~n
two dimensions!) is severely damped out in this theory. Widely separated external charges do not
interact with one another in this model because of charge screening. That ~s to say, ~t ,~ energet~cally more favorable for the vacuum to create dipole fermion-anti-fermion pa~rs, which completel.~
screen the external charges and cancel out their long range forces, than to allow these charges to
interact (see fig. 4-1). This effect is reminiscent of the Meissner effect m superconductors where
super-curr-nts conspire to cancel out externally induced magnetic fields.
The effe t of charge screening on the gauge invariant spectrum of this theory is very interesting [4.7]. "1ne fermion spinor field qt(x) and all of its excitations are absent from the physical space
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( External ChoroesJ

~vtlae Coulomb interaction between external charges is completely screened out in the Schwinger model.
s ~ l a r bound state of a fermion and anti-fermion.

only remnant of this fundamental fermion is the existence of a free neutral
ass e/x/~ in the theory which may be interpreted as a fermion-anti'fermion
nd state scalar is the only observable state in the spectrum and is responsible
~o~ihe SCreening illustrated in fig. 4-1. in anticipation that a similar phenomenon 0ceurs in Q C D
: a ~ t h e r e b y eliminates free quarks (and colored gluons) from the physical state space, this Schwin~ ) f i a ~ h a n i s m ~'is sometimes called quark trapping [4.11]. A nice physical picture of why this
phenomenon occurs has been proviaed by Casher, Kogut and Susskind [4.8]. If one attempts to
separate the fermion-anti-fermion bound state (or quark-anti-quark pair), at a certain separation
distance it becomes energetically more advantageous for a new bound state to emerge from the
vacuum rather t.mn for the separation to continue, thereby resulting in two uncharged asymptotic
mesons (see fig. 4-2). This picture of the impossibility of releasing individual charges in the Schwinget model is identicai to our current thinking on how confinement takes place in Q C D and why
experiments have fziled to dislodge a single colored quark.
In addition to confinement, the Schwing~r model provides a solution to the UA(1) problem
[4.7-4.12]. The t~ ue vacuum of the theory is a superposition of chirally distinct vacua and therefore chiral charge is not conserved. However, this breakdown of a Lagrangian symmetry by the
vacuum does not lead to a Goldstone boson because of an anomaly in the divergence of the gauge
invariant axial current. To illustrate how these properties come about, we now return to the
Lagrangian of (4.1) and outline some of the resalts o! Lowenstein and Swieca [4.7].
The equations of motion that follow from (4.1) are [4.7]
e ILmo [A,(x + e,)@(x) + @(x)A.(x - e)]
iY~'c3~'@(x)= - 2~

:i~,:
!'~!~,~;~,
::,~i~
:!i
~!i
~:ii:
~i!~
.....

(4.5a)

~2<0
~F

~

=

-

e#(x)

(4.5b) :

f'(x) =- lim [i~(x + e)y"~(x) - (01i~(x + e)y"q~(x)10) (1 - e ~ A , ) ] f - t ( e )
~-'0

'I

where f-1(0) is a finite renormalization constant and great care has been exercised in defining
operator products so that gauge invariance and Lorentz covariance are preserved. The exact
soluability of this model is due to the possibility of transforming it into a theory of non-interactino
fermion and scalar fields via [4.7]
,#(x) = exp [i,~.vs(n."+ + ~+)]~r(x)exp [ix/~ys(q - + 4~-)]

(4.6a)

A"(x) = ' j ~ ~""~',,(0 + 4)

(4.6b)

e

Fig. 4-2 An unst~ccessful attempt to free a fermlon In the Schwlnger model. The energy expended merely goes into creat'ag another
bound state meson
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antt scalar fields-and 4~(x) is a non-interacting scalar
Iions ca,a be easily computed in terms of 0, ~ and #;
ire requires that ~ be quantized with an indefinite
metric and tlaeref0re not all of the solutions~ obtained satisfy Maxwell's equations in (4.5b). Out
of the full Hilbert s ~ :consttucted~ by~ this~rescriptio~ only states with positive metric belong
to, ,the, 'physi~l i'liiii~ i~vafiant ~'itaie, ~spaee.~Iii~ti~rms~of the current

fl(x) - j~,(x) + - ~ u ' 0 , O ( x )
"

(4.7a)

V

j~.(x) -- :~f$,~t/sf + ~ ~ 0 ~ r l ( x ) .

(4.7b)

The physical Hilbert space is defined to be the set of all states that are annihilated by j~-(x)

j~-(X)~P --- 0.

VW ~ Hphy,i~,l.

(4.8)

In this way (4.5b) :,s exactly satisfied in H phy,~t.
In order to construct operator realizations of the equations of motion in the physical subspace,
Lowenstein and Swieca found it convenient to gauge transform (4.6) to a special non-covariant
gauge for which j~, vanishes and (4.6b) and (4.7a) simply become

A~,(x) = x/n ey~o~dp(x)

(4.9a)

e

f'(x) = ~ 1 e~'"(9~~(x).

(4.9b)

Because both the gauge field and the electromagnetic current are now explicitly determined in
terms of ~(x), Maxwelrs equation
(4.10a)
t~,.F""(x) = -ef'(x)
becomes
[ ] ~(x) - M 2 ~ ( x ) = 0

(4.lOb)

which is an identity. In this non-covariant gauge the components of ~f(x) commute rather than
anti-commute for spacelike separations and so ~f(x) behaves like a two component scalar field [7].
The entire physical content of this theory is present in its algebra of gauge invariant quantities.
These includc in addition to the electromagnetic field, the bilocal operators
y

(4.11)

T ( x , y ) - - ~ ( x ) e x p r i e I dt~A,,(t)]~'(Y) •
L ,/
d
X

In the special non-covariant gauge just described, (4.11) has the form

=

,,. =,

f
X

+<,>1.
_. +(x,+ ,<x,

(4.1"
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where N ( x - y) is a factor coming from the free field commutators [4.7]. T transforms as a bilinear
of spin {,fields under Lorentz transformations and can be interpreted physically as an operator
that creates an electric dipole. Lowenstein and Swieca [4.7] showed that this field algebra is
isomorphic to the algebra of the free scalar field ~ with mass M. All fermions disappear from the
physical spectrum and charges are completely screened. These features are easily seen by constructing the Hamiltonian density that follows from (4.1) [4.11 ]
o1~(X) -" 1 . I-I 2 + ( ~ ¢ ) 2

.+. e2 (~2.

(4.13)

where H is the canonical momentum density. So all states are formed by applying polynomials
in ~ to the vacuum.
The physical Hilbert space co=rains a discrete infinity of chiraUy distinct vacua {n), n = 0 +_ l,
+_2 . . . ; however demanding that the field algebra be irreducible implies [4.7]
oo

IO) =

Z

e'"°ln) ,

O<O<2rt.

(4.14)

N - " --C.t~

There exist a continuous family of orthonormal vacua
( 0 ' 1 0 > = ~(0 - 0')

(4.15)

which are labeled by the angle 0 and for 0 4: 0, parity is violated. (See section 4.1.2 for a physical
interpretation of this angle.)
Notice that because of the absence of a fermion mass term in (4.1), the Lagrangian is invariant
under chira! transformations generated by the axial current
}~ = e~,j".

(4.16)

However, because of an anomaly j~ is not conserved, instead the gauge dependent current
-~ - I ~ _ e
j~,
~" ~zr.,,A'
(4.17)
is conserved. The vacuum of (4.14) is not mvanant under the choral transformations generated by
(4.17); but a Goldstone boson does not result from this spontaneous breakdown of symmetry.
This is most easily seen for the non-covariant gauge in which (4.9) holds, since in that case j5 in
(4.17) identically vanishes; however this phenomenon is obviously a gauge independent result [4.7].
4.1.2. mf :/: 0 case

If a fermion mass term is added to the Lagrangian density, v I la) becomes
~.~(x) = - ¼ F u ~ F u~ + i~(i~., + eAu)vu~b - mf~¢/.

(4.18)

For mf 4:0 the theory is no longer exactly soluable, but it still posse'~;ses interesting features.
_ a . . . . ! . 4 _ by ,..,,,,.,,,~,.,
r',..t . . . . .
j a ......
.ki,,v
A prelim~aary vnvestigation of the properties of this model was unu~ttar.~,,
and Susskind [:i.11] and their results were later extended by Coleman in a detailed report [4.12].
To acquaint the reader wi "a the modifications introduced by the mass term, we will outline some
of the conclusi~ms reached by Coleman [4.12].
Even with mr v~ 0 the theory still continues to exhibit "quark trapping"; in all cases examined
only uncharged scalar particles, mesons, appear in the physical spectrum. However, the interaction between externally introduced charges is not always screened out [4.11].
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In addition to the mass parameters e and mf, the theory still contains an arbitrary parameter*
0: - n < 0 < n. For 0 #: 0 the theory exhibits C and P violations and all physics is periodic in O
with period 2n. Coleman has given a nice physical interpretation of the origin of this angle [4.12]
he found that it is related to the possibility of having a constant background electric field F in the
theory. If IFt > e/2, then it will be energetically advantageous for fermion-anti-fermion pair:, to
form in the vacuum and stretch out to plus a n d minus infinity in order to cancel out the field.
This process continues until enough pairs have been produced to lower the background electric
field to IF I < e/2. The relationship between F and the angle that defines the vacuum is given
by [4.12]
0 = 2nF/e

(4.19)

and thus the periodicity in 0 becomes clear. This physical interpretation is very nice; it s~tys that
because the Coulomb potential in two dimensions is linear, one can envision capacitor plates
at _+ ~ which give rise to a constant background field. Different values of this field give,, rise to
different vacuum states and hence change the physics. Such a picture gives one an intuitive feel
for why C and P are broken when 0 4: 0, since this corresponds to F :~ 0 and a constant back-ground electric field will certainly break these symmetries. This descrip,, ~on of the origin of 0 has
no meaning in four dimensional theories because the potential is no longer linear" however as
we shal~ see in section 6, the vacuum of non-abelian gaage theories is still parametrized b~ a
periodic parameter 0.
The spectrum of this massive Schwinger model can be richer than the s~ngle meson state of
the massless case. Coleman [4.12] examined two regions of the theory, the strong coupling l~mlt
e ~ m and the w~,~ak coupling limit e ~ m.
For strong coupling, a transformation like (4.9) is very convenient, because it transforms the
theory into a weakly interacting scalar field theory ,~-,~
" - " "r,,,,
~ ' "~-,
' - ~ ~,a,,on
" ":
theory becomes applicable
Coleman found that for 101 >
the spectrum contains one stable uncharged meson, while for
0 < 101 < n/2 there are two stable mesons and for 0 = 9 three stable mesons exist In add~tlon.
for 101 >
there is an infinite family of unstable mesons which are linearly spaced in mas~
For the weak coupling limit, perturbation expansions can be carried out ~Lround the l~mlt of
a free Dirac particle. In this case Coleman [4.12] found that the number of stable mesons. N.
is given by
N --

N=2,

4mr2
he2( 1 _ 02/n2)[2~¢/-3 -- In(2 + ~/3)] + O(1),

10l

~,

10 = n .

(42(~)

Once again an infinite family of unstable particles was found; but th~s time they were llnearl 3
spa':e in their mass squared.
Coleman also examined the possibility of giving the ferm~on flavor, he imposed ,~n lr~ternt~i
SU(2) isospin symmetry on the model. For weak coupling there were vet/ I~ttle chan~c,,,, tl~c
number of stable mesons just increased by a factor of four and thest ~ d~v~ded themse!vc,~ ~n~o
isosinglet,,, and isotriplets which were approximately degenerate. For ;he slrong coupimg l~m~t,
* F o r this d i s c u s s i o n we a d o p t C o l e m a n ' s cor, v e n t l o n for t h e m t e r v a l over w h i c h 0 I, d e f i n e d [4 1 I ]
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and isosinglets; but now their mass ratio becomes isosinglet/isotriplet

-2

~ , ~ i n d e p e n d e n t of 0.
Before ending this discussion of the massive Schwinger model, we should make one point clear.
The xesults obtained by Coleman are gauge independent. The problem we are alluding to here is
~~he~Squesti0n of how to treat surface terms in a theory which has long range fields. This question
is~;es~cially accute in non-covariant gauges like the ColAomb gauge formalismwhich Coleman
employed. This problem was examined in detail by HMpern and Senjanovic [4.14] and, their
resolution of this e uestion is very instructive, especially since a similar problem arises in Q C D
(see secti6n 6).

4.2 2.D ¢CD
Although the Sc!awinger model exhibits some of the anticipated features of QCD, its usefulness
in trying to understand this theory is limited by its rather trivial spectrum. As a means of overcoming this deficiency of making closer contact with QCD, 't Hooft [4.15] investigated a nonabelian gauge theory in two dimensions which is described by the Lagrangian density
•

j

a

~¢ = ~ F
iF~vJt + ~ai(b/~D J, - ma6i)qj,
--~vj--

la, v = 0,1

(4.21)

where
F J , = ~,,4~ - t~A~,~ + g[A,,, A,.]i

(4.22a)

D~,J = 6Jit?u + oA~,~

(4.22b)

•

!

A~,~ = - Auj (anti-Hermitian).

(4.22c)

Here q~ is the quark field with color index j (j = I, 2 . . . N) and flavor index a, A,~ is a color gluon
field and m~ is the quark mass matrix in flavor space. The local gauge symmetry of this model is
U(N), although it can be easily modified to SU(N) [4.15-4.17].
This model exhibits most of the characteristic features of QCD" it has color, flavor, asymptotic
freedom and manifest confinement because the Coulomb potential is linear in two dimensions.
In addition, for N large one can do perturbation theory using I / N as the expansion parameter
and thereby extract a considerable amount of information about the theory. The perturbative
expansion is most easily carried out using light-cone coo,'dinates
1

o

x ± = x~_ = ~7~(x _4- x )

(4.23)

and employing the light-cone gauge formalism
"

1

A_ = A + = ---/:(Ao - A 1) = 0.

t4.24)

Calculations in this gauge are particularly simple because there are no ghosts and no gluon selfcouplings because the commutator in (4.22a) vanishes. The program laid out by 't Hooft is to
classify diagram~ by their dependence on N (such factors arise from quantities like 61 = N) and
only keep leading contributions in the limit N ~ oo, 9 2 N fixed. The dominant graphs in this limit
are found to be only those that can be drawn on a plane (planar diagrams) which do not have
any crossing lines. The power of this prescription lies in the fact that in two dimensions all planar
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" c, : . . . .
"t Hooft [4.13] uncovered a variety of properties
diagrams Can besummCd. Uslng,th]s~procedm.e,
of'this model and, his pioneering~work was followed up by the investigations of Callan, Coote
and ,GrOss [4,i~6] and* Einhorn [4.1"/]. Our intention in the remainder of this discussion is to
outline some of the.results obtained by these authors. For technical details regarding their calou!a~ns,?an~aiy~, ~ ,~i~,th'~ xeader, m-.the ongmat hterature [4.15-4.17].
;Tii~"'fi~i!i-q~a~ii0tt'iis;how doe~seonfmement occur in this model? 't Sooft showed that because
Of the"itffrared behii~or..the pole 'm the quark.propagator is driven to infinity and hence there
is no physical Single quark state in the spectrum [4.15],
Perhaps the most imeresting'finding by 't Hooft results from. his examination of the quarkanti:quark scattering amplitude, He found that the Bethe-Salpetcr equation satisfied by the ladder
diagrams for this process reduced to an eigenvalue condition for the twc) particle spectru~a
1

Hc~k(x) -- tl~4/k(X) ----~

~t (ma2
mb2 )
f
[Ot,,X, -- ~bk(Y)J
-- + ~l
4)t'(X) + dy
(x - y)2

(4.25)

0

where m, and mb are the masses of the quark and anti-quark respectively and/~k is the mass ei:genvalue for the quark-anti-quark system. Although the integral equation in (4.25) was not soi,~ed
analytically, the properties of its spectrum 'were found [4.15]. H was shown to have only a di,crete
spectrum Sh, k - 0, 1, 2 . . . This result is very important, since the existence of a continuum
would have meant that the theory contained a state with two free quarks. For large k, the eigenfunctions of (4.25) are approximated by
~bk(x) -~ x/~ sin (knx),

k ::~ 1

(4.26a)

and these have eigenvalues

~2 ~ n2k.

(4.26b)

The equal spacing in mass squared indicates a linear rising trajectory of particles. One ~night
call this a Regge trajectory; but there is no angular momentum in tw,, dimensions. Instead, ~t ~s
a series of daughters. All of these color singlet meson states are st:. bIe in the limit N ~ ~ anti they
have no long range interactions with one another.
If the formula in (4.25) continues to hold in four dimensions, then one can discern the ~ uark
masses from the masses of the known pseuffoscalar mesons (u, K ~, K +...). 't Hooft found it*,this
way [4.15]
m~ = 10 MeV,

md -~ 15 MeV,

m~ - 200 MeV.

(4.27)

"I'hese are the mass parameters that appear in the Lagrangian of (4.21); they have no physical
meaning.
Following 't Hooft's analysis of the bound state spectrum, a variety cf other features exhibited
by this model were examined by Callan, Coote and Gro~s [4.16] and Elnhorn [4.17]. We will
merely outline some of tht conclusions reached by these autimrs.
The consistency of this model was checked by verifying that it satisfies ,he usual physical
requirements of unitarity, amdyticity, current conservation etc. In addition it was shown that tts
qualitative features such as confinement are unaltered ,even if non-leading terms in the 1/N expansion are retained. It was also demonstrated that the gauge invariant properties of this theory
are independent of the infrared regullarization procedure employed.
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This model serves as a nice testing ground for QCD. One can ask within the context of this
model whether or not it is legitimate to treat the ~, family r,~sonances as a non-relativistic bound
state of heavy quarks as is done so successfully in the charmonium picture [4.18]. That is, one
usually assumes that the effective coupling ~ of QCD is sufficiently small at momentum m, so
that the hadronic decay width of the ~kcan be'calculated in analogy with positronium as proceeding
through a three gluon intermediate state. It can be verified that in this model the use of a nonrelativistic Schroedinger equation is justified if the hadronic mass is much larger than the natural
mass scale of the theory i.e. m 2 >> g 2 N / n [4.16].
Another question that can be explored in this model is the origin of the O - Z - I rule. This suppression rule arises naturaily in the large N limit because amplitudes that violate it are of higher
order in 1/N. Also, there are addk'.',nal important dynamical suppression factors which contribute
to this rule and they can be calculated [4.16].
Because it is asymptotically free, this two dimensional model exhibits Bjorken scaling. An
analysis of this property indicates that deviations from exact scaling are determined by the quark
mass parameters and not the typical nadronic masses in this theory. This two dimensional setting
provides a convenient means of studying the correspondence between confinement and scaling
[4.17].
Finally, Eirlhorn ~4.17] has emphasized that the electromagnetic form factors of hadrons fall
like a power (q2)-l-# where fl is a dynamically determined parameter. Although fl is small for
non-strange hadrons, it turns out to be significant when strange quarks are involved. If this feature
persists in four dimensions, it should have testable consequences [4.17].
This concludes our discussion of two dimensional gauge models. The message that we ha~e
tried tc ~onvey is that confinement and many of the other desirable features of Q C D appear quite
naturally in quantum field theories. Of course a pessimist might argue that these properties follow
from the infrared behavior of two dimensional theories and therefore should not appear in four
dimensions. However, the hope is that Q C D somehow mimics these properties because of its
severe infrared singular structure. Much of the remainder of this review will be geared toward
describing various schemes which try to demonstrate that this is indeed the case.

5. Color conrmement and perturbation theory
As we mentioned earlier, there exists a strong belief among workers in the field that the ,hfrare~t
{long range) behavior of quantum chromodynamics provides a color confinement mechanisnl
which prevents us from being able to observe free (]uarks or gluons. This anticipated phenomenon,
appropriately described by the expression "infrared slavery", is supposed to limit the habitat of
these fundamental constituents of the theory to bound colorless states (color singlets under SU(3))
which are the hadrons observed by experimentalists. If, how and why confinement actuaPy appears
in this model are still open questions, the answers to which have been sought using various approaches. One of these, s: "aightforward pertubation theory, has been vigoro,lsly investigated and
is the main subject of this section.
The workt~rs revolved in the perturbative calculations, which we will describe, have viewed
their efforts as experiments designed to probe the infrared structure of QCD by isolating the most
severe infrared singularities present in Feynman diagrams. The results of these diagrammatic
experiments indicate that the leading infrared divergences sum up to produce an exponential
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damping factor for color-non-singlet scattering processes. This behavior is reminiscent of QED
where the infrared damping causes elastic scattering amplitudes to vanish. However, in that theory
finite cross sections are obtained by allowing an arbitrary number of soft photons in the final
state. The soft bremsstrahlung gives rise to a second exponential factor which cancels the damping
effect. Perhaps this cancellation is absent in QCD, thereby signaling a kind of color confinement.
Indeed, we will focus on two diametrically opposed views concerning such a possibility. The first
maintains that cancellation occurs order by order in perturbation theory in a manner very si:mi!ar
to QED and therefore confinement cannot occur via this mechanism. This is of course in complete
agreement with our discussion in subsection 3.3, where we pointed out that confinement cannot
be seen in perturbation theory because of the requisite essential singularities in the coupling
constant plane. The second viewpoint exploits some distinct differences between QED and QCD
and argues that by summing leading singularities, the bremsstrahlung of gluons is rendered
insufficient to overcome the damping, thus resulting in color confinement: however, the connection
between this scheme and more conventional ideas about confinement e.g. that the effective coupling
~(q2) becomes infinite as q2 _.~ 0, are not at all clear.
Our goal in this section is to provide a coherent overvie,w of various perturbative calculations
along with interpretations of their findings, and to briefly discuss some nonperturbative approaches
to QCD. We begin in subsection 5.1 by reviewing some of the physical propecties of QED implied
by its infrared structure. Our discussion is brief and meant only to provi0,: son,e background and
motivation for the discussion of QCD that follows. Then in subsection 5.2, we ?resent some of the
methods employed and results obtained by various perturbative computations of infrared divergences in non-abelian gauge theories. The message of these calculations is that leading infrared
singularities exponentiate and factorize out of QCD form factors and scattering amplitudes, a
property that holds to all orders in perturbation theory. The Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg theorem
is reviewed in subsection 5.3. There we point out the apparent conflict between this theorem and
the possibility of finding the confinement mechanism through perturbation theory. In subsection
5.4, we discuss a differential equation put forth by Cornwall and Tiktopoulos which they claim
fully describes the infrared behavior of QCD. We also outline how by exploiting the obvious
differences between QCD and QED in the case of sof~ bremsstrahlung, these same authors find
what they interpret as a viable confinement mechanism. This last result, although deeply rooted in
perturbative calculations, actually transcends perturbation theory, a quality which we feel is
necessary if confinement is to be uncovered in QCD. Finally, we conclude this section in subsection 5.5 by revi,:,,mg some recent non-perturbative examinations of the consequences of
confinement. In this non-perturbative approach one assumes confinement, rather than attempting
to prove it, an. t examines the consequences for the field theory.

5.1. Fhe infrared structure of QED
Rather than presenting a technical discussion of this subject [5.1], we have decided to dlustr~'e
some of the infrared properties of QED by reviewing a simple example; the scattering of an electron
off an external potential which can exchange momentum but not energy with the modent particle
[5.2]. Naively computing the elastic scattering amplitude M(p,p') where p and p' are the initial
and final state momentum of the electron, one encounters infrared divergences in the perturbation
expansion (see fig. 5-1) due to the masslessness of the photon or equivalently because of the long
range nature of the Cc,uiombic interaction
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Higher order
corrections

~"Fig'5"l" Diagrams illustrating the contributions to elastic scattering of electrons off an external potential including radiative correclions.

(2O

M(p,p') = ~, M,,(O,p')

(a = number of virtual photons).

(5.1)

a=O

Yennie, Frautscl'; and Suura (Y.F.:J..) [5.2] have shown i a their classic discussion that the M°
have the structure
M 0 -- m 0

M1 = mo(gB) + m~

M2 = ½mo(ocB)z + ml(ocB) + m2

(5.2)

a

t~,,= ~ m,,_,(eB)"/r[
r=O

where the mi are infrared finite and of order e' (a = e2/4n) relative to Mo, while B carries all of
the infrared divergence. Using this property, {5.1) becomes
o13

M = exp (~B) ~ m,,

(5.3)

a=O

that is, the infrared divergences sum up to an exponential and factorize out of the scattering
amplitude. Because B = - ~ , the exponential has a damping effect and the amplitude M actually
vanishes. The message of this calculation is clear" elastic scattering is forbidden. The form of (5.3)
holds for all transition amplitudes in QED and is a reflection of the fact that any process involving
electrically charged particles cannot occur unless it is accompanied by the emission of an infinite
number of soft (very low energy) photons.
Practical physicists live with tl',is situation by employing the Bloch-Nordsieck prescription
[5.2-5.6]. Rather than defining a correct S-matrix, they are content to consider only physically
observable cross sections. These are obtained from infinite sums of probabilities and describe
transitions from a given initial state to all final states which include not only the detectable particles
but also an arbitrary number of soft photons. For our electron scattering example one computes
the physically relevant differential cross section dot/de [5.2]
oo

da/de = ~ dcrm/de

(5.4)

m=O

where da,gde is the differential cross section for the emission of m u"detected real photons with
total energy ~ (ti, e energy loss of the scattered electron). The da,n/dc are obtained from

,.d~- =

m'.

a=, 2 - ~

( t--.=tE. o),) ~m~,p',k~...km)

(5.5)
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where exp (2~B) ,6,, is the absolute square.of the transition amplitude in which m photons are
emitted. Of course, individual d,r,,/de (as well as the quantity B) must be computed ir,. a regularized
version of the theory because of u:e presence of infrared divergences. Th~s is usually accomphshed
either by giving the photon a small mass 2 (like screened Coulomb potential) [5.2] or by working
in a continuousaumber of.dimensions n~> 4 [5.7, 5.8]. The limit 2 ~ 0 or n ~ 4+ is taken only
after the summation in (5.4) is performed, since individual da,,/d~ vanish ia this limit. By evaluating
the integrals in (5.5) and performing the summation, Y.F.S. [5.2] have shown that the infrared
divergences coming from soft photon emission also exponentiate and factorize. (In reaching this
conclusion it was important that the virtual damping factor exp (2~B) did not depend on m nor
enter into the soft-photon integrations of (5.5); these ingredients do not seem to carry ever to
QCD (see subsection 5.4.) They found
da/de

=

[2a(B + B~)]db/da

exp

(5.6)

where db/de is infrared finite (gotten by perturbation theory) and B and/~ are obtained from the
order ~ virtual and real corrections respectively. At high energies and small e, these quantities
are found to be
B

1 [(ln(2p~.p' ~

_ ~ {m~'~ + ½(l,n{2p'p'.~i½lnf2p'p'~-]
(5.7)

In

B=2~

- 1 In

+½

In

+

1 -In

In

using the photon mass prescription [5.2] and

"=

n

L\

k

) -'

e

, - 4 .+ ,nt

JJ

/
+ ½tl n It,f2P--'mp''~/]]
~ ~12_ ½1n{r2p" p"~-]

t

)J

/

in the continuous dimension method [5.8, 5.26], where/~ is an arbitraty ma~sparameter introduced
to keep the coupling constant e dimensionless for all n. Notice that the lowest order cancellation
of virtual against real infrared photonic divergences in B +/~ implies cancellation to all orders
and the equivalence of the two regularization schemes to order ~ implies equivalence to all orders.
The exponential exp [2~(B +/~)] exhibited in (5.6) will factor out of any QED transition rate,
whether it be a scattering cross-section or decay rate (of course B and/3 will depend on the process
examined) apd although it was obtained by perturbation theory, this exponential is t,~ctually an
importan t non-perturbative feature of QED which is very necessary to obtain accurate descriptions
of scattering processes [5.9, 5.10] and to account for the phenomenon of radiatiolt damping
,,,,."~'""'~"'l".,,,~,.:[5.1n,,,, 5.11]. Quantities like da/de are considered the only physically releva'at ones,
because the emission of very low energy photons cannot be detected experimentally, therefore
this procedure is both convenient and adequate for all practical QED calculations.
The Bloch-Nordsieck program, although practical, has some serious theoretical shortcomings.
It does not admit an S-matrix and the asymptotic states ace not well defined. These def:-iencies
are overcome by realizing that the physical asymptotic states of Q,ED contain an infiniile number
of soft photons and therefore a Fock space representation cannot be used to define the S-matrix.
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Instead coherent states describing charged particles along with an infinite number of photons
are best suited as asymptotic in and out state spaces [5.1, 5.12]. This change in the asymptotic
condition makes possible a correct definition of the S-matrix in QED which is free from infrared
difficulties.
The physical Hilbert space of coherent states does not contain single-particle states of charged
particles. That is, there are no discrete irreducible representations of the Poincar6 group with
non-vanisl~ ing mass. This manifests itself in the fact that the electron propagator has a branch cut
rather than a simple pole at p2 = me.2Therefore, the concept of a charged "particle" does not exist
in this formalism (see Kulish and Faddeev [5.12] for a full discussion of these results).
The lesson to be learned from this brief discussion is the following. The infrared structure of
a theory may be such that its asymptotic dynamics are very different from what a naive inspection
of the Hamiltonian might imply, t h,: asymptotic Hilbert space of physically allowable states
shoultd be required to admit an infrared finite S-matrix. In the case of QED the infrared divergences encountered in naive perturbation theory were mild enough to be eliminated by the
coherent state formalism. However, one might envision a possible scenario in which the severity
of the infrared divergences encountered in QCD is such that the theory is forced t¢: circumvent
them by allowing only color singlet asymptotic states to exist; that is, quarks are permanently
confined. With this in mind, we now go on to review some of the recently obtained perturbative
properties of quantum chromodynamics.

5.2. Infrared divergences in QCD
The tools employed for tbe various perturbative calculations in QCD which we will describe
here are of course the Feynman rules implied by the complete Lagrangian density of (1.14) and
(2.40) [5.13]. In fig. 5-2 we have exhibited some of the vertices and propagators which are necessary
for extracting the most severe infrared divergences encountered in perturbation theory. We will
refer to these as the leading infrared singularities (L.I.S.) (often called leading logarithms in the
literature). They receive no contribution from closed quark or g h ~ t loops, nor from the four-gluon
coupling (seagull terms) [5.14~ 5.15]. Therefore, the only radical departure from quantum electrodynamics for calculations aimed solely at extracting L.I.S. must come from the tri-gluon coupling,
since it represents a new feature of non-abelian theories, the interaction of massless particles.
b
v

o
/u.

Gluon propagator
Quark propagator

ob
-tg/zv ~ob
D,,v(k) :
k2
S(p) =

i

j~-m

1

Quark - Quark- Giuorl
Vertex

,~yF
t ' ° )lJ
-"

~' ~ "

. .FeP-,o
r/,b N W ~

kj

Gluon-Gluon-Gluon

Vertex

globe (OF=~(kt.k2)o" + gv(r (kz'ks) F +9Fo-(ks-kz}v)
o',c

Fig 5-2 Propaga*ors a,ad vertices which give rise to L.I.S. m Q C D m the Feynman gauge (see also fig. 2-3)
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The Feynman amplitude associated with a given diagram factorizes into the product of two
contributions [5.14-5.19], W x M, where W is the group theoretical weight for the diagram and
M represents the contributions coming from momentum space integrations. The group theoretical
weight W is obtained from the product of factors associated with lines and vertices in the dirgram
that arise due to the non-abelian nature of the theory. Examples of suc!~ factors are:
a) a factor 6 o, i, j = 1, 2, 3 for each internal quark line
b) a factor ?)oh,a, b = 1, 2 , . . . 8 for each internal gluon line
c) a factor (2°)ij for each quark-quark-gluon vertex
d) a factor .fabc for each tri-gluon vertex
some of which have already been explicitly given in the Feynman rules of fig. 5-2. (For a complete
expose on the group theoretical weight along with an ~egapt diegrammatic method for its evaluation, we recommend a recent paper by Cvitanovic [5.19].) -I'he second contribution M is more
familiar; it is obtained by employing standard Feynman d~.agram techniques a~d performing the
momentum loop integrations.
Because of the presence of infrared divergences in M, the theor, must be regulated in order
to give a meaning to the momentum integrations. For rigorous complete calculations, dimensional
regularization [5.7, 5.8] is unquestionably the best procedure available, since it explicitly preserves
gauge invariance at every step of the calculation; however, if one is only interested in extracting
L.I.S., then almost any regularization method is adequate. Among the alternate t,~chniques that
have been employed are: l) Introducing a fictitious mass 2 in the Feynman gauge gluon propagator,
l/k 2 ~ 1/(k 2 _ 22) [5.14, 5.15]. 2) Avoid the infrared divergences by keeping externai particles
slightly off their mass shell. 3) Use the Higgs mechanism to provide a mass 2 for the gluons [5 1?]
{this last procedure destroys asymptotic freedom even in the limit 2 -~ 0).
There exist several detailed accounts of calculations designed to extract the L.I.S. of QCD
[5.14-5.18]. Rather than surveying all of th~s work, we wiii focus our attention on the results of
Cornwall and Tiktopoulos [.5.14, 5.15]. For more explicit details and a wider variety of calculations we refer the interested reader to the references [5.14-5.18].
Cornwall and Tiktopoulos have examined L.I.S. for various form factors and scattering amplitudes. Their investigation focused on several kinematical regi,: ns including the fixed angle and
infrared regimes. In our over,~iew of their work, we will consider each of these regions separately.
1) The f i x e d angle regime. This corresponds to the case in whic'h all irtvariant squared energies
and momentum transfers (s, t , . . . ) a r e much larger than both ~2 (gluon mass)and M 2 (quark mass),
while ratios like sit are of order 1. The L.I.S. encountered in this regime are of the general form
g2~ln2N(-t/22), where N is the number of loops in the diagram; Q E D exhibits the same kind of
leading behavior in this regime [5.20]. For the quark-quark-group-singlet form factor (see fig. 5-3)
regime [5.20]. 7or the quark-quark-group-singlet form factor (see fig. 5-3) they calculated to s~xth
order in the coupling constant for both the mass-shell region (p2 = p,2 = M 2) and the Suc'ako,,
reg;~'a (t = (p - p,)2 >> p2, p,2 4: M 2 ~ O, i.e. both quarks of mass-shell). In both regions they
found that the L.LS. exponentiated (and therefore factorized) to ~his order, i.e.

p'

correchon?

Ftg 5-3. Graphs that contribute to the L.I S of the quark-quark -group ~mglet form factor m the Feynman gaugc

~!:~f ~ ~
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'3:"~ /F(t) = exp [CqB(t)] (mass shell region)

F(t) = exp [CqS(t)] (Sudakov region)
B(t) = -(g2/16rr2)ln2( - t/22)

(5.9) ~

S(t) = -(g2/Sr~2)ln(- t/p2)ln( -'t/p '2)
where Cq is the eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir operator for the quark representation (Cq = ~,
since the quarks belong to the 3 rep.). Exponentiation to this order is a highly non-trivial result; :
it requires what appears to be a conspiracy among the group theoretical weights which must be
summed to produce (5.9). These authors also computed other form factors to fourth order in the
coupling constant (quark-quark-gluon, gluon-gluon-gluon, gluon-gluon-group-singlet) and in
all cases the L.I.S. were found to ,.:-ponentiate. In particular, they found for the gluon-gluongroup-singlet form factor G~a(t),

G~lJ(t) - G~tj exp [CAB(t)]

(5.10)

where G~p is the Born approximation. (C A = 3 since gluons belong to an octet.)
Knowledge of 1the L.I.S. for the form factors, turns out to be sufficient to obtain this behavior
for fixed-angle scattering. In the case of the quark-quark elastic scattering amplitude T (see fig. 5-4),
they found
T fixed angl~ TnF2

(5.11)

where Tn is the Born amplitude and F is the quark form factor of (5.9). Indeed, these authors
speculated (with rather strong arguments to back them up) that in the fixed-angle regime, the L.I.S.
of on-mass-she3 scattering amplitudes always exponentiate aa~.d in all cases this behavior could
be obtained by multiplying the appropriate Born amplitude by F ~/2 (see eq. (5.9)) for each external
quark and G ~/z (see eq. (5.10)) for each external gluon. That is, an exponential damping factor of
the form
exp

[ g2

32n2 ~ Cjln2(-t/22)

]

(on mass shell)

(5.12)

J

multiplies the Born amplitude in this regime (t ~ oo), where Cj is the eigenvalue of the quadratic
Casimir operator for the jth external particle (always positive). Note that this damping factor
goes to zero faster as we increase the numbe.r of external gluons, a feature not found in QED (the
photon has an effective C A = 0). Cornwall and Tiktopoulos have argued that this same factor
appears for processes inv riving composite states and therefore no damping occurs if and only if
all external particles are t.~lor singlets (colorless Cj = 0).
2. The infrared regime. This refers to the 2 ~ 0 limit with the following conditions:
1) all external three-momenta are fixed,
2) external giuons are given a mass ;L and are transversely polarized,
!

P,

la,

Fig. 5-4 Graphs that contribute to the L 1 S in q u a r k - q u a r k sc.qttermg.
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3) no momenta transfer (s, t,...) vanishes.
]
In the infrared regime two possibilities can occur: Caly quarks (massive) are on-mass-shell in
which ease L.I.S. appear as powers of g~ln22 (one for each loop) or external on-mass-shell gluons
are also present and :t~en the L.I.S. become powers of g21nZ(22).
The group singlet-xluark--quark form. factor falls into the first class. If vertex ar.d self-energy
insertions are temporarily ignored,.that is, only the skeleton expansion is considered; then only
straight ladder graphs contribut, to the L.I.S. in this regime. Cornwall and Tiktopoulos have
shown that these exponentiate to

[g2

F ,,~ exp ~

CqH(t/M2)ln22

(5.13a)

where
1

H(t/M 2) =

j

2M 2 - t
dx M2 _ x(l -

x)t

(5.13b)

When vertex and self-energy insertions are included, they are found to also contnt~ute L.I.S. in
order # 4. Their net effect is to replace the g2 in (5.13a) by ~2(22), where ~(q2) is the renornmlizationgroup-invariant coupling constant [5.15, 5.21]. This replacement seems to occur for all exponentials; however, in the cases examined previously it doesn't influence the L.I.S. Here again we
have encountered a feature of QCD which is not found in QED where the Ward identity Z1 = Z2
along with the fact that the photon propagator is non-singular insures that the one loop contribution in (5.13a)(with Cqg 2 replaced by e 2) is unmodified by the ip,:lusion of these corrections.
For the second possibility, amplitudes in this regime with one or more on-mass-shell external
gluons; two and three loop calculations by these authors have shown that l'ere also t~ c ~..I.S.
(now powers of g21n2(22)) !ead to exponential factors, one for each gluon. That is, here alse the
addition of extra external gluens increases the degree of damping.
The results of the Feynman diagram experiments that we have presented strongly suggest that
exponentiation of the L.I.S. is a property that continues to hold in all orders of perturbation theory.
A clever proof that this is indeed the case has been given by Fre.&el and Taylor [5.22]. The simplicity of their argTunent allows us to present its main features rat laer succmctly; therefore we close
this part of our discussion by doing so.
Frenkel and Taylor have shown that in the Coulomb gauge [5.23] L.I.S. of the form [g~'(in 2)z] '
or [g2/(n- 4)2] ' in the perturbation expansion of S-matrix elements come from self-en:.:gy
in3ertions in external massless legs and nowhere else. Where by massless external legs we mean
truly massless gluons or quarks along with the possibility m, -÷ 0 effectively because of the mo.rreatum regime we are considering. This feature of the Coulomb gauge waen cor.~bined with the
necessary gauge invariance of the S-matrix is sumcient to guarantee exponentiation of the L.I.S.
To see how this comes about, consider a scattering process involving E massless external particles
with momentum (Pl, P2,--. Pc). The S-matrix for this process is of the form
E

S(pl, p2,...;n) = F(d;pl, p2,...;n) ~, N,(d.p,;n)

{5.14)

r=l

where n is the dimension of space-time, du is a time-like unit vector used in the definition of the
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gauge [5.22, 5.23], F is the sum of contributions to the S-matrix element except for self-energy
insertions on external massless.legs which are contained in the factors N,. Notice the irapottant
features of (5.14): S is independent of d,, the gauge labeling vector, and because we art in the
Coulomb gauge, the N, contain all of the L.I.S. Dimensional regularization is used for two reasc ~;
it preserves gauge invariance and permits us to write N, in the simple form
ao

N,.(d • p, ; n) = 1 +

~ [02(d'p,/la) " - ` '] f , (" In) + . . .

(5.15)

,=1

where/a is a unit of mass introduced at each vertex (0(/1)2-"/2) in order to keep the coupling constant 0 dimensionless and ... is used to represent non-leading contributions. The f(')(n) are functions of n alone and when expanded in a Laurent series about n = 4 produce the L.I.S.
f(')(n~ = al')[l/(n - 4)] 2' + . . .

(5.16)

Proving exponentiation of the L.I.S. amounts to showing that the relationship
a~)=

1
m-5.

t5.171

hc, lds, which at this point may seem difficull, since the a~ ~ appear to be unrelated. However,
turning now to the [actor F, Frenkel and Taylor [5.22] have shown that at worst the infrared
singularities there are of the form

02
~ 0 2' ( 1 ) 2 , - 2
F = F° + n - 4 F ' + ,=~2
n 4
F, + ...

(5.18)

Notice that for t > 2 the leading singularities in F and N, differ by at least a power of 2" this will
force the constraint of (5.17) as we shall see. "Faking the logarithm of (5.14) we have
lnS=lnF+

i~ lnNr.

(5.19~

r=l

Expanding these logs about 02 _ 0 we find
In N, = ,~, b',')

I02(d. p,/la)"-4 ('YI'v
4j j + . . .

b~"~ = a~'~

15.20a)

etc.
o2
In F = It. Fo + ~ G , n _ 4
,=

~
f 1 ~2t-2
+ ,_-~2g"' ~ n - 4 )
t,, + . . .
n--4,]

S, + . . . .

,-,.---,,-,'~.
nr,,
(5.20c~

The ceefficients S, depend only on invariants of the form p,-p~, while G, depend on d~, as well.
Using (5.19) and comparing coefficients of 02'[ 1/(n - 4)] 2' and g2,[ 1/07 - 4)] 2'- 1 In (d. P,/IO where
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terms of the second kind result from

(1):

n -

4

(d" p , l # ) " - 4 =

n -

4

1

+ - - = - - In (d. p,./#) Jr ...
n-4

(5.21}

one finds
£

£

$1 = r=~ b~') = ,-1
~ a~')

(5.22a)

£
G1 = - ~ b~') In (d. p,/#) + const.
jr--- I

(5.22b)

S, - ~-th~')- 0

(:.22c)

for

t _> 2.

TV last condition (5.22c) implies (5.17) and guarantees exponentiation for the L.I.S. coming from
each external massless particle. Explicit or~e loop calculations by Frenkel and Taylor [5.22] have
shown
N,~exp

-~-~C,

n-4

"

(5.23)

This agrees with the result of Cornwall and Tiktopoulos, cited in eq. (Y.12), that adding an external
massless particle increases the degree of damping by
exp

[

"]
8rc2 C,(ln 2) 2 .

{5.24)

The ~ader may wonder about the factor of ½ discrepancy between these two results. This comes
~bout because

( (,),(l),
)
2#4

n-4

tl

=

-4

n-4

ln/a + ~(Inu) 2 + . . .

I s2~,l

so the coeffioents of the scale setting logarithm In ). and In/~ do in fact match and not the L l S
terms.
We have tried to communicate an essential finding of perturbation theory. The L.I.S. coming
from virtual corrections in Q C D exponentiate and factorize out of transition amplitudes m a
manner very similar to QED. There are of course impo. rant differences between the two theories
as exemplified by the replacement of g2 with ,q2(2") in exponentiated results and the increased
degree of damping when addit.,~'~al external gluons are added. Cornwall and Tiktopoulos have
pushed these ~,esults further; they have obtained renormalization group like equations which
uescribe the infrared behavior of QCD amplitudes. We will return to the equations and arguments
in favor of confinement in subsection 5.4. However, before doing so, we first discuss the K.L.N.
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in this model.
5.3. The Kinoshita-t.ee-Nauenberg

'~'~eorem and confinement

The cancellation of in~rared divergences order by order in Ferturbation theory described in
subsection 5.1 for QED is merely a special case of a much more general phenomenon. Whenever.

5~;::,~,~!:?
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diV~gences ari~ in perturbation expansions of an S-matrix due to massless particles in the theory,
they can be eliminated at the transition rate level by summing over the set of all degenerate initial
and final states. That is, by restricting oneself to only a special class of inclusive rates, finite results
are4"ound order by order in perturbation theory. The origin and canceliation of such divergences
base, been carefully and elegantly analyzed by Kinoshita [5.24] and Lee and Nauenberg [5.25];
therefore it has recently become customary to refer to their results as the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg (K.L.N.) theorem. It is our intention in the following discussion to remind the reader of this
perturbative phenomenon for the well known example provided by the m~ --. 0 limit of QED and
then explain its implications for QCD.
In ordinary QED, electron mass singularities (i.e. terms which diverge in the m, ---,0) arise in
power-series expansions of the S-matrix and at the level of differential transition probabilities
(even after eliminating the photonic infrared divergences via the Bloch-Nordsieck prescription)
as powers of In m,, because of the degeneracy between a single massless electron state and a state
containing a massless electron plus any number of parallel photons and massless electron-positron
pairs [5.24--5.27].
e.g. A massless electron with three momentum p is degenerate in energy with a state containing
a massless electron with momentum p - k and a photon with momentum k when the angle
between p and k is zero.
The K.L.N. theorem states that transition probabilities, expressed in terms of the unrer~ormaliz~d
parameters of the theory, computed by summing over all such degenerate in and out states will
be free of mass singularities to any order in the perturbation expansion. The theorem is stated for
perturbation expansions in the bare parameters., because the renormalization prescription may
induce mass singularities not covered by the theorem. Perhaps the best example of this is conventional charge renormalization defined by the Thompson limit of electron-photon scatterifig
(5.26a)

e = Z~eo

where
Z3=

1 +~-~ []In(me/A) + . . ..]

(5.26b)

Of course, these singularities can be avoided by renormalizing the photon propagator at a Euclidean point k2 = - M 2 ~- 0 and then the theorem carries over to perturbation expansions in the
renormalized coupling e(M)
e(M) = Z 3'½eo

~5.27)

where Z~ obeys the equation
Z ' 3 -- _ M 2 D F ( _ M 2)

,

(5.28)

(DF(k2) is the complete photon propagator computed in perturbati,,n theory). The differential
cross section d~r/de described by (5.6) contains mass singularities, becav,~e we have integrated only
over soft photon emission. If we add to it the cross-sections for the abso~ btion or emission of hard
photons and massless electron-positron pairs parallel to the incoming and outgoing electrons,
then the sum becomes finite in the limit me --* 0. (In practice, one integrates over all states which
come within a small angle 6 of being parallel with the initial or final electron.)
Another illustration of this cancellation mechanism is provided by the radiative corrections to
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muon decay # - ~ e- + 9, + v, [5.27]. (Indeed, this is where it was first observed.) In tne:r
calculation of the order ~ corrections to this decay process, Kinoshita and Sirlin observed that
although their corrections to the decay spectrum of the muon contained electron mass singularities,
the total decay rate fout~d after integrating over all electron energies was finize ila the limit m~ ~. 0.
The integration over all energies included of course all real bremsstrahlung possibilities (soft and
hard) and had therefore summed over all possible degeneracies [5.27].
Recently, the applicability of the K.L.N. theorem to QCD was ~nvestigated. Yao [5.28] considered the lowest non-trivial radiative corrections to quark-quark and quark-gluon scattering;
while Appelquist, Carazzone, Kluberg-Sterr and Roth [5.29] carried out a general examination of
the production of quarks and gluons by an externa; current and calculated the scattering of a
color averaged quark beam by an external color singlet field to order g 4 (two loop corrections
to the elastic arriplitude and up to two undetected gluons in the final state).
These authors found that the Bloch-Nordsieck program of summing over virtual corrections
and soft gluon emission led to infrared finite transition rates as long as they summed (or averaged)
over the color indices of the initial and final states.* That is, as long as we restrict ourselves to
detectors with a finite energy resolution AE which do not see color (color blind), but trigger on
qualities like the fractional-charge or mass of the quarks then, fron~ a perturbative point of view,
transition rates involving quarks, the fundamental constituents of QCD, are finite and well defined.
To illustrate how these conclusions were reached, we will outline some of the work carried out
by the second set of authors [5.29], since to the order of their calculation one encounters ail cf
the novel features of QCD which distinguish it from QED.
Appelquist et al. analyzed the experimental setup in which colorblind detectors with energy
resolution AE are used to trigger on a single massive quark with momentum p and energy E =
(pZ + mZ)l/z [5.29, 5.30]. The quark is supposed to be produced by an external color singlet
current Ju(x)
(5.29)
S (x) =and therefore their considerations carry over to the interesting process
e ÷ + e- ~ ~, --. quark + anti-quark + gluons.

(5.30)

The inclusive Iransition probability corresponding to this production ~see fig. 5-5) is

RAr.(E/M, AE/M, re~M, 2/M, g(M))

(5.31)

where M is the renormalization subtraction point M ~ 0 (because massles.~ gluons in QCD are
coupled, one must renormalize off mass shell, just as in m, = 0 QED) and 2 represents some
infrared regul:'tor (gluon mass, dimensional regularization etc.). Their task was to show that Rae
remained finite in the limit 2 ---, 0 order by order in perturbation theory. To acco:nplish this, ~hey
analyzed the vacuum polarization II~,v(q)

n,,,.(v)

fd4x

ei,~.x (OITJ,,(x)J,(O)]O)

(5 32)

~t

from which R ~ can be obtained by summing the various unitarity cuts of the diagrams contribvt°
* In some cases it ~s not even necessary to sum over color to obtain fimte results We thank T Appelqu~st for commumcatmg th~s
findm~g to us.
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orders

Fig. 5-5. Production of q, q pairs by an external current, allowing for the possibthty of soft gluon emission.

ing to this quantity. Note however, that because of the phase space restrictions imposed on the
observed quark by the kinematics of the detector, only part of the full unitarity cut contributes.
Instead of elaborating on the technical aspects of their analysis, let us outline some of its highlights: Because the detectors were color blind, they were able to sum over the color indices of the
group theoretical weights before making the cuts. Then all one and two loop along with some of
the three loop contributions to II~,,. became., identical to those encountered in QED and this
correspondence established the finiteness of the sum of the AE cuts resulting from these diagrams.
These authors then proceeded to verify that cuts resulting from all other three loop graphs summed
to finite contributions to Ran in the limit 2 ~ 0. The proof of this last result is highly non-trivial,
especially for the graphs illustrated in (fig. 5-6) which point out some of the novel features encountered in QCD.
Perhaps at this point, some general remarks regarding this result are in order:
1) Although proven only up to and including three loop contributions to the v~Lcu.lm polarization, this result probably continues to hold order by order in perturbation tlaeor:r. Indeed,
Poggio and Quinn [5.3 ILland Sterman [5.32] have proven that a weaker form of :'.:h pheJlomenor/,
the infrared finiteness of the total unrestricted production rate, holds to all orders.
2) As viewed by this kind of perturbative analysis, QED and QCD are more siv,:lar than naive
considerations would indicate. The restrictions on infrared finite transition rat,'s imposed by the
K.I,.N. theorem are even milder than those imposed on the me -" 0 limit of ~4ED.
3) If this result doesn't break down in higher orders, then quark confinem~.:,t will never bf. seen
just from perturbation expansions. Taken at face value, this seems to imply that asymptotic states
with quark quantum numbers can exist in QCD at least in perturbation theory.
Accepting the correctness of the above remarks, then it seems that two options are open which
can still provide a signal for the confinement mechanism. One can abandon naive perturbation
theory and seek out confinement by other means. Indeed, much of this paper is devoted to a
review of such approaches. Or one can try to rearrange th~ naive perturbation expansion into a
form that exposes QCD's non-perturbative features which probably include its true infrared
behavior. Along these lines, Cornwall and Tiktopolous have argued that by summing up the
leading infrared singularities, they have gone beyond perturbation theory and the K.L.N. theorem
and have uncovered the anticipated quark confinement mechanism. Their work will be the subject
of the next part of this section.

5.4. Beyond perturbation theory: a possible confinement scheme
The perturbative calculations which we discussed in subsection 5.2 indicate that the L.I.S. of
QCD exponentiate and frctorize fol form factors and scattering amplitudes. Cornwall and

Fig. 5-6 Three loop contnbutlon'~ to l-l,,dq) w ,lch dlustrate the novel features of non-abelian gauge theories.
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Tiktopoulos [5.15] have put forth a compact differential equation (really many equations of a
similar form) which in all cases examined by them correctly describes the leading infrared behavior
of Q C D amplitudes and by a slight extension (which we will explain later) may even completely
describe the non-leading infrared singularities. (For a recent detailed analysis of these equations,
see [5,33].) The analog of thisequati0n for Q E D can be rigorously proven to be valid by using
eikonal approximations; however, no such complete derivation exists at present in the case of
QCD, although the proof of exponentiation given by Frenk~,i and Taylor [5.22] along with the
plausible arguments given on its behalf by Cornwall and Tiktopoulos [5.15] and the results of
more recent investigations [5.33] make it extremely attractive.
Their equation is

. N0 r, = ,,.,--Zr!l",T,

(5.33)

where T, is an on .mass-shell (or nearly on shell) amplitude whose exter' ~I 1~.
,lors are colle(.'tively labelled by r and the sum on (ij) runs over all pairs of external leg "~ ,e mas~ parameter/~
is associated wi~h the infrared regularization (gluon mass, distance off mass shell, mass sc,.le m
dim. reg. etc.) oppropriate to the regime considered. The quantities F~j), which play a role mccla
like anomalot s dimensions in the renormalization-group-equations, are obtained from one loop
diagrams constructed using a prescription given by Cornwall and Tiktopoulos which we will n(,t
repeat [5.15]. Instead, we will illustrate the meaning of this abstract equation for some of the
examples giv,:n in subsection 5.2.
In the fixed angle regime with all particles on mass shell (5.33) takes on a particularly slml~le
form ( T = '.orm factor or scattering amplitude)

~/-

= ~, F,,~T

(5.34)

where
0 2

F u~
--

16rc2

C j In ( - t/l~ 2).

t 5-35 )

The sum in (5.35) runs over all external legs and we remind the reader that C., is the eigenvalue
of the quadralic Casimir invariant for the ]th particle. The solution ~,i (5.34) is
r = TB exp

32rcz ~ Cj lnm(-t//~ 2)
J

(5.36)

exactly the result given in (5.11).
.As a second example, we give the result for the grol~p-singlet-quark-quark form factor f" in
the infrared region,
g2
la-~ F = ~ CqI-I(t/Mm)F
(5.371

[,2

,]

which again reproduces the result of the perturbative calculation (5.13a)
F ~ exp 8-~ CqH(t/Mm) ln(/~2 "

(5.38)

~ _~
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examples may give the reader the impression that eq. (5.33) is somewhat contriv.ed
i:me~lyt0reproduee known exponentials; however, the F~J) does have a theoretical basis as given
by,the arguments of Cornwall and Tiktopoulos [5.14, 5.15].
We mentioned that (5.33) can be generalized to include non-leading infrared divergences or in
~th~Case Of (5,38) results beyond the skeleton expansion. This is accomplished by adding a term
~¢-g-:-T,
(5.39)
vO
.to the left hand side of (5.33), where/?, is the usual beta function of the Callan-Symanzik equation.
As we observed in subsection 5.2, this additional term has the effect of replacing O2 by the renormalization-group invariant coupling ~2(/a2) in the arguments of all exl~onentials.
Assuming that this differential equation (5.33) does properly describe the. infrared behavior
of QCD, then one is in a position to test whether or not the emission of soft-gluons is sufficient
to overcome the exponential damping factor which results from virtual gluon exchange. We already
know that strict order by order expansion in the coupling constant employing the Bloch-Nordsieck program will be infrared finite and non-vanishing if we limit transition rates to those allowed
by the K.L.N. theorem (see subsection 5.3). However, going beyond perturbation theory by
exponentiating all virtual infrared divergences before performing the soft gluon phase space
integration, Cornwall and Tiktopoulos have obser'~ed that the exponential dampling factor is not
cancelled and indeed processes involving colored external particles vanish in the limit/~ ~ 0 as
expected of the confinement mechanism. They have illustrated this phenomenon for the case of
quark--quark scattering [5.15]. The amplitude T~'~ corresponding to quark-quark scattering
accompanied by the emission of N real gluons obeys an equation of the form
~ - d~ 7~N) =

2 E CAIn
j=l

+...

TtN~

13.40)

where p symbolizes a typical quark momentum and + ... represents infrared divergences associated with T ~°~. So for example, the amplitude associated with the emission of one soft ghlon
will be
T~I~ = ,~1~ exp

16~2 C AIn 2 p" k

(5.41)

where ~ ) is constructed from T ~°~by adding gluons to external legs (just like QED); schematically we represent this as
~1) = g~p~k T¢°~"

(5.42)

The cross-section resulting from this amplitude has the general form

a, ~ 2aofd3k
1
I
2t~ (p. k)2 exp

v2

(p'k)]

167z2 CA ln2 ~

•

(5.43)

This expression would look exactly like the analogous QED expression if the exponential were
replaced by 1. Theretbre, it isn't surprising that if we expand the exponential in powers of 0 2 and
then integrate over soft gluons, we will prodt ce infrared singularities that exactly cancel those
coming fi'om ~o at this order. Indeed, order hy order in perturbation theory the expanse.on will
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be finite as predicted by the K.L.N. theorem (see subsection 5.3). However, if we integrate the
expression in (5.31) as it stands, then in the limit # --, 0 it is finite and gives ~O- ~. There are no
longer divergent logarithms which cancel the infrared singularities in tro. Instead. the c,:ponential
damping factor in tro which comes from the virtual corrections wins out and forces ~he crosssection to zero in the limit tt--* 0. This same argument seems to indicate that in all processes
involving external colored particles, ~the virtual divergences are never compen:;ated by gluon
emission and therefore they can never occur. Only those involving color singlets a~e allowed. This
analysis suggests that perturbation theory is ver,~ misleading for Q C D and comp'etely hides this
confinement mechanism; their result is of cour,,t: an attempt to go beyond pertu "bation theory.
if this finding of Cornwall and Tiktopoulos i, correct, then it provides us witl-~ a confinement
mechanism. For that reason it deserves further stl:oy beyond the suggestive ideas we have presented
and work is proceeding in that direction. However, its validity will still leave maay unanswered
questions: What does their mechanism have to do with asymptotic freedom and lhe behavior of
the beta function in QCD? Indeed, most advocates of confinement have believed that it came
about because ~(q') became infinite at large distances (~(0) = oo); the effective forcq: law increased
linearly. However, the phenomenon we htace described seems to be completely irtdependent of
this anticipated behavior.

5.5. Non-perturbative approaches to QCD
The perturbative development of QCD is self consistent in the asymptoticalb fi ee phase of
QCD. Perturbation theory is evidently not going to inform us about confinement, ~" indeed the
theory confines. An alternate approach, which we will now describe, begins by ass ammg QCD
confines and then examines the possibility of constructing a consistent quantum fielc theory. The
development we describe here is due to Pagels [5.34] al~though many related approachs exist in
the literature [5.35].
An important development here is the remark due tc Strocchi [5.36]. He points out that tbe
proof of cluster decomposition that follows from locality in Q E D fails for QCD. The actual
failure of cluster decomposition, tantamount to confinement, is not proven for QCD; only the
weaker, negative statement, holds.
The failure of the cluster property means that the gluon propagator can become singular for
small q2. The principal assumption of this non-perturbative approach is that in the Landau gauge
the gluon propagator,

q,q_v'~ d(q 2) ~at,

02D,abv(q) == --Our d- q2 :

behaves like
,(q2) , . ~ , (/~2/q2)X- ~,

~: --. 0+.

15.44a)

15.44b)

Here e is a small regulator which is to be set to zero at the end of cornputin,v and u is a mass
characterizing the confinement.
This confinement ansatz is equivalent to an assumption on the strong coupling behavior of the
Callan-Symanzik function fl(g), and the anomalous dimension of the gauge field, )'v(gJ. Suppose
7v(co) = 0, then the small q2 behavior of d(q 2) is ~,ivel_ by

':]iBm'~~',? *
......
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d(~2) __ ~2(qz),

~(-u')

: g

(5.4s)

with ~, the slidin,~coupling constant which satisfies,by the definition of/L the equation

q2d~/dq2= 5/,,-g).

(5.46)

Then (5.44)follows providing fl(~)--, -~/2, ~ ~ o0. Since 2fl~) = -bo~ a + ..., bo > 0 for small
.~ one raay assume that fl(gOhas no zeros other than ~ = 0.
If one uses the confinement ansatz in the quark-Dyson equation (see fig. 5-7) the integral is
easily seen to become infrared singular as ~--, 0 and the quark t~elf-energybecomes infinite;so
there are no quark states.The full Dyson equation for the quark propagator S-t(p) = / / - X(p),
X(p) =

~
F~(p, q)S(p
- f (d*q

b °~
- q)~', 2-~D~(q)

(5.47)

can be solved exactly in the e --, 0 limit using the confinement ansatz (5.44). As e --, 0 (5.47) becomes
#2 1
1
Zip) = 16n 2 e F~,(p, 0 ) / / _ Zip) r ~

(5.48)

exhibiting the infrared divergence. The vertex function F~(p, 0) is specified by Ward-SlavnovTaylor identities. Ignoring ghost complications (which can be incorporated) the vertex is given by
F~,(p, O) = d S - l(p + k)/dk~[k=O

~5.49)

so that (5.48) is a differential equation for the quark propagator. An exact solution to the differential equation is
Sip) =

ef4rt2/~
)
\ - - 7 + '~ '

p2/~2 << ~-1

(5.50)

where 2 is an arbitrary constant.
If 2 ~- 0 the solution above satisfies the PCAC property. This follows from the Ward identity
for the flavor axial vector vertex function 5F,:(p, q),
qU sF~,(p, q) = S- l(p + q)),s2a + 7s2~S- l(p).

(5.51)

If 2 =# 0 then as q~, ~ 0 we learn that 5 F,a ~ ;,ysqu,P/q 2, exhibiting the massless Goldstone boson
pole.
Note that the c'mrk propagator is an entire: function so quarks do not contribute to absorptive
parts. In configuration space this propagator is a 6-function and a derivative of a f-function.
The solution is valid only in the infrared region p2/p- ,~ e- t not the asymptotically free region
p2/!~2 ,> e- t for which the quark propagator is just 1/~, up to logarithms. Perhaps the full solution

0®
Fig. 5-7. Schwmger-Dyson equation for the quark propagator m QCD.
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Fig. 5-8. A m p h t u d e for m e s o n -o q + q va, ashes m the i n f r a r e d limit.

which interp:~lates these regimes is approximated by
1

{5.52)

Sfp) = Ii + 5-1(4n2///~2 + 2)- 1 •

Bound state amplitudes are of order ~- 1. F.~nce the amplitude for meson ---, q + q vanishs as
is shown in tig. 5-8. But if one forms a color singlet scattering process in the duality diagram
approximation as shown in fig. 5-9 the l~tct,ars of e all cancel and the resul, is finite. This is an
intimation of confinement dynamics in QCD. Also such a construction of the scattering amplitude
has no quark thresholds because the quark propagator is an entire function.
An attempt to actually construct the bound state amplitudes by utilizing the GorK,~v approach
in superconductivity leads to an interpretation of mesons as quark-anti-quark biloca~ qavored
excitations of the color singlet condensate [5.34]. The low lying meson spectrum can be extracted
simply and a solution to the eigenvalue problem has for the masses m~-"too2+ "m~_ = 0" 10"9.
This accords with the observed hadron meson spectrum in the chiral SU(2) x SU(2) limit for
which the pion mass vanishs (PCAC).
While the phenomenology of this approach is suggestive that we are on the right path the open
question is whether QCD confines at all and whether the gluon propagator produces a singularity
like q-4. If the ~ehavior is more singular than q-4 one can not infrared regulate the usual Dyson
equations so conceivably this behavior could be the right answer.
Independent of these details th~ major problem is to find a gauge invariant approximation to
the bound state problem. Lacking this, one holds little hope for extracting ~he empirical consequences of QCD even if the theory confines.
A recent development by Migdal [5.37] which assumes quark confinement and examines the
consequences is also of interest. Migdal uses the known asymptotic behavior of 2-point functions
in QCD and analyticity properties to construct a systematic approximation method for the
mesonic spectrum which is close to the experimentally observed spectrum.

&

i

,,, Oil/

Fig. 5-9

M e s o n s c a t t e r i n g a m p h t u d e is fimte as ~. --, 0
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:6. TopOlogical solitons
6.1. Introduction
6.1.1. What are solitons?
Solitons are stable finite energy solutions to the classical equations of motion of Lagrangian
field theories. They already play an important role in solid state and plasma physics and have
recently become the focus of a considerable amount of research in particle physics. Although the
full physi.cal implications of these qualitatively new solutions are not fully understood at this time,
they haw~ already served to resolve the UA(!) problem, the nasty extra symmetry present in naive
QCD, and seem destined to play an importanl role in our understanding of gauge theories. To
acquaint the student with these objects, we thought it would be useful for us to briefly review a
variety of topological solitons relevant to particle physics. For additional details we recommend
the reviews by Coleman [6.1], Rajaraman [6.2] and Jackiw [6.3], the comprehensive article 9y
Tze and Ezawa [6.4] and the proceedings of the Ecole Normale Superieure meeting [6.5].
Let us begin with a few general remarks about solitons For the purposes of a particle physicist,
a soliton is a stable, finite energy, non-dissipative solution to classical field equations [6.1]. More
precisely, if 000(x, t) is the energy density of the soliton, then
0<H=

f d°xOoo(X, t) <

(D = number of spatial dimension)

and

(6.1)
Lira max 000(x, t) ¢- 0

(for some x).

The main idea is that a soliton is a stable lump of fini:~e field energy that doesn't diffuse. It can
howeve,, breathe and move about. Of course only non-linear field theories can have such solutions.
The .,.oliton must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange field equ~,dions which are obtained from Hamilton's
principle of least action, 6S = 0. In addition one must imglemcrlt the stability requirement, 62S > O.
There ~re two ways of doing so and these distinct possibilities classify the solutions into topological
and non-topological solitons. Non-topological solitons will not be discussed here. The stability
in this instance is achieved dynamically via time varying amplitudes and conserved Noether
charges. Examples of non-topological solitons are given by ,he constructions of Friedberg, Lee
and Sirlin [6.6].
For topological solitons to exist, there must be an internal degree of freedom for the fields.
It can be discrete like a reflection or continuous like isospin. Now the main idea behind topological
stabiF.ty is that the manifold of the internal field space can have a non-trivial mapping onto the
manifold of the real D-dimensional space of the theory. A non-trivial mapping is one that cannot
by continuous small changes
-'be -~-~". . . . A ;,,,~,-, t h e t r , v l a l rnnnnin~ in which all ooints of one
manifold are mapped into a single point of the other. For example, the map of an internal c!rcle
corresponding to the phast of a complex field onto a real circle in the (x, y) plane provides slability
for vortices (see subsection 6.2.2). The mathematical study of such maps is called homotopy theory
(an introduction to homotopy theory is provided by subsection 6.1.3). Each map is characterized
by an integer w~aich is related to the topological charge. If the mapping is non-trivia!, then the
charge is non-v~rnishing. For su~ h a field configuration to dissipate into the vacuum (a state with
vanishing topological charge) ~ ould require an infinite amount of energy. So topological charge
It,.I.I~IK)IIIIK,~.II.

.tllt~.s

L~.

,,.t,~

. . . . .
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is absolutely conserved; the field topology acts like an infinite potential barrier. Possibly the only
static solitons are topological solitons. A general remark about the use of topology: Given a classical Lagrangian field theory, the methods of homotopy theory are very powerful for proving the
absence of a topological ,,~oliton. Howew,~r, if there i no objection on topological grounds for a
soliton ~o exist, topological arguments are not very aseful for constructing the actual solution;
this req;fires solving the field equations. Nevertheless, if topological arguments are positive, th~s
provides a terrific motivation for working out the details.
What are the reasons for studying solitons? There are two .nain motives, coming from physics
and mathematics respectively.
First the motivation from physics. Hadrons might be solitons; extended objects which upon
ignoring quantum effects have a well defined, finite energy, classical limit. Strong interaction
amplitudes do fall off exponentially for col!lisions at high momentum transfer, as one might expect
for solitons with exponentially falling energy densities.
Another motive is the building of topological quark traps. Some topological quantum number
might get violated as a color singlet tries ~to divide into colored statcs. Attempts in this direction
are suggestive [6.5].
One of the interesting features of topological charges is that they are n o t Noether charges
resulting from a Lagrangian symmetry. Instead they come out of the dynamics and topology of
field configurations and therefore are not put into the theory by hand. With the present proliferation of quantv.m numbers in physics, e.g. baryon number, isospin. :trangeness, charm etc. one
might hope that some of these might be ultimately explained dynamically. We should also not~
that the existence of a real physical magnetic monopole soliton is possible. This would be a beautiful
empirical realization of these ideas.
Another impetus for the study of soliton~ is that non-trivial solutions to, the classical field
equations are important for calculating the functional path integral. Presumably such solutions
dominate the functional integration. O:w can do a W.K.B. approxirnation for the quantum
fluctuations about the classical solutior, alt,d generate a well defined approximation technique ~?or
computing the Green's functions. The',e ide'as have b~en developed in a contemporary context by
Dashen, Hasslacher and Neveu in a :~eries af papers [5.7].
The mathematical motive is also keen. Perfectly innocent, renormalizable field theories that
have been with us for a long time torn out to have' an exotic new set of cl~.ssical solutions. Undoubtedly these topological soliton; will play a role in the mathematical development of quantum
field theories. Soliton solutions can not be reached by standard perturbation theory, because the
soliton amplitude behaves like tl',e inverse ,of the coupling constant. Th~'refore. they can provide
a clue about the theory outside the perturbative context. The study of th¢:se objects will introduce
the student to the beautiful sub.~ect of the topology of fiber bundles [5.~q and homotopy theory
[5.8-5.10]. Such beautiful mathematics is a siren call to the innocent physicist!
Ir this section we will briefly discuss four static topological solitons.
D =

1. The kink
2. The vortex
3. The monopole or hedgehog
4. The pseudoparticle or instanton.
Although only the last of these has found relevance in QCD, by including the others, our discussion will be self-cor.*~ined and more instructive.

~ 2 ~i~- : " -'~
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~6,t~: Some no-go theorems
Before illustrating the specific examples, let us outline two general theorems which greatly
limit the number of theories with soliton solutions. The first is Derrick's theorem [6.1, 6.11]: There
are nostatic (time independent), non singular solitons for a scalar field theory described by tbe
Lagrangian density
~a(x) = ½~b(x)c3"~(x) - Utah)

(6.2)

with U(~b) > 0 (U(~) = 0 for vacua) except for D (rmmber of spatial dimensions) = 1.
Proof: Let ~b~(x)be a soliton solution with energy H = Vl + V2 where

V, = f dax(Vck~(x),2,

V2 = f dDxU(c~s),

(6.3)

then the field configuration the(x/a) has energy

H(a) = a °- 2 i/,1 + nOV2"

(6.4)

However, H must be stable under arbitrary variations of ~b, in particular for a scale change we
must have

6H(a) ~=~ = ( D - 2 ) I / 1 + D V 2 = 0 .

(6.5)

i

However, since tq and V2 are both positive, this equation can only have solutions for D = 1.
This result obviously generalizes to more than one scalar field.
A variant of Derrick's theorem can be prc:~,en for pure Yang-Mills theories (with compact
gauge groups): In D space dimensions the onl) static finite energy solutions ~,o the pure gauge
field equations are transforms of A~, = 0 except for D = 4. This theorem was fi:'st proven by
Coleman [6.1] using a scaling argument similar to the one employed for the scalar case. However,
this procedure would not be valid for solutions with boundary conditions that were violated by
the rescaling, if such solutions existed [6.12]. More recently, a proof that doesn'~ rely on rescahng
arguments has been given by Deser and Pagels [6.13].
A few comments about the implications of these theorems are in order. The kink with D = 1
is the exceptional case of Derrick's theorem. Dynamical non-topological .olitons because of. their
time dependence are able to circumvent Derr;.ck's theorem [6.6]. One can also avoid this theorem
by including double derivative interactions in the Lagrangian [6.14]. There is no ban on static
scalar - gauge field solitons in 2 at~d 3 spatial dimensions, indeed the vortex and the magnetic
monopole are examples of such possibilities. Here a crucial feature turns out to be the rapid
vanishing of D ~ a,'; Ixl ~ 'oo because the gradient term cancels against the gauge field term.
Finally, we remark taat the pseudoparticle or instanton with D = 4 is an exception to the ColemanDeser theorem.

6.1.3. Homotopy theory
In the brief survey that lollows, we have attempted to provide an introduction to the beautiful
subject of homot.opy. Since this branch of mathematics is probably unfamiliar to the average
physicist, we have tried to make our presentation palatable by stressing basic definitions and
results which are applicable to physics. For added details and a more rigorous discussion, the
interested reader is referred to the literature [6.1, 6.4, 6.8-6.10, 6.15, 6.16].
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We begin with a general discussion: Consid,'r : ,,,- man'folds X and Y along with the set of
continuous maps f from X into Y

f: ~--, Y
i.e. f ( x ) = y,

x ~ X, y e Y.

(6.6)

Definition. Two mappings fo and J~ are said to be homotopic if they can be continuously distorted
into one another. That is, there exists an intermediate ~'amily of maps F(x, t) parametrized by t.
0 < t < 1 called a homotop2" which is continuous in both x and t, such that
F(x, O) = fo(x),

F(x, 1) = f~(x).

(6.7~

The fact that fo is homotopic to f~ is usually indicated by fo ~ f~ and it is easy to show that -,,
is an equivalence relation. That is, if F: fo ~ f~ a n d G: ft ~ f2 ~hen H: fo ~ f2, where

H(x, t) = f F(x, 2t),
t G(x, 2 t - 1 ) ,

0 .<_ t <
½__<t< I.

(6.8)

So homotopically equivalent maps form a class which is denoted by {f}.
Next we consider a specific example which clearly shows how homotQpy classes cap assumc a
group structure. The space X is taken to be the closed line interval I = [0, 1] with the endpo~nts
identified (equal). This manifold is topologically equivalent to a circle S ~ with a reference point Xo
on its boundary identified with 0 and 1. If we restrict ourselves to continuous maps which satisfy
f(0) = f(1) = Yo, a fixed point in Y, then the equivalence classes of maps {f}, {g}... from S ~ --, Y
form a group. The identity element {e} is 1the class of maps homotopic to the constant map C.

C(x) = Yo,

gx

(6.9)

and the inverse of {.f} is { f - ' } ,

where
16.~0)

f - l(x) = f(1 - x).
Group multiplication follows from the possibility of map multiplication,
{ f } , {g} = {f.g}

~f(2x),
f . g(x) = ~,g ( 2 x - 1),

(6.11a)

0 <- x < ½
~i _< x < _ 1 .

(6.11b)

Notice that this multiplication operation is; independent of our choice of repcesentative maps
from {f } and { ~} because
f~ ~.1"2 and

gl ~ g2 ~ f x "g~ ~.[2 "g2.

(6.12)

This particular exampic is called the first homotopy group of Y (or the fundamental g, oupl and
is designated by H~(Y). A nice illustrationL of this group was provided by Shankar [6.15] for the
case Y = R 2 - (0, 0) (2-dimensional Euclidean space minus the origin) with Y0 an arbitrary point
in the plane. Maps from [0, 1] or S 1 into Y can be represented by loops in the plane, starting and
ending at Yo (see fig. 6.1). Toose loops that avoid (0, 0) can be shrunk to the point Yo and therefore
belong to the identity eler ent {e} = {0], while loops that encircle the origin once clockwise
belong to a separate class dt :noted by { 1 }, twice {2 }, n times { n} (counterclockwi=e maps belong
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Yo

Yo

(a]

Yo

(b)

(¢]

Fig. 6-1. Illustration of homotopicaUy inequivalent mappings with winding numbers 0, 1, 2 for the plane with a point removed.

to the classes { - 1 }, { - 2 } ...). So for this example
IIt(R 2 -- (0, 0)) = Z

(the.set of integers)

(6.13)

with group multiplication just ordinary addition. For obvious reasons, the integer n associated
with {n} is called the winding number.
The first homotopy group is an important tool in the study of global properties of compact
Lie groups [6.4]. The invariant llx(G ), (which classifies mappings from S t into th, set of elements
of the group G) is a measure of the connectedness of the group. After compact Lie groups are
classified according to their local properties (Lie algebras), l'It(G) is the only invariant needed to
complete the classification. For example
tit(so(2) ) = 0

(i.e. just the identity)

IIt(O(3)) = Ht(SU(2)/Z2) = Z 2

(the set of integers modulo 2)

(6.14a)
(6.1~b)

that is, SU(2) is simply connected while 0(3) is said to be doubly connected. This reflects the 2
to 1 homomorphism between SU(2)and 0(3).
The first homotopy group also allows us to decide whether or not Nielsen-Olesen [6.17]
vortices can exist in particular gauge models and if so, what values of quantized flux are allowed.
In the abelian-Higgs model [6.4] the finite ene.'gy per unit length requirement implies that the
complex scalar field 4, must asymptotically be of the form ~(0) = exp(in0) 4,°, where 0 is the
polar angle in two dimensions, $o is the vacuum expectation value of $ and n is an integer (because
of the required singlevaluedness). The phase factors form a U(1) group that is mapped into S t
(0 < 0 < 27t) and the classes of maps
n,(u(1)) = n , ( s o ( 2 ) ) = n , ( s ' ) =

z

(6.15)

tell us that a discrete infinite variety of vortices carrying flux ~ , = n~l (n = 0, + 1 ...) are allowed.
On the other hand, similar considerations for non-abelian models [6.4] give
I-IdSU(N)) = 0

(6.16a)

or

HdSU(N)/ZN) - ZN

(the set of integers modulo N)

(6.16b)

depending on the represen.ations of the Higgs field. If the globat symmetry of the model is SU(N),
it cannot ha,,e vortex solutions, while those with SU(N)/ZN can have only a finite variety with
flux ~ , = n~ x Yn = 0, + 1 ... modulo N).
If instead of ~imiting ourselves to X = S 1, we generalize to X = S" (the n-dimensianal sphere)
or its topologic~d equivalent I" = {(xt, x2, ... x,)~ '~I"10 < x, < 1 } (the n-dimensional cube) with
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N>3

I N>7
SO{NJ

U(l)

SU(2)

su(N)

SO(3)

SO(4)

SO(5)

SO(6)

FIt(Y)

Z

0

0

Z2

Z2

Z2

Z:

Zz

0

FI2(Y)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ha(Y)

0

Z

Z

Z,Z

rl,,(Y)

o

Z:

Z2

Z2,Z2

Z2

Z2
.

Ils(Y)

o

Z2

Z2, Z2

Z 2
,,,,,

,,

J

,

,

Z2

SpIN}

z

.

.

.

0

.

Z2

,

Fig. 6-2. Homotopy table of various manffold~

its boundaries (faces) identified and equivalent to tl',e north pole Xo of S", then again the classes
of mappings with one fixed point f(xo) = Yo form a group called the nth horaotopy group and
designated by IIn(Y). Categorizing the various l'I.(Y) for arbitrary spaces Y is a major mathematical
undertaking which we will not pursue. Instead, we have listed in fig. 6-2 some', results which are
or might be relevant to physics [6.16]. Some of these are intuitively obvious, others certainly are
not. For example, a few of the results merely follow :rom
tin(S") = Z

(6.17)

which states that the classes of maps off'. S" --, S" are labeled according to how many times one
n-sphere cow;rs the other (wrapping number). For SU(2) Yang-Mills theories (or higher rank)
this is an extremely important result, since ordinary space R 3 with all points at ~ identified is
equivalent to S s and at the same time the group SU(2) consisting of all 2 × 2 unitary matrices
of the form
(a__+
c ib
+ id

c + id)
a-ib

(618)

with a 2 + b 2 + c 2 + d 2 = 1 is also equivvlent to S 3, then
rla(SU(2)) = r l 3 ( S 3) - z

t6.19)

implies an infinity of topologically distinct vacua for Yang-Mills theories [6.18].
The final result from homotopy theory that we will present is important for deciding whe,her
o~ not particular non-aLcnan gauge theories can possess finite energy magnetic monopole solutions [6.1, 6.151. Simply stated" If G is a simply connected compact Lie group and H ~s a subgroup
of G, then

x'-I2(G/H) = HI(H )
(6.20)
where G/H is the space of left cosets. In the original model of 't Hooft and Polyakox [6 193.
G = SU(2)arid H = U(1)(the subgroup tha! leaves the vacuum i avariant)
H2(SU(2)/U(1)) = Ht(U(1))= Z

(6 21)

implying that an infinite variety of monopoles are possible; although as yet only one has been
found.

~";~:~ : :
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sO'fiie Of the2applications of homotopy theory just mentioned may seem rather vague right
now; howe~er, they will be explained in more detail in the ensuing discussion of specific examples.
The reader is invited tc return to our discussion of homotopy theory after acquainting himself
with these specific illustrations.

6.2. Topological solitons in D = 1, 2 and 3 dimensions
6.2.1. 7"he kink
The two most extensively studied solitons in one spatial dimension are the kink of q~a theory
[6.16, 6.20] and solutions to the Sine-Gordon equation [6.21]. As an introduction to the soliton
concept, we will re view the first of these.
The kink Lagrangian is given by

L =

d:~ c3~,~kO~'~- _~(~2 _ ,n2/2)2

,

~ = O, 1

(6.22)

which upon changing t o dimensionless variables q~ = ~j/~/m, x = mE becomes
L =

....

d x [½O,q~O'~ -

¼ (~2 _ 1)~-].

(6.23)

The Euler--Lagrange field equation for this theory is
(-~

+ c3~)~b+ ~(1 - ~b2) = 0

(6.24)

which for static solutions becomes
~b" + ~(1 - ~b2) = 0,

prime = d/dx.

(6.25)

The solutions to this equation are
~b = + I

(vacua)

(6.26a)

~b= + tanh~,_(Xx/~-Xo~j, \anti-kink
( kink ) .

(6.26b)

Fig. 6-3 illustrates these solutions. The energy difference between the kink and the vacua is
E k m k -- Evac = 2N//~

m3/32.

(6.27)

Associated with the kink is a non-trivial topological charge called kink number, K, which results
from the conserved current J
I

v

J , = ~e,~ ¢,

Sol = - e l 0 = 1,

Coo = etl = 0

(6.28a)

/--Energy density

.......

-Vacuum

1t/

°

x

Fig. 6-3 The kink solution with klnk localized at Xo Energy density of the kink ts also dlustrated.
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o,~

K = ~ dxJo = ½
d
~c~

23 }

f

--o0

!

d x d ¢ / d x = {¢(x) ~

i

(6.28b)

--oD

For the kink (anti-kink) K = I ( - 1) while for the vacua K - 0. Because the topological charge is
absolutely conserved, the kink is stable. For the kink to decay into the vacuum would require
infinite energy.
The stability of the kink can be understood as a consequence of the degenerate vacua. They
are transformed into one another under the reflection ~ --, -tk. The kink interpolates between
these vacua at x = __.oo and is in contact with each over an infinite extension; only in the vicinity
of x = xo where the energy density is lumped does it differ appreciably from both of them. The
homotopic mapping in this ease is the trivial one of the field values ~ = +_1 onto the points
x = :t: ~ . It would require an infinite amount of energy to deform the kink map into either of
the vacuum maps.
Much more can be said about the kink, but this is not the place. Instead we will merely list
some of the developments" There have been several studies of the quantum theory of the kink
[6.2, 6.7, 6.22] and they find that stability is maintained. One can add "fermions" to the theory and
the coupled equations are found to have a zero energy eigenvalue for the fermion [6.23-6.25].
The kink was the inspiration for the S.L.A.C. sack, a theory of hadrons [6.24]. The kink for the
sack is a scalar field in 3-D space with different values at r = 0 and r = oo with r the radial coordinate. Derrick's theorem tells is that such a system is unstable unless one adds other fields as
is done for the S.L.A.C. sack (in this case fermions). Then one evidently achieves dynamica~ (nontopological) s,'ability for the extended object.
6.2.2 The vor:ex
i) Abelian vortex. It is well know that a superconductor completely excludes all external magnenc
fields if they are less than some critical value Hc (Meissner effect) [6.26]. However, for type 11
superconductors, if one increases the field strength past He, the magnetic field punches holes of
magnetic flux with a tubelike structure through the superconductor tsee fig. 6-4). These are vortices
of quantized magnetic flux.
The possibility of such vortices was first demonstrated by Abrikosov [6.27]. He showed that
they naturally occurred as solutions to the Ginsburg-Landau theory of superconductivity in the
presence of an external magnetic field. Following this pioneering work, the existence of these
objects was verified experimentally and many of their properties were vigorously investigated
[6.26, 6.28]. More recently, Nielsen and Olesen [6.17] pointed out tb~,;,' relativistic field theories
like the Abelian Higgs model also possessed static vortex solutions. ~n these theories the scalar
Higgs field plays the role of the superconducting order parameter. This development subsequently

Fig 6-4. Meissner effect and vortex fi~rmation m superconductors
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prodded the inspiration for 't Hooft's treatment of the magnetic monopole [6.19]. In the fo!lowing '
diseussion of vortices we will review some of the findings of Nielsen and Olesen and in addition
outline a variety of properties exhibited by vortices.
The Lagrangian density for the Abelian Higgs model is given by
, ,~

--

- - ¼ F u , F "v + - ~ D t ~ ) ) * D t A ~

-

¼1].(~pdp* -

m2/).) 2

(6.29a) '

where

F~,v = O~,A, - O,,A~,
D~,$ = (d,, - ieA,)ck.

,

(6.29b)
(6.29c)

It describes a locally gauge invariant theory ,ff a complex scalar Higgs field tk(x) interacting with
the electromagnetic gauge field A~(x). Hamilton's principle, 6S = 0, provides us with the equations
of motion
(6.30a)

D~,D~'dp=

-2~(q~*

-

m2/~).

(6.30b)

Before actually showing that these equations possess static vortex solutions, let us describe the
topological properties such vortices mu~t exhibit.
For magnetic vortices pointing in the z direction, one is interested in F12 which measures the
flux pet unit area passing through the (x, y) plane. Parametrizing lhe Higgs field by ~b = ]~1 exp (ix),
we find that the flux th passing through the area bounded by the closed path P (see fig. 6-5) is
given by [6.17]

• =fdxdyFa2=fdx'A,=

--elf dx'o'z .

P

16.31 a)

P

In obtaining (6.31a) we have used Jr - 0 along P. The reqmrement that 4qx) be single valued
then implies
27z

= _1[Z(2n) - X(0)] = - - n ,
e

e

(n = 0, + 1, + 2. . .).

(6.31b)

This quantized magnetic flux is the total topological charge of the vortices encircled by the path P.
To illustrate the topological nature of the flux, let us recall that the vacuum of this theory is
determined by the condition i~b] - m/x/~. However, this specifies tk only up to the phase X. There
exists a circle of degenerate vacua in the complex q~ plane parametrized by Z. Now suppose P is

Fig 6-5 Contour integral around flux tube or vortex.
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a circle in the (x, y) plane, then as one moves around this circle the phase Z(x. y) = ~f(0)can change
from 0 to 2rm, Therefore, ~7(0)provides a mapping from a real circle in the (x, y) plan,:, f,n~o a circle
in the complex $ internal space (see fig. 6-6). This is the map U(1) --, S ~ and there/i: re characterized by
Ht(U(1)) = Z,

(the set of integers).

(o.32)

The integer that labels each homotopy class is called the winding number. It indicates the nurnbe;
of complete revolutions in the %bplane that correspond to a single 2n revolution i~ the (x, y) pkzne.
The net vortex flux is proportional to the winding number. Field configurations with non-vanishing flux cannot be unwound, i.e. continuously deformed to the case 1:(0) = const., since to Jo so
would require an inf'mite amount of energy.
It is a completely different task to show that vortex solutions to the field equati~ms wid~, nenvanishing flux actually exist. The equations of motion in their present form 16.30) are mo d},~cult
to solve. The standard procedure for overcoming this problem is to make an ansatz for the field.~
which decreases the degree of difficulty of the coupled non-linear differentia] c ~ a t i o ~ s which
must be solved. Picking the right ansatz is crucial for success and its form is generadv obtained
through human cleverness guided by general principles.
A cylindrically symmetric ansatz which corresponds to a vortex with n units ,~* rm gnctic flux
pointing in the £ direction is given by [6.17, 6.28],

Ao = O,

A = OA(r),

¢k = f(r) exp (in0),

r2 = x 2 + , 2

(6.33)

This reduces the equations c.f motion in (6.30) to
rdr

r~r f

dr

r ~lr(rA

q+

[(;

-eA

Ae2 -

+2{j2-m

]

2,/2) .1 = 0

t6.34a)

f2 = 0 .

(6.34b)

Although there are no known analytic solutions to these coupled equations, varieus properties
of the vortices can be discerned by general considerations [6.17, 6.28] and computer analysis
[6.28, 6.29].
There are two distinct mass scales in eq. (6.34L m~ = -/~m artd my = me/,,/~ which ~orrespond
to the masses of the displaced scalar field $ ' = ~b - m/x/~ and the vector gauge field A,,. ~The
photon acquires a mass because of the Hlggs mechanism.) The coherence length ~ - v/2/m~
provides the scale for spatial variatiom m the Higgs field, ,,'hile the penetration depth 3 = l/m,.
describes the spatial variations in the electromagnetic effects. The finite energy (per una !ength)

~,Or l~,lo~ ~

x -v Diane

Ftg 6-6. Mapping of the complex c3 plane onto the ,c-y plane
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~ndition implies that asymptbtically the vortex fields must approach
f(r} ~

(1 - const, exp [ - r/¢])m/x/~

(6.35a)

A(r) ~

e-rn+ const, exp [ - r / 6 ] .

(6.35b)

This form explicitly demonstrates that the magnetic field differs appreciably from zero only
within a distance 6 from the center of the vortex core. Similarly, the ff field takes a distance
from the origin to reach is vacuum value m/x/~ (see fig. 6-7).
The ratio of these two fundamental lengths is called the Ginsburg-Landau parameter x

x =- 6/¢ = mJx/~m~ = x/~/e.

(6.36)

This dimensionless parameter classifies superconductors into two categories
x < 1/x/~

(type I),

(6.37a)

x > l/x/2

(type II).

(6.37b)

Only type. II superconductors exhibit vortices; however, Nielsen-Olesen vortices can potentially
exist for arbitrary x. Extensive discussions of vortex properties can be found in the literature
I-6.26, 6.28], here we will mention only a few.
The energy per unit length of a vortex carrying n units of flux must satisfy I-6.29-6.3171

,.. > nrcm2v'i2h,').,

(x < l/x/-2)

(6.38a)

e, =" nlrm2/2 = nrcm2/e 2,

(x = I/V/2)

(6.38b)

~, > mtm2/L

(g > 1/x/~).

(6.38c)

Notice that for the special case ~c = 1/x/~, the energy is exactly specified. One can also examine
the interaction of xortices. It turns out that for ~: <. 1/x/~ they attract, for x = 1/x/~ they are
non-interacting and for ~c > 1/x/~ they repel [6.30-( 33]. Also, it was shown by Matricon [6.29]
dsing numerical methods that
e2

> 2el

(for all ~c > l/x/2 ).

(6.39)

Therefore. the formation of doubly quantized vortices l"~ energetically unfavourable in type I!
superconductors. This same conclusion was reached by Bogomolny for n >_ 2 units of flux using
a general analysis of the energy functional [6.31]. A vortex carrying n units of flux should fission
into the topologically equivalent configuration of n separated unit vortices (for x > 1/x/~).

I

j... H(r)

~.....

F

~(rl

*o;m/rC
e-r/8

~= I/rn
F~g 6-7 Magnetic field strength and scalar field behavior near the vortex core
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Some of these results are confirmed by experiment [6.26, 6.34]. They show that vortices in
type II superconductors form triangular lattices, thereby indicating a repulsive force law. They
also verify that individual vortices carry a single unit of quantized flux.
ii) N o n - a b e l i a n vortex. Suppose we now consider non-abelian extensions of the Higgs model;
how is the above analysis changed? This question was examined in detail by Tze and Ezawa and
they have given a comprehensive acco~ht of their work [6.4]. Some of their results were already
outlined in subsection 5.1.3 in our discussion of homotopy theory. Here we will merely fill in some
of the details.
For a gauge group G, the requirement that axially symmetric static vortex solutions have finite
energy per unit length implies that the Higgs scalars of the theory must be covariant cc,nstants
at radial infihity, i.e.
D~dp = (Ou - iet"A~)~p --. O,

r 2 = x 2 + y2

(6.40)

r--* o0

where the t~ form a matrix representation of the group generators that act on the ~b space and A~
are the gauge fields, which must belong to the adjoint rep,'esentation of (;. Integrating this condition, one tinds that the values of the ~b field at any two points p~ and Pz on a path P (at large r)
are related by [6.4]:
(6.41a)

dP(p2) = S(p2, pl)ck(pl)

where
P2

sp2

Text[ ,e taA x, dx ]

641b,

Pl

is a non-integrable phase factor with T an ordering operator for the matrices along the path.
For a circular path parametrized by the angle 0, the group that the phase factor S(O) belongs to
determines the allowed variety of vortices in the model. For example in the abelian model
S(O) = exp (in0) ~ U(1)

(6.42)

leading to the result in (6.32) and vortices with allowed flux 4~, = nq~, n = 0, + 1, + 2 . . .
In the case of G = SU(2), there are not as many possibilities. For example, if we break the gauge
invariance with complex doublet Higgs scalars (one will do [6.77]), then [6.4]
S(O) = exp (2inOz3) E SU(2).

(6.43)

The global SU(2) symmetry i,nplies that such a theory cannot have vortex solutions becaus~
I-II(SU(2)) = 0. / ny naive vortex solution can be continvously deformed to the vacuurn; there i.,
no topological stability. On the other hand, 'breaking the symmetry with only scalar triplets

'7]

LU.'.t, u . !

l~u~

[0

S(O) = exp (inOTa) e SO(3).

{6.44)

Homotopy theory then tells us
1I1(SO(3)) = FI~(SU(2)/Z2)= Z 2

(6.45)

so such a theory can have solutions with 0 or 4-1 unit of flux. No other vortices are possible.

.!~,

?"~~~
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TtiiS,-pOints out an essential difference bet~veen abelian and non-abelian theories; the latter can
have only a finite variety of vortex solutions.
For the group G = SU(3), if one uses only Higgs scalars belonging to the adjoint representation
0rany of the other faithful representations to br¢.ak the gauge invariance, then the relevant'global
symmetry is SU(3)/Z3 and
HI(SU(3)/Z3) = Z3.

(6.46)

Vortices in this type of theory can have 0, +_1 or -+ 2 units of flux. If such flux tubes were responsible
for quark confinement, then one could understand the zero triality of the observed hadron spectrum. This type of theory has been examined by Mandelstam [6.35]. For more specific considerations of non-abel~an vortices, we refer the reader to the literature [6.4, 6.17, 6.35].

6.2.3. The monopole or hedgehog
The possibility of finite energy topological solitons in 3-D was first discussed by 't Hooft and
Polyakov [6.19]. Here we follow 't Hooft's treatment and briefly outline his intuitive argument
for the existence ot" stringless monopoles, in non-abelian gauge theories.
Consider the picture in fig. 6-8, where ~ is the magnetic flux entering the region of space bounded
by the sphere and Co is a path enclosing the flux. The potential along Co must be a pure gauge
and this circumstat~ce along with the requirement that all charged fields be single-valued implies

~t~ = ~ A, dx' = 2nn/e.

(6.47)

For an abelian theory, the flux must exit the sphere so the contour Co cannot be continuously
shifted to a constant (Co --, C1 --, C2 ---, ... south pole). Thus the requirement of a Dirac string in
the case of an abelian magnetic monopole. On the other hand, if the electromagnetic U(1) gauge
group is embedded in a non-abelian compact gauge group, then magnetic monopoles can exist
without the need for a string singularity. For example, a rotation through 4n in an SO(3) gauge
theory can be deformed to a constant at the south pole because of the added degrees of freedom
in the gauge transformations [6.19]. Hence, in such a theory stringless monopoles with magnetic
charge Qm = n/e (n = + 1, + 2,...) can exist:
As an explicit realization of these ideas, consider the following SO(3) gauge-invariant Lagrangian
which describes the interaction of gauge field and scalar Higgs isowectors:
~'

l__l~'a ~,'a~v
-- -- 4--,~,v-+ ½Duq~aDudP a -- l ~ ( d p a ~ a

-

-

n12/~,)2,

G := 1, 2, 3

Ftg 6-8 't Hooft's construction for compact electrodynamtcs
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= 0.,4:D.4~" =

0.4"

o,A", +

_^abc A b ~ e

24"~

(5.48)

_ _ a b c A b d.c

+ e~

~'~u'.

This model (when fermions are added) is the Georgi-Glashow model of weak and electromagneuc
interactions [6.36] (abandoned because of the discovery of weak neutral currents). It describes
one massless photon and two massive charged intermediate vector bosons which obtain their
mass by the l-Iiggs mechanism. That is, the; spontaneous breakdown of the SO(3) gauge symmetry
due to the vacuum constraint ~ = m2/2 leaves only a residual U(I) gauge invariance.
The classical equations of motion that foUow from (6.48~ are
D"F~,, = - e~,abC~bDvO c

r(6.49a)

D"D,ck.* = - ~.dp°(dp2 - rn2/~.).

(6.49b)

The existence of a magnetic monopole solution to these equations was demonstrated by 't Hooft
and Polyakov [6.19]. Making the static spherically symmelric ansatz
A~ = 0,

A~ = e=~x~[l - K(r)]er 2

dp== _ x a H ( r ) / e r 2,

(6.50a)

(6.50b}

r 2 --X21 + X 2 _t. x 2

reduces (6.49) to coupled radial equations
r EK''

=

r2H"=

(6.51a)

K ( K 2 - l) + K H 2
2
2 H K 2 + ~--~(H
3 -- C2r 2 H),

(6.5 tb)

C - me/@(.

The exact solution K = 0, H = Cr is not interesting, because it has infinite energy; however there
exists a second solution with the same asymptotic behavior which approaches a pure g~tuge
(F~,. = 0) a* the origin, K(0) = + 1. This latter case (see fig. 6-9) is the magnetic monopole or hedgehog [6.19]. The name hedgehog is derived from the behavior of the Higgs field tp" -,- x"" it pomts
radially outward. The energy or mass of this monopole is computable by numerical methods and
found to be [6.19, 6.37]
m
M.
M = 4 ~ - ~ f ( ) t / e 2) -" ~z f ( 2 / e 2 ) '

~ = e2/4rc

(6.52)

wherefis a (slowly) monotonically increasing function with f(0) = 1 and Mw is the vector boson
mass. Since 1/= ~- 137 and one might guess Mw ~ 50 GeV, we see that the monopcle mats is
extremely large in this model.
The topological invariant in 3-D space is magnetic charge. Indeed, to illustrate the non-tr,tvial

~

H/r

~--K(r)
.

0

"%,.

,

~

r "-'~

Fig. 6-9. Behavim of he functions m the Prasad-Sommerfield solutmn

~'~,~, ++
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topology of his solution, 't Hooft constructed a gauge invariant electromagnetic field tensor
F., = "" = --e"b+~°D~,$bD+¢~ c,

=-

(6.53a)

e

which can also be written as [6.38]
F,~

"-

O~B,

.

d~B,
. .

.

1 e,^abc..P.a~
f.b~u v tf.c
~ ~u
P,

d,"A"
B . - ~,
..,.

(6.53b)

e

Merely inserting the ansatz of (6.50) into either of these formulas gives
(6.54)

F o = e.okxd,zr 3

which corresponds to the magnetic field of a point monopole (at least topologically [6.39]) with
magnetic charge Qm = l/e. (The anti-monopole is obtained by changing the sign of (6.50b).)
T o illustrate the topological origin of this charge, we follow the di,,~cussion of Arafune, Freund and
Goebel [6.38]. If there are no string singularities in B,, then the magnetic current is just

1 ~;,,~=ag.o,,3,.(~°cy,~b~ga$c )

*J" = t3~*F"~ = 2e

(6.55)

which ~s conserved, 0~'*]~, = 0. However, th:s topological current is not a Noether current; its
associated :harge does not generate a symmetry of the Lagrangian. The magnetic flux or charge is
= 4nQm =

I

'd3 x *Jo = 2e
1 ~, euk¢"bcq~a0iq~bdkq~*(d2a)'

(0.56)

s~

where S~ is a sphere of radius R (in the limit R ~ ~). Since a sphere can be parametrized by two
coordinates ¢~ (:t = 1, 2), (6.36) can be rewritten as [6.38]
4/zQm = -el !

(6.57)

This integral is known to be 4n times the Kronecker index of the map S~ ~ S~ which must be
an integer; therefore, Qm = n/e.
As an alternative 'to the procedure we have followed, one could by a singular gauge transformation rotate the Higgs field to Sa = 6a3C/e (see fig. 6-10). In this case the scalar contribution to
(6.35b) vanishes and the magnetic charge arises from an induced Dirac string in the B, field [6.38"1.
The discovery of this solitonlike magnetic monopoie has encouraged further exploration of
this phenomenon. We will merely outline some results"
(i) One may include an electric field via the consistent ansatz
A~ = xaJ(r)/er 2

(5.58)

introduced by Julia and Zee and then one finds dyon solutions [6.40-1. These dyons have finite
energy, continuous ,electric charge and magnetic charge Qm = 1/e. In the quantized theory, the
allowed values for the electric charge becomes disc: ete, Qe = ne [6.4' ].
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Fig. 6-10. Gauge transforming the hedgehog monopole into a monopole wrothstring singularity

ii) One can extend this analysis to higher-rank gauge groups like SU(3). In this way new magnetic monopt, les with a wide variety of charges can be constructed and their properties examined.
For more details, consult the large and still growing literature [6.42, 6.43].
iii) In the limit 2 --, 0 (retaining the condition H(r),_.~o ~ Cr) Prasad and Sommerfieht have
obtained exact solutions to (6.51) [6.44]
K(r) =- Cr/sinh Cr

(6.59a)

H(r) = Cr coth (Cr) - 1

(6.59b)

iv) As pointed out by Hasenfratz and 't Hooft [6.45] and Jackiw and Rebbi [6.46], if one adds
on SU(2) isodoublet Lorentz scalar to the monopole model, there is a state of the monopole plus
the isospinor that has angular momentum ½. The combined system apparently obeys Dirac--Fermi
statistics as well [6.47]. Hence spin from isospin. Such a phenomenon could be a d'~fficulty for
QCD. Suppose one had a world with onlly color singlets. Then the above argument suggests that
a combination of color singlet might behave like a state with non-trivial triality, thereby destroyin~
the raiso,, d'etre for color.
v) The original SU(2) model has magnetic monopoles with Qm = + l/e; but do there exis~I
solutions with multiple magnetic charge in this model? To date, no finite-energy solution,; wtth
multiple t, gnetic charge (although topologically permitted) have been obtained for the SU(2)
model; and in response to the futile attempts to generate new monopoles, a series of no-go theorems
has recently emerged [6.48]. The general content of these no-go theorems is that for a suitabl ~.
definition of "'spherical symmetry", no spherically symmetric monopoles with IQml > l/e exisl
for SU(2). It is known that for SU(3) spherically symmetric monopoles exist with multiple charge,,,
[6.42, 6,43].
vi) One might wonder if it is possible to construct a static finite energy solution m 3D which
is topologically stable but has no long range fields (all of the gauge fields having become massive
by the Higgs mechanism). The answer is no; in three space dimensions an infinite potential barrier
which provicics the topological stability that ~ revents the soliton from decaying into the ord~:nary
vacuum requires a long range gauge field. This question has been examined in de*ai! by l a ~ t r ~ r ' i ' d ~

[6 49].
6.3. The pseudoparticle or instanton for D = 4
6.3.1. The solution

We now turn with somewhat more 6elail to the pseudoparticle, a solution to the sourceless
non-abelian gauge fieid equations. The student is asked for the moment to hold off with his q uestions about the relevance of a solution in 4 space diraensions for the real world of 3 space and 1 time
i

explained later on. The solution which we will describe was discovered by
chwartz and T~mpkin (BPST) [6:18], so we begin by reviewing their work.
~'~ T h e Lagrangimt density for the gauge field in 4-D is

~::=~.~ ~

= 0 A~ - c3,A + gC ~ A,A~,

(C ab~ = structure const.).

~ ¢ ~ w i l l consider the gauge group SU(2) and use
~F~i~:~a~/2 where ¢" are the 2 x 2 Pauli matrices.

the matrix representation A~ = A~¢"/2,
To translate over to this formalism, one

employs
[:¢", ¢~]

= 2i~"b~~

(6.61a)

Tr ¢°¢b = 26,b
Tr ~°zbz¢ =

(6.6 lb)
(Tr := Trace).

.lt;"~'^ab'

The field equations that follow from (6.60) are
D , F . ~ = ~,F~, - ig[A., F,~] = 0.

(6.62)

This theory has only one topological invariant, the Pontryagin index, corresponding to
rI3(SU(2)) - z (see section 6.1.3). The topological charge q is given by
q = ~
*F uv

=

r (F~,.,*F.~)d*x

(6.63)

lo
~.,-~va~Va/3
-

One can verify that 6q = 0 for any variation ~Au in the gauge field, independent of whether it
sat-~sfies the fieM equations or not.
If Ag is free of singularities (so that ~,c~vA~ = ~c~,A 4), then [6.51 ]
Tr F.~ F~..~
(6.64)
~. = 2 ~ . ~ Tr A~c~aA~+ ~- A,,AaA~ .
(In what follows we set g = 1, it can easily be retrieved.) Notice that ~ is gauge dependent while
c~..~, is not. Assuming that the in~tegral in (6.63) is well defined, then
q = ~

1 ~

~, d3 o...

(6.65)

In order for ~'~u,, to , a . , ~ . ao~-,w,,,,,.,,,,:,
. . . . . . ,~.+,~.~i~,, we require tha
t . . Au h,,......~pur~,_._ ~,--¢,-°~"°~"__~ .r ~ ~._. so that
.....

:~t,

Au(x) = i g - l(x)~Pug(x),

x ~ S 3,

(6.66)

where g(x) are matrices of the gauge group. Then (6.65) becomes
q = ~

~

~Tr (g- t O~gg- lO~gg- t c~Bg) d 3cr~

(6.67a)

:~
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q = 2-~[

/t(O)= n
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(6.67b)

where dp(g) is the invariant measure of the group. The integrand in (6.67a) is just the Jacobian of
the map Sa onto SU(2) and q = n (0, 5:1, ± 2 .... )is the number of times that SU(2) is coverext under
the mapping] ~t labels thehomotopy class ofg(x),
Before seeking solutions to the field equations with q ~L 0, let us consider the inequality

fd4,x T r ( F , , , - *F~,02 _> 0.

(6.68)

This puts a bound on the pseudo-energy E,
E = ½ I d ' x Tr(F~,,F~,v) >
,d

8n21ql

(6.69)

so solutions with non-trivial charge have their energy bounded from below. The bound in (6.69)
is saturated if
F~v = *F~,

~

(6.70}

and if this condition is met, then the field equations are automatically satisfied, since
lit
D~,F~,v - D,F~,~
= 0 (an identity for fields free of string singularities). The converse is, of course.
not true. Notice that (6.70) is a first order differential equation for A, and hence simpler to solve
than the full second order field equations.
The first known solution of (6.70) employed a spherically symmetric ansatz for the gauge field
[6.18, 6.50]
A, = if(r)g-'(x)8,gtx),

r 2 = x~ + x~ + x~ + x:i

t6.71)

g(x) = (x4 - ix,~")/r.
Substituting this ansatz into (6.70), one finds that the self-duality condition is 3atisfied prm~dmg
rf' = 2f(1 - f).

(6.72)

This equation has a non-trivial solution, the pseudoparticle
r2

f(r) = r2 + ~2

(6.73)

where 2 is an arbitrary scale with the dimension of length, the size ~f the pseudopattMe. This
solution corresponds to [6.50]
ir 2
A~ =- r2 + 22 g- ld~g
422
Fo~ =: (r 2 + ,~2)20"Pv

(6.74a)
q6.74b)

where
1

~'~6.74c)
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tr~ = ½"~i= -tr4i.

(6.74d)

The Pontryagin index for this pseudoparticle is q = 1. Note that as r -, ~ , F ~ --, 0 and A~ approaches a pure gauge. One can make a displacement x, --, x~ - a . in (6.74) and this is also a
pseudoparticle solution, now located at x~, = a~,. There is also an anti-pseudoparticle which is
obtained by replacing ~ with g* in (6.74a). This solution satisfies [6.50]
422
F~,v = - * F ,,,,,

=

(r 2 + ~2)2~av

(6.75)
tTij - - t~iJ~

t7~4 ~

--ffi4

and has q = - I. Their probably are no other solutions to F~,v = _-_+*F~v with Iql = 1 except gauge
transformations of tne above. The single pseudoparticle is characterized by 5 parz.meters, 4 to
establish its position and 1 to set its scale. We now outline a few of the recent developments concerning these 4-D ,:lassical gauge field equations.
(i) If one makes the transformation r = 2e y, then the pseudoparticle is easily seen to be the
same as the kink in 1-D y space [6.51]. This observation has been used by Polyakov to approximate
the contributions of many instantons to the functional integral [6.52].
(ii) Although the gauge field equations are covariant under the full 15 parameter conformal
group 0(5, l) in 4-D, the pseudoparticle is invariant only under an 0(5) subgroup [6.50]. The
co,aformal properties of the pseudoparticle have been studied by Jackiw and Rebbi 16.50]. These
auti~ors have also examined the inclusion of fermions in the field of the pseudoparticle and find
that the Dirac equation O$ = EFt' has a zero eigenvalue LF = 0. So you can bind a fermion to
the oseudoparticle for free. This feature is closely related to tile solution of the UA(l) problem which
we will subsequently discuss.
~,qi) The pseudoparticle solutions also exist in a tr;vial way for any higher rank gauge group
that has an SU(2) subgrout~. They are obtained simpl3 by embedding the above solution in an
SU()) subgroup and setting all other gauge fields equal to zero [6.18]. However, new features
appear for higher rank, groups as pointed out by Marciano, Parsa and Pagels [6.42] and Wilczek
[5.42]. For SU(3) if one embeds the pseudoparticle in the SO(3) subgroup, one finds a radially
symmetric pseudoparticle with q = +_4. In any case. the set of topologically inequivalent'vacua
F,~ = 0 (see section 6.3.3) is the same for SU(3) add SU(2), since there is only one topological
invariant for beth gauge groups" FI3(SU(3)) = II.ASU(2)) = Z. For the special case of SO(4) there
are two topological invariants corresponding to, i-14S0(4)) = Z, Z, we will return to this feature
subsequently.
(iv) The BPST solution for a single pseudoparticle wa~ generalized by Witten [6.53] to an
arbitrary number of pseudoparticles, with arbitrary scale p t r a r n e : e ~ ,nd arbitrary ~eparations
arranged along a line. W~tten showed that the pure garage tl eory wi~h assumed cyl;ndr)cal symltltltotly

~..l~d]

. .l . l l l g l;l..-l l. '~l t.¢" 1. a~ ~]
l; l.l .~. O

.W~t'dl.~'3l
. . . o lh,,lhil,
~ . r t , , ;l ,i ,l aYlOa irl~~"c l l l L

tIk~l~
, ' x *II..KI~,,
g . k a statlLl~,,llOLll
akal~a*',

1t i1;1, ,~,,,,, , .

l
~,,~
l, l' ~
l ~, l' t, d, ,l ', l *I/~,,,,l
111

,,
O..

")_!'~
,g,t--.g-~

c , ' , - . ~ , -, ~*,
~,.~,,t

"d" r'I.,,~.~'&I~.~,~.LtI.~A~
~e,,rt~t,artt
~.t

negative curvature. Under these conditions, he exactly solvt..4 the equation Fu~ = , r
r ,is solution
has q = n and is parametrized by the sizes 2, and positions a, of these n eollinear r',seu.toparticles.
i~,1 •
,~mce F,,~ = *F,,,, for his solution, the energy bound in (6.69) is s,t,,,,,.""-",. i.e E~ = S~t21nl,'~2
This value for the energy is independent of the separations between pseudo?articles and implies
the like-charged pseudoparticles are non-interacting.
(v) A further generalization by 't Hooft [6.54] showed that the pseudoparticles need r, ot sit
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on a line; instead they could ,have arbitrary positions and still be non-interacting. If one makes
the ansatz
A~, = ~u~c~ (In 7jx))

(see eq. (6.75))

(6.76)

then the condition F~,~ = *F~,~ is satisfied providing
t3~,0~,Z = [:Ix = 0.

(6.77)

This is a linear Laplace equation in 4-D. 't Hooft's n pseudoparticle solution to this equation is
22
xtx)--- I + i= t ( x - ai) z"

(6.78)

Although it is not apparent, one can cheek that the Lagrangian density that follows from [6.78)
is non-singular at x = a~ (the position of the ith pseudoparticle). We assume that the apparent
singularities in the gauge field can be removed by a suitable gauge transformation. This soh tion
has 5n free parameters. It indicates that pseudoparticles can form a non-interacting chargec gas.
(vi) 't Hooft's solution was further generalized by Jaekiw, Nohl an~:ll Rebbi [6.51 ]. They noted
that
,t,2
Z(X) =: i = l (X _ a,)2

(6.79)

is also a solution to (6.77). T h e ' seudoparticle with q = v. depends on 5n + 4 arbitrary parameters:
however in some cases not all oi" them are physical. For example, when n = 1 only 5 of the 9 parameters are physical. In the case n = 2, !13 of their !4 parameters are physical (only one can be
gauged away); these correspond to the 2 x 4 positions, 2 scales and 3 parameters required to
describe the gauge (for SU(2), 3 generators) of one pseudoparticle relative to the other. On this
basis, it has been pointed out [6.56] that the most geveral SU(2) solution should have 8~ -- 3
arbitrary parameters that are not gauge artifacts. This counting corresponds to 4 posinon parameters, 1 scale and 3 gauge parameters for each pseudoparticle minus 3 because only the relative
gauge can have a gauge invarian, significance. Recently an algorithm, based on the imerse scattering method, for obtaining the most general solution has been proposed by Belavin and Zacharo,'
[6.56].
(vii) It was noted by several groups [,6.42, 6.57, 6.58] that one has pseudoparticles in gener~ ~
relativity by making the Fu~ ~ R~,~a6 analogy. Our comments here follow tile discussion of Marciano, Parsa and Pagels [6.42]. One considers a 4-D general relativity, so there is a local 0(4)
invariance. Hence there are two topological invariants since H3(O(4)) = Z, Z and they are given
by the Gaass-Bonnet integral,

1 Jd4x x/~R~R~,pa,~

{6 SOa)

~( = 3211:2

and the Pontryagin index

X5 = 1 f d4x x/-~R~,tja~R,,tj~.6
48n 2 d

(6.80bt

~ T i G , 2 ~ j:? ~ ~'~ /

~i~~R~i
' ~ , ~ ,

~,

~

~

~

,
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~:The~ exist solutions to the Einstein equations, R ~ = 2g,~, corresponding to spaces for which X
a n d x 5 are non..trivial. Examples are spaces of constant curvature, X = 2, Xs = 0 and the complex
projective two-space P a(C) [6.58] with X = 3, X5 = 1.
The significance of the gravitational pseudoparticles is that they interpolate between different
vacua, R,pu = 0 in real Minkowski space. The flat space solutions to R~p~# = 0 are characterized
by integers n, m and correspond to flat spaces with periodic boundary conditions. In some such
spaces, parity is locally but not globally defined. Probably there are supergravity pseudoparticles
as well.
Having outlined some of the recent developments regarding pseudoparticles, we now explain
their use m QCD. Their primary importance so far has been to provide a solution to the U~(!)
problem which we review.

6.3.2. The UA(I) problem
Suppose one consider.,; Q C D in the absence of flavor symmetry breakin.~ by assumin~ that '.he
quark mass matrix vanishes. Then the Lagrangian of the theory is in~ariant unde" a chi~al
U(N) x U(N) group where N is the number of quark flavors. Tha! i~, ;a aG "lition to the expected
2N 2 - l conserved currents associated with the exact or approximate S L , N ) x SIJ(N) x U(1)
symmetry of the hadrons, ~lhere ~eems to be an unanticipated UA(1) axial current
j s = ~),y~q

(6.81)

which is naively conserved. In the PCAC phase this current conservation implies an associated
Goldstone boson; so we should expect N 2 Goldstone states not N 2 - I. Even if ~ e add a quark
mass matrix which leave,.; only mp = m, = 0, there is still a chiral U(2) x U(2) symmetry implying
4 not 3 Goldstone bosons [6.59]. Three of these states correspond to the pions while the fourth
is a linear combination of an isosinglet member of the N 2 - 1 plet and a flavor singlet. If one
further breaks the U(2) × U(2) symmetry to U(2) so as to give the pions mass, then it can be shown
that the fourth Goldstone state gets a mass no larger than x/~m,, [6.59], an undesirable state since
it is not observed. Because the existence of this state results from the conservation of the axial
current in (6.81), it can be exorcised by finding a way to break the conservaqon law associated
with the UA(1) symmetry.
A solution to this problem is suggested by the fact that the current in (6..31) act,laily has an
,anomalous divergence in the quantum theory [6.60]
,.,2 M

~.J~ - ~8rr2
'" Tr F,,~*F~,,..

(6.82)

However, if one makes use of the decomposition identity [6.51 ]
Tr F~,~ Fu~ = 3 ~ , - 2 Tr Au*j.
*j. = D~*F~.

(see eq. (6.64))
(6.83)
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then for the rate of change of the axial charge one obtains

s(~=fd3xOoJSo=~l~'dS-2Tr,ldaxA~*j~.

(6.84}

If the gauge field Au has no string singularities (so that d~,dvA~ = c~v0~A~)then *j~ = 0. Furthermore,
if ~ falls off for large r so that it vanishes on S, then s(~ = 0o So it seems that the anomaly alone is
not sufficient to solve the UA(1) problem and eliminate the extra Goldstone state.
If one introduces scalar Higgs fields (which break the color symmetry), then the Lagrangian
admits classical finite energy dyon solut~.ons without singularities in the gauge fields at least for
some gauges. For these solutions *j~, = 0 but the surface integral in (6.84) does not vanish because
of the long range fields. In this case 5() .:¢:0 as was pointed out by Marciano and Pagels I-6.51].
So dyons can solve the UA(1) problem; but the requirement o.~finite energy demands the introd action of scalars into QCD. Even in pure QCD, 5(~ 4: 0, because of the presence of the pseudoparticle
as was pointed out by 't Hooft [6.62]. For the pseudoparticle solutions the net change m chir~llty
is

=: f dxo O = f d,xO,S = aS--~- f d4x Tr F~,~*Fs,~ = 2Nq.

(6.85~

The point is that chlrality is violated in *,he surface term although asymptotically A, i~ :, pure
gauge. The surface term can be gauged to zero but the price one pays is a singularity in the gauge
field so that *Ju 4: 0. This is just the solution to the U A(1) problem anticipated by Pagels [6.61].
ASQ is ,~f course gauge invariant. 't Hooft has interpreted the result ASQ :.- 2 for each flavor to
mean that a quark with chirality - - 1 interacts with the pseudoparticle over a brief interval
of imaginary time and has its chirality changed to + 1, the net change being ASQ = 2. The localized
nature of the pseudoparticle in time is the reason that 't Hooft renamed this solution the instanton.
The relevance of the pseudoparticle solution to real physics in a world of 3 + 1 dimensions ~s
argued as follows, in quantizing QCD one utilizes the functional integral methods and techmques
in Euclidean 4-D (see section 2.1), if.at is for complex time. After the Green's functions are computedin this manner; they are analytically continued back to real time. In performing the functional
integral, one integrates over all classical field configurations in complex time which interpolate
between the vacuum at x0 = _+.oo. The largest contributions to this integration will come from
those field configurations for which the pseudo-action ~ d*x~(x) is stationary [6.62]. The pseudoparticle solutions are just such stationary configurations; they are indicators of quantum-mechamcal tunneling between topologically distinct vacuums in Minkowski space (a feature that we w~ll
elaborate on in subsection 6.3.3). They contribute to the generating functional or vacuum to vacuum
amplitude through the cxponential (see section 2)

F

,

7

F

,7

eXpL-J
The factor 1/9 2 which appears in the exponential is typical of soliton amphtud~.s and tllustrates
why their effects cannot be obtained by ordinary perturbation expansions in 9 z about the free
field solution; they are a non-perturbative phenomenon.
't Hooft has shown by his detailed analysis that the effect of the pseudoparticles can be represented as an effective 2N quark interactions llerm in ~ o c o which violates the U A(1 } symmetry but
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leaves all other symmetries of ~QCD intact [6.62]. The UA(I) breaking interaction is C (det M +
+ det M ÷) where the matrix M in flavor space is Mob = ~ 1 - ys)q b and C is a non-trivial constant.
This constant was determined in terms of the effective QCD gauge coupling ~(2) through an arduous
calculation by 't Hooft 1-6.62]. This rather elegant solution to the UA(I ) problem promotes confidence that QCD really describes the streng interactions.
A further consequence of the pseudoparticle is that in some gauge models of ~'~ak ~nd electromagnetic interactions, like the Weinberg-Salam SU(2) x U(1) theory [6.63], leptt;ri ~nd baryon
number conservation may b~ violated [6.62]. Th;,; is because the lelaton and baryon c,,.,rrents have
anomalies. So for example the amplitude corre,ponding to deuterium -÷ e + + "~, is non-vanishing
but insignificantly small ~ e x p ( - 2 n s i n 2 tJ~/a). However, ir~ the early universe the pseudoparticle amplitude could have been very large because of the high temperatures ,-, 1017 °K and
baryon number fluctuations may have been gigantic. Upon cooling the universe could then have
been le:t with a net excess of baryons, even if baryons and anti-baryons were initially created in
equal numbers.
Although extremely successful in solving the UA(I) problem, a demonstration that the pseudoparticle is related to the confinement phase of QCD as suggested by Polyakov [6.64] has so far
eluded us.

6.3.3. The periodic vacuum
We have already noted that the relevance of the pseudoparticle solutions for the real world
with a Minkowski 3 + 1 metric is that they contribute to the path integral interpolating between
different vacuums. The v.~cuum structure of non-abelian theories is remarkably rich as was pointed
out by Callan, Dashen and Gross [6.65] and Jackiw and Rebbi [6.66]. Therefore, we thought it
would be useful to review some of these features; our presentation is adapted from a lecture by
C. Callan.
To begin, we consider a large box in space-time such that for large Ixl and for times before
-To~2 and after To~2 the energy density H(x) vanishes. Our aim ~s to compute the vacuum to
vacuum transition amplitude
(0 lexp

[-it1To] I0)

(6.87)

by the path integral method for a non-abelian theory of gauge fields A~(x) which belong to the
adjoint representation of the gauge group G. Since A~(x) is not a dynamical variable, we are free
~to choose as our gauge condition
A (x) = 0.

(6.88)

This leaves invariance under time independent gauge transformations. In this case the electric
~.nd magnetic components of the field tensor are given by
E'~ = dA'~ld, t,

e , j , k H , ~ = d- t A j a, - - d-j A , .~ +

( ~ a ~ A i bA j , c

(g = i).

(6.89)

'The initial and final state,; of the system are the vacuum i.e. E~ = 0, H,~ --- 0 and so

Aj(x) = ig- l(x)djg(x},

(pure gauge)

(6.90)

where g(x) is an elemer~t of the group and we have introduced the matrix notation A, = A~t °
(t" form an adjoint matrix, representation of G).
Let us assume that initially A~(x, - T/2) = 0 and allow the system to develop in time. Because
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we must respect the boundary condition
lira dAi(x, t)
Izl -*oo

dt

= 0

(6.91!

g(x) must a p p r o a c h the same group element at

txl-.

~ independent of direction. So the point
at spatial infinity is tied down. Hence we have a homotopy, S 3 ~ G, and these maps are labeled
by an integer
d3x~;ijk Tr(AiA~Ak),

n = ~

-~

< n < ~

(6.92)

with Ai(x) given by (6.89). For example, in the case of G = SU(2)
x z - 2z
g l ( x ) = x2 + ~

2i2x. x
-

x2 + 22

(6 93)

gives n = l while .q,(x) = [gl(x)]" leads to n = m (any integer) [6.66]. Therefore, it is obvious that
the vacuum state is not uniquely determined by the constraints that we have placed on it. Instead,
there exists a discrete infinity of topologically distinct classes of vacua which we will denote by

I'>.

The inequivalence of these vacua can be understood physiczlly as a consequence of Gauss' law,

D,F~, = J~

(6.94)

where J~ are sources, which we include in this discussion. The operator statement of this requirement is" if I ~ ) is a physical state then

(D,F~o, - J~)lO) = 0.

(6.95t

Now, an allowable gauge transformation U(x)

Aj ~ U-'A~U + iU-'t~jU,

U(x) = exp {i2a(x)T a}

16.96)

is one that leaves physical states invariant
U t ~ > = I¢>"

I6.97)

The generator of this gauge transformation is

Q=

.(dax[F~iD,2 a + J~2"]

(6.98)

and U = exp (iQ). Integrating (6.97) by parts and providing )~a(x) vanishes at spatial ip~lbTttv, we
obtain

O -- .(dZx[ - D,F~, + JgJ ~"

~O99}

so that (6.97) follows from (6.99) and Gauss' law. Hence for physical states to be gauge m-,anant
we must restrict ourselves to those gauge transi'ormations in (6.96) for which ,~°(x) vanish,,:s at
spatial infinity.
This constraint ,~efines equivalence classes of gauge, transformations and vacuums. Under

~.-
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these transformations, the vacuum state In) is transformed into

eie ! n) =

~j

(6.100)

which is equivalent to the original in that both have wrapping number n (see eq. (6.92)).
T h e gauge transformation given in (6.93)does not vanish at spatial infinity and therefore is not <~
~. member of this class. Calling the unitary transformation corresponding to (6.93) T, we see that iiiI~
it acts like a "'translation" operator between distinct equivalence classes i.e.

Tin) = In + 1).

(6.101) ~

However, since T is a gauge transiormation, it commutes with the Hamiltonian, [H, T] = 0, and '~
therefore energy eigenst~',:s must also be T eigenstates. Because T is unitary, its eigenvalues are
e -~°, 0 > 0 > 2~, and the, true vacuum eigenstates are given by
?
0L

IO) =

~
I/=

--

e~"°ln) -, 7 ] 0 ) = e - ~ ° [ 0 )

(6.102)

C(~

where 0 is a constant of the motion which parametrizf,s the vacuum periodicity. Each i 0) vacuum
is the ground state of an independent sector of the fi 11 Hilbert space. Th ~, possibility of quantum
tunneling between classically distinct vacua indicated by the non-vanishing transition amplitudes ;~
~

e.'-p[-8rcZln - ml/oz](1 + O(o 2) + ...)

(6.103)

which follow from the existeace of pseudoparticle solutions forces this redefinition of the vacuum
sta*es.
As an illustration of the periodic structure of the vacuum, consider the analogous situation
pro,'ided by the periodic potential in fig. 6-11. The classical vacua labeled by n = 0, + 1, +_2, ...
art-, equivalent but disti,:ct. However, quantum mechanical tunneling can occur from one vacuum
to another: so the true vacuum must be a superposition of these possibilities. The operator T
just translates from one valley to the next in this example. This multiplicity of inequivalent physical
worlds is reminiscent of the Schwinger model (see section 4.1). There the parameter 0 co,'responds
to the different values of the background electrtc field that are possible.
In the 10) basis, the vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude is diagonal

(o' le- ' o I o ) = a(o - o')

>.

e ~'"-''°

(6.104)

?In/

This can be rewritten as a path integral in Euclidean space in the limit TO --. ~ using either of two
formalisms [6.65],

<0' ]e-m]O>

-, 6(0 - 0'1I(0)

(6.105a}

l " * oO

v(x)

n:

0

I

2

F:g 6-11. A periodic potentmi with multiple degenerate groundstates.
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with

I(0)= ,~e -~°

(6.105b)

or

l(O) = f [D,4,, . . .] exp t- f

+ Leo)
(6 105c)

-~o = i ~

0

Tr,(Fu**F~,~,).

The description in (6.105b) sums over all gauge fields which interpolate between m and n (s.t.
m - n = v). However, the alternate description expressed in (6.105c) assumes a unique vacuum
and puts the periodicity into the operators. The term Leo is a total divergence and is therefore
usually thrown away. (It doesn't affect the field equations.) However, for the pseudopartizle
solutions it gives rise to a surface term such that
exp/-

d4x~q~° -- exp [ - i 0 q ]

(6.106)

which contributes to the amplitude whenever Oq ¢- 2rm. Leo is P and T (time reversal) violating.
Hence if 0 ¢ 2nn, there will be v';olations of these symmetries. Therefore, if a gauge theory is to
describe strong interactions, 0 rr, ust be very small, essentially vanishing. It seems unlikeiy that
this term by itself can account ~ - the observed P arid T violations found in nature. However. if
one amends to LeWD the weak interactions, novel effects could occur. This aspect remains to be
otudied.
For G = SU~3) the theory we are actually interested in, the vacuum structure ~s the same as
SU(2). This fohJws from topology, since H3(SU(3)) = Ha(SU(2)) = Z.
The above development of the periodic vacuum is modified if rnassless fermlons are added
to the gauge field theory. There is no tunneling between classically distinct vacua in this case
[6.65,6.62],

(nle-iU'lm> ~ 6.m.

(6.107)

This is because if one integrates out the fermions m the functional integral, the resulting dc,erminant vanishes. This determinant is the product of the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator D~b = E~O
and in the field of .he pseudoparticle there is a zero eigenvaiue. By flipping their helicity the fermions
can eat the topological charge of the pseudoparticle, so that the vacuum will not change its index n.
However, because of the requirement of cluster decomposition the true vacuum is still periodic
[0) = ~ , e~"°ln) [6.65]. This implies the spontaneou':, breakdown of the UA(I~ symmetry without
the appearance of a Goldstone boson. That is, the conserved axial charge
5

=

=

dax

-

,~.

02N

(see eq. (6.64))

(6.108b)
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takes us out of a given 0 sector since [6.65]
e~:~10) = l0 + 2N~)

(6.109)

or equivalently, F~,**F~,~has non vanishing matrix elements.
Before leaving this subject, let us remark that the findings reported here are independent of the
special gauge chosen in (6.88). However, in other gauges great care must be exercised in handling
surface contributions [6.67].
Clearly our understanding of all phenomena associated with pseudoparticles is far from complete and much work remains to be done. Field theory has again provided unexpected riches.
The open question before us is whether new and relevant physics will emerge or will this all merely
become a bit of gauge theory esoterica?

7. Recent developments

7,1. Dilute oases of topological solitons and quark confinement
There have been some recent attempts to use the topological soliton solutions, described
in section 6, to study non-pe.rturbative properties of gauge field theories. In the gauge field theory
cc,ntext these ideas were initiated by Polyakov [7.1, 7.2] and further developed by Callan. Dashen
and Gross [7.3]. While this program is still in its preliminary stages of development and necessarily
speculat;-ve, several ideas have emerged which are suggestive of a confineme.nt mechanism. It is
hoped oy the time the next review on QCD is written these ideas will be better understood.
Gauge field theoriet' as we saw in section 6, possess topological soliton solutions to their equations of motion. (In some cases auxiliary scalar fields are required.) These solutions are also relevant
for Euclidean versions (complex time) of a varie'y of theories. So, for example, the vortex is a
Euclidean 2 dirnensional soliton for the Abelian Higgs model in i + 1 dimensions. Similarly,
compact QED (the Georgi--Glashow model) in 2 + 1 dimensions has =t 3-D Euclidean soliton,
the "nonopole or he4gehog and 3 -!- 1 dimensional QCD has its 4-D instanton. The ground state
of these field theories in Euclidean space may be a dilute gas of soliton - anti-soliton pairs interacting weakly. The physics is analogous to a two dimensional Coulomb gas [7.4] with the gauge
field coupling playing the "ole of temperature ~02 and topological solitons taking the place of
the charged particles. Such a gas of'~oliton - anti-soliton pairs can exhibit a phase transiton which
we now describe.
Suppose we consider the functional integral for such gauge theories. Very crudely, for illustrative
purposes, the saddle point estimate of the function integral for sohton and anti-soliton configurations will be

f[

dA,...] e- S~A)~ exp { --sint(Acl)} "'det"

(7.1)

where "det" is the volume in function space taken by the classical soliton solutions. This volume
depends on the number of ,degrees of freedom of the soliton" position, scale, etc. Si"t(Ac~) is the
classical interaction Euclidean action which for small 02 ~ temperature is sint(A ~) = E~"t/92
where E i"t is proportional to the interaction energy between solitons and anti-solitons. The entropy
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is defined by
e - In "'det"

(7.2)

and the free energy, F, by

g2F
=

Eint -

(7.3)

3 2/;.

When the free energy vanishes there is a phase transition.
In the two dimensional Abelian Higgs model one expects that at low temperature, i.e. low
coupling, the system i:~ in the dielectric phase. The solitons and anti-solitons (vortices) form bound
dipolar pairs. The interaction energy between the vortices separated by a distance R behaves like
In R. The. entropy behaves like the logarithm of the volume -~ R 2 so e = 2 In R. Since both the
interaction energy and entropy behave like In R we conclude that at some value of g 2 the free
energy vanishes and there will be a phase transition. This will be to the plasma phase in which
the bound soliton-anti-soliton pairs break up and the solitons get liberated. In order to stud)
this phase transition quantitatively it is necessary to assume the dilute gas approximation at low
temperatures. If one finds the critical temperature gc/4~
2 2 is small enough for the treatment to be
self consistent one cant claim a measure of success; otherw]:~ different approximation techniques
will have to be devised. What is most important iin this approach is to have some class~ficauon
or control on the set ofall classical solutions to the field equations, especially those field configurations that dominate the functional inlegral.
A signal for the dielectric phase is that the gauge symmetry is broken so that some gauge noncovariant operators get a vacuum expectation value. In this phase the gauge fields are short range
and quarks are presumably unconfined [7.2].
In the plasma phase., the liberated solitons deswoy the long range correlations and gauge noncovariant operators have arbitrary random phase, s. Hence their vacuum values vanish and the
exact local gauge symmetry is restored [7.2]. Although the gauge fields can have long range effects
they still might acquire a mass, through soliton interactions.This was shown to happen by Polyakox
in 2 + I compact QED [7.2] but it evidently does not occur in 3 + 1 QCD [7.5]. In the plasma
phase it is hoped that the quarks, and any other charged field coupling to the gauge field, will be
absolutely confined.
So there are several questions before us. First, what are ~he important Euclidean soliton configurations? For the 1 + 1 and 2 + 1 gauge theories these are thought to be the vortex and monopole (and their anti-solitons) respectively For 3 + 1 QCD estimates indicate [7 3-] that the dominant configurations are not instantons but new solutions of ~ unit of topological charge called
merons [7 3-1. These were discovered by DeAlfaro, Fubini and Furlan [7.6] and we w~ll describe
them later. Secondly, having decided on the dominant configuration, one asks is there a phase
transition of the type described above for some finite, small g2/8rt2? To answer this question one
g,.,.,~u,l..,,.o

~.,~, '~¢.L~'h,U*aW.~ tit~,, Zl%,~., %,"..,g,l~,y I

I.d]

O. I1%.1 ~K;K; 11 I t

Vi:llllblib

IOl

~illdll

IdOUpllllg.

1 [llI~dly.

hQ%%

does one know if quarks are confined?
To answer this third question Wilson has dev]lsed a critermn for quark confinement [7 7]
By considering the transport of a heavy quark about a Euclidean loop L of spatial exte.~t R and
time extent T one is led to examine the vacuum vallue

C~<explio~AudxU]>o=
f[dAu...]exp(-S(A))exp(ig~A,d.x"
)

17~',

i~'"

"
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Where for non-abelian gauge field an ordering operation on the line integral is understood. For '~
large T one finds [7.7]
In C ~ Eq(R)T

(7.5)

where Eq(R) is the energy of massive charged quarks separated by a distance R ,~ T. Eq(R) ~ R
corresponds to the well known confining linear potential ap.d the line integral in (7.4) is then
proportional to the area of tile loop.
~,
Estimates of the quark potential Eq(R) have been made in the literature. We will here report
only the results [or various assumptions about the dominant soliton configurations.
For a dilute gas of vortices, the Eu~;lidean sohtons appopriate for the 1 + 1 Abelian Higgs
model the contribution of a single vortex, was eshmated by Callan, Dashen and Gross [7.3] and
Eq(R) ,.,, constant for R ,> M - ~ with M the soliton mass. This is just a mass renormalization and
does not imply confinement.
For 2 + 1 compact QED Polyakov [7.2] estimated tl',e line integral in a dilute gas of monopoleanti-monopole pairs. He ficmnd Eq(R)~ R a confining potential. In this instance the sohtons
destroyed the long range correlations and restored the gauge invariance.
The most difficult problem seems to be the most interesting 3 + 1 QCD. For a single instanton
the estimate of the line integral by Callan, Dashen and Gross [7.3] implied Eq(R) ~ constant.
Instanton-anti-instanton interactions since they ~tre short range should not destroy this estimate.
Se these authors conclude that instantons alone do not give confinement at least in the dilute gas
a['proximation.
Instead of instantons as the dominant configurations these authors suggested that new classical
solutions to the second order Yang-Mills equations called merons are dominant. In the matrix
notation of section 6 if one makes the ansatz for the classical field in Euclidean 4-space
A~,(x) = cr~v~ In p(x)

(see (6.74))

(7.6)

the second order Yang-Mills equations
D~,F~,~(x) = 0

(7.7)

are satisfied providing [7.8]
(7.8)

[3 p ( x ) = C p 3

with C an arbitrary constant. The solution of DeAlfaro, Fubini and Furlan [7.6] is
p ( x ) = [(x C =

-(xl

-

x2) ]

- x2) 2.

(7.9)

This is a solution to the field equations (7.7) everywhere except the singular points x I and x2.
The action of thts solution is not finite. The solution in (7.9) ue~tzttoc~"
. . . . :'--- two merons at xt ,,,,,,""'4--2"
This interpretation follows if' we compute the topological charge density
i

Qtx) -

16rtz Tr (F,v*F,,,) = ½16'*(x - Xl) + 6'*[x - x2)]

(7.10)

so that each meron has a charge ½. Unlike the instanton, the meron solution does not become a
pure gauge as R = x//~ - ~ ,~.
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If one estimates lhe interaction energy between the widely separated merons one finds [7.3],
E int = 3re2 ln[x~ - x2[ = 3zt' In R. The volume in field space ~ R 4 so the entropy term is 4 In R.
The ti'ee energy is gZF = (3rt 2 - 4g') In R; so the phase transition occurs at g2/SnZ -~ ~ , a small
coupling. At this coupling merons are liberated. The meron, while it does not satisfy the
field equations everywhere and hence will not dominant the action does give a iax ge contribution to the entropy term in the infinite volmne limit. For th.;s reason it can produce the phase
transition.
The quark potential can also be estimated with one meron inside the. loop and the other outside.
One finds that Eq(R) begins to grow with R when g2/8n2 = ~ and becomes fi~aear in R when
g2/8rcZ - ~. This is very close to the estimated phase transition point O'/8r~2 3
These ideas, while suggestive that there are configurations of classical solutions that proSuce
a confinement phase transition, reme in to be examined closer. Does quark confinement necessarily
occur at the transition? Is there also a transition to the PCAC phase? Are there other configurations.
solutions to the Yang-Mills equations, that produce a transition at a lower c~itical coupling and
for which the dilute gas approximation is valid? 'What is the connection of this approach with the
behavior of the fl-function? These and other questions may find answers in the not too distant
future.

7.2. QCD amplitudes as a function of the gauge coupling
7.2.1. Behavior for complex g2
One of the problems in defining QCD is to determine the parametrization of the theory. This
is especially difficult since we do nol' fully understand the S-matrix. In the Lagrangian we have
the bare gauge coupling go and possibly a bare quark mass rag. In a dimensionally regularized
version of tl'e theor) the S-matrix is finite in terms of the finite parameters gD and mo given bx
(see section ".3.1'),*
=

1-L

+

+

e

°

gt)b2(gi~)

+...

]

mo = ~mo[1 + g~'al(g2)
_F g~a2(g2)
~,
e.2
if'''" 1 ,

(7.1~i
e=4-n

where/1 is introduced to keep the coupling cottstant dimensionless. The functions a, and h, are
uniquely specified if we require only poles in l/e in (7.1 ]) and not terms ~e: but the definition
of g2 and mo depends on/~ (see section 3.3.1).
In our discussion that follows we adopt the notational conventions of "t Hooft'~ lecttue at
Coral Gables (1977) [7.9]. He points out that the: definitions of the para,~eters g~ and mD may
,.~. ~ , o . ~ . o , ~ a ~ , , . , v ~ t , v ~ corttext. Instead one can define new p~--:~deters whose exzstence
depends only on the assumption that the theory ~is approached by t , e asymptotic expansion ~n
go in the deep Euclidean region. These new parameters may be useful to s~udy the formal properties
of the theory although they may have no special ,physical significance.
* The notation used m section 3 ts slightly different, but the idea i,; the same

~.,_,v
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The $,matfix is invariant u~aer changes in ~, if gg(t0 and mo(~) satisfy [7.10]
-d-~ = flo(.Og) -

~ "- Og

d

~a"*b,,..o,ta2'

a,~

/ ~ d - ~ = m~(-1 + 0~atog))= --m~

(

d
)
1 + Og~l--~(,qgat(eg})

('7.12)

and in perturbatioa theory
.qDLr,2

,o~, = a,0g + &0g + #~,Jg + .

(7.13)

D 4

where for the SU(3) color gauge theory {see eq. (3.43))
1

fll =

8r~2(11

zN

-- 3"

f)'

f12

1

=

I ' ~

(I._9,

3-/~¢f

-5:)
(7.14)

1
:X1 ---

2:,I:2.

The function flD(g2) may have a non-trivial zero say at g 2.. However it is difficult to attach any
significance to this unless g~ has a physical significance in the S-matrix. For example by defining
a new parameter g~ witb gb- 2 :: g(~ 2 _ 0~- z will remove the zero from the fi function as a runet'7
tior~ of OGSo 't Hooft suggested [7.9_-] we define coupnngs so the fl function ,s especially simple and which
!cave the asymptotic behavior of QCD unaltered. If we define g~ and ma by
~

6

g~
g~ + P ~ + ,~2gR + ..
me = mR(1 + q t g ~ }- qzg'~ 4 ...)
and chosepl = 0 , p23.

andqlz

(7.15)

so that]'¢~4

andxRz3

in

d
fl20R+fl3gR + . . .
d

~m~

(7.16)

= m.{-I + ~ ( ~ ) ) = m.I-l ,~ ~,g.~ + ~y~

+...!

all vanish then fla(g~ is explicitly known and has only two terms with fll,2 given by (7.14) and
~(g~) has only one term. The relation between the coefficients (7.16), (7 15) and 17.13) is

:x~ - ~'~ -- flxq, - q l P ,

= 0,

etc.

(7.17)

We can now solve (7.16) with the result

its,

+ nJ ln\0 i)

(Its, I

y""'
)

n,, = In t./.o)

(v.18)
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where/~o and m[ are integration constants with the dimensions of a mass. These constants are the
true renormalization group invariant physical parameters of the theory and m{~can be interpreted
as the physical quark mass [7.11 ],
The advantages of this redefinition becomes apparent if we turn to the massless theory m~ = 0.
Then the renormalization group equations for gauge invariant (composite) operators are homogeneous and the anomalous dimension as a function of the parameter g2 is also explicitly known.
Since the ,Ofunction is known explicitly as a function of g2 the renormalization group equation can
be used to define an cmalytic continuation into the complex O~. plane. The analyticity in g2 is
determined by the analyticity in the momentum by solving the renormalization group equations
[7.12].
To illustrate this procedure we consider the correlation function of the color singlet operator
a(x) = ~(x)q{x). This, in the massless theory, satisfies the renormalization group equation
--

i p~.,,~ , / ~ , g g ) = 0

(7.19)

where F~a is the correlation function in perturbation theory and
,~D_4
yD = TO "+" YI[~2D + ~'2YD "+" " ' "

~c = 2,

}'1

---

--

(7.20)

1/rt2

The solution to (7.19)is
i - , D r , ( k 2 / / , g2) _. Z(og)I-,(gg(~l) ' k2/~2)

(7 21a)

d
d q~lnZ(q
2)=
-

(7."lb)

with
- ~,D( a D•) / / ~

D( a D:)

__d F(g2(/a), k2/f12) __ 0.

(7.21c)

d/~
From (7.21b), (7.20) and (7.13) one has the expansion
Zo

D 2

In Z(gt~)- - g--~D+ Zl ln g~ + Z2g D + . . .

(7.22a)

Zo = -~'o//~,,

(7.22b}

with
z, = -y,/&

+ yo/~2/~.

if we now reparameterize the expansions in terms of g2 and note that by multiplying Z(gD~ b,,
finite corrections of order 02 we can have the coefficients Z~ 3 = 0. Then one has
Zo

In z R ( g ~ )

--

zR(g~)

._2,z, e x p [ - (YR~

exactly.

~2 + Z l In 0 2,
Z~ f 2"1

a/gR_i

or

{7.2:;}

~f~-

~':, " :~ " "
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:: ~Further, F ~ . is equal to I'~. up to higher order corrections so that
D
2
Fp.,(g~(/~),
k2//~2) = rR(g2(/~), k2/P 2) = F(k2//~2o)

(7.24)

with ,uO given by (7.18), a renormalization group invariant. Consequently we have from (7.24)
and(7.21} (with D replaced by R)
F~r,(k2, p2 g~) = Z.(g~)F(k2/#o).

(7.25)

We may now use ~he fact that the analytic structure of Fp.,
R in k 2 is known and this, in turn implies
the a l l a l y t i c i t y o f F ( k 2 / ~ 2) f ~ o m ( 7 . 2 ~ ) . [-'Ret will have a cut at k2/lag - 0 due to pairs of massless
pions and other cuts at k2/~Zo - 4M2/1~ with 2M the mass of the produced pair. On the second
Riemann sheet under the cut there are poles at complex k2 corresponding to resonances. These
singularities occur at In (-k2//~2o) = a + (2n + l)i~ with a real for the cut and a small imaginary
part for the poles. Using (7.18) for #o one has
In (-k2//~ 2)

2
2/~2 ( - / ~ )
#,g2(#t) + ~ In ~ )
#2

= a + (2, + l)i~,

#, < 0.

(7.26)

If we hold - k 2 and/~ fixed and positive (7.26) gives the singularities in the complex g~ plane.
These are shown in fig. 7-1. If the resonan-~¢ poles tend to infinity in the k2 plane the singularities
cluster at the origin of the g~ plane. 't Hoott on this basis concludes that F(g~) is analytic in a wedge

Im(g 2)
J

/

f

-6

/

/

/
/

/

. . . .

Re(g2)
/

[ \
I
..

/

I

l

j/

\

,\
\
\

F,g. 7-1 Smgulantms m the complex (gR) 2 plane. The sohd lines are cuts from mesons (full circles) and baryons (half circles). The
mesons form', full c~rcles becau~ some mesons are ma~sless. If one continues across the cuts, one encounters resonance poles (crosses).
I,
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region of the form

IIm(0 )l <

C [ R e ( ez'a'-,,R,a

(7.27)

with C = -fl~/2 or slightly larger. This region is too small to have convergence oi the Pzd6
approximations or even a Borel reSummafion procedure.
What is learned from this exercise is that if we use the freedom to redefine the coupling constant
in a manner consistent with the known asymptotic: behavior then it is possible to define the analytic
structure in this coupling constant for the massless theory. There is at most a narrow wedge of
analytieity in the complex 02 plane.

7.2.2. Borel resummation as,d QCD
An important question for a field theory is under what conditions does the perturbation series
in the coupling determine the full theory? This requires information about the behavior of the
Green's function in the complex coupling constant plane.
Early work on the problem of determining the singularities for complex coupling dates back
to Dyson in 1952 [7.13]. He observed that for Q E D with e 2 < 0 the vacuum was unstable v~ith
~. mean life of order exp (1/] e' I). The vacuum energy acquires a cut on the negative e 2 axis beginning
at e 2 = 0 with a discontinuity an essential singularity. This implied the asymptotic estimate
a, -~ n! for the nth order term in the QED perturbation series.
Langer [7.14] in 1967 introduced the functional integral approact" and used saddle point
techniques to compute the imaginary part of a Green's function, 17'(g2) for g2 < 0. Bender and
Wu [7.15] obtained asymptotic estimates for large orders in the perturbation series for the anharmonic oscillator.
A major recent development has beer, that of Lipatc~v [7.16] who extendec~ these method~ to
relativistic quantum field theory. Simplifications and a multitude of apphca':lons of Ltpatox'~
ideas to a variety of quawtum field theories has been in progress primarily by Brezm, Le G utllou
and Zinn-Justin [7.17], Parisi [7.18] and 't Hooft [7.9]. These developments signal a ran)or
advance in our understanding of quantum field theories. They tie together the classical sol,ton
solutions with the structure of the large order perturbation series in the coupliog and the existence
of the Borel sum.
To introduce these ideas we consider the perturbative expansion of a Green's function. V(g:)
given by
dO

r.e.(g') =

a.g 2"

17._~)

n-'O

which may be diw.'t'gent. If instead one defines the function
do a, z"

F(z) =- ~ -..-7
n--O

(7 29a)

F~.

and if F(z) is a non-singular function for 0 < z < ~ such that
dO

F~(g 2) = f F(z) exp [-- z/o 2] dz/o 2

(7.29b~

o

exists for 0 < g 2 < Og then FB(02) is the Borel sum of(7.28)and has the same asymptotic expansion
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as Fp,,a(g2). Note that Ft(g 2) = Fs(o 2) + R(gZ)exp(-S/g z) with R(g 2) analytic for O2 < go2 also
the same asymptotic series as Fs(g2).
The important question before us is under what conditions does the perturbative solution to
a quantum field theory completely specify the full theory? These conditions for strong Borel
summability i.e. that the Borel sum F s ( f ) actually determines the full F(g 2) are given by a theorem
(Watson):
Theorem" If F(.q2) is (i) analytic in 92 for 92 e D,; D~ = {92{0 < 102[ < g~, largo2[ < n/2 + 6},
(ii) F(g 2) = ~'_N,,,=oan92"+ O(CN+I(N + 1)!92~N+1~) uniformaly for all g~O6 then (a) F(z) given
by (7.29a)converges for izl < l/C, (b)F(z)is analytic in D~ = {z larg zl < 6}, (c) F(O2) = F~(O2)
given by (7.29)with [ a r g f I < & 1921 < fo. Further (and this is the important point), there exists
only one function satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) and it is given by the Borel sum.
The major problem is to prove that conditions (i) and (ii) are met. Clearly one can not use
perturbation theory to prove this. Most of the work on qua 1turn field theory, which we describe
here, is non-rigorous because it assumes the requisite analyticity in 02. Usually it is assumed that
the only cuts are on the negative real axis. The behavior at the tip of this cut at 92 = 0 is typically
lm F(y z) = exp (-S/g2)R(g 2) and this, providing conditions (i) and (ii) are met, determines the
a, for large n. Alternatively, if there are singularities like F(92) ~ e x p ( - S / 9 : ) R ( g ~-) then the conditions (i) and (ii) are not met and the perturbation expansion fails to define the theory. For this
example F(z) has a singularity at z = S.
What determines the singularities in F(z)? A simple answer is given by 't Hooft's statement
[7.9]: "'In a field theory with both infrared and ultraviolet cutoffs the functions F(z) have a finite
radius of convergence. The singularities of F(z) are branch points whose locations are determined
by Euclidean classical solutions of the field equations". These solutions can be either real or complex solutions.
A feature of the Laplace transform (7.29) is that the locations of the singularities of F(z) are the
same as tl~ose of the Laplace transforms of dF/dg 2, exp F(92), In (1 + 92F) etc.; also the singularity
locations are unaltered under renormalizations 9 z ~ 92 + O(04). Consequently if F(92) is a
connected renormalized Green's function the singularity structure of F(z) is the same [7.9].
To see the connection between the classical solutions and the singularities we invoke a nonrigorous but intuitive argument due to Parisi [7.18]. The argument leads to the correct answer
and can be made more rigorous [7.18]. Consider the generating functional for a field theory with
fields ~l . . . . which can include gauge fields,

Z(9 2) = f E d A . . . ] exp ( - S[A...])
S [ A . . . ] = S~ + 92St

(7.30)

where SF is the ,~..^!:.~
L i l K , I I L l i ~.g .
I , .I .
I a.K ,
";""
t l l o l t l t for ~-o
ii.~
flee tr,,~,,,,,
~.~tA~.c~,.,t j and
..,.. 02~i
the
. . . . . inleraclion
. . . . . . . . . . . .
piece with the coupling
.
_
(there can be several coupling constants) exhibited. For 02 < 0 the integral (7.30) is not defined.
Langer [7.14] suggested that an analytic continuation from 02 > 0 to 02 < 0 was possible by
cot.3idering saddle points in function space. These are obtained by finding the solutions kAnt.., of
the classical equations of motions with finite action SCt(kAC~...) = Sk/g 2. These c~assical solutions
occur for g: < 0 or 02 > 0 depending on the field theory. For example for a pure scalar theory
in D > 1 Euclidean dimensions Derrick's theorem (section 6) implies the only solutions are for
02 < 6. For a pure gauge theory in D = 4, on the other hand, we have instantons for g 2 > 0.
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First we consider the case for which classical solutions occur only for g2 < 0, which are not local
minima.
From small oscillations about the saddle point one obtains

Z(g=) ~_~

1/2

{ det~'r

6A...6A...

A...=.4 .

exp [ - s°t(A°'...)]
~7.3I)

xp/-s ,lg I)
with Dk and S~, computable constants. For classical solutions that are not local minima the determinant of the second variation in (7.31) is negative so that DR is imaginary. The solution with the
least action dominates the sum in (7.31) and using just this we have
Im g2Z(g2) = [D~ [ exp ( - S ~ / l g 2 !).

(7.32)

If this is the only singularity of Z(g 2) and the conditions (i) and (ii) of the .above theorem are met
we conclude that Z(g 2) = Zs(g 2) and F(z) exists. So the perturbation series deterraines the full
theory and the an for large n are determined by the constants IDx[ and S~ in (7.32).
This situation is dramatically altered if there exists a true minima of the classice, l action for
g2 > 0. Then D, in the above equation (7.31) is real and Z(g 2) - [Dt ! exp (-$1/g2). This implle~
from (7.29) that F(z) has a singularity at z = S~ with other singularities at - = S~. An example ~s
the pure gauge theory in D = 4 with the instanton solution. A single instaaton ,can not be continuously deformed to the vacuum because of a non-trivial topological change. But an instantonanti-instanton pair can and this has $1 = 16rt2. So the radius of convergence of F~[:) is :o = 16,":
Consequently QCD is not Borel summable. This has been discussed by 't Hooft [7.9] and ~n
further detail by Bogomolny and Fatteev [7.19].
One can still, in principle, determine the behavior of Green's functions m ,q2 by detcrrn~t~tae
all possible classical solutions to QCD including complex ones. This seems to be a forrn~d,~blc
undertaking.
There are other difficulties that inhibit a program to determine the g2 beha~ ~or of Q ( ' D There
are suggestions based on counting Feynman diagrams that the coefficients a, ~n the series ~7.29j
diverges so badly that the sum does not exist [7.15]. Further, 't Hooft has pointed out that ~n
massless Q C D we know the analytic properties in gRz. The domain of analyticity was', gkven b~ ~7 2"t
or ]Img~l < C(Reg~) 2 with C = - f l 1 / 2 . This violates condition (i)of the theorem ,~o the Borei
sum does not exist; in particular one can show the Laplace transform integral 17' 20b) does not
converge.
These considerations imply that the behavior of Green's functions in the coupling ,j'~ of QCD
is difficult t,- control and may even riot be well defined. So defining the theory in terms of the
coupling g2 may not be productive.

8. Conclusions

In the introduction to this review we asked the question: "'What is QCD "" The ansx~er ~o ch~>
question is far from complete.
There it no doubt that Q C D exhibits a variety of attractive features. Its color symmetry alone
solves a variety of problems" statistics of the baryons, n ° --* 27, asymptotic value of R In add~t:~n
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it is renormalizable and requires only quarks and gluons to describe the complex hadronic world.
Reaormalizability allows us to probe the short distance behavior of QCD, which is found to
possess asymptotic freedom. This property, which accords so well with the scaling observed in
deep inelastic scattering processes, is perhaps the most compelling reason for taking QCD so
seriously. Also, the effective interaction strength does seem to increase at long distances in QCD
and so it may possibly exhibit confinement via an infrared slavery mechanism.
We have seen that many of the anticipated properties of QCD are found quite naturally in lower
dimensional quantum field theories. And the description they provide for the strong interactions
agrees remarkably well with the real four dimensional world we observe. This does not prove
anything about QCD, but it does assure us that the properties we seek can be found within the
context of quantum field theory.
We have described attempts to explore Q C D using naive perturbation theory in the strength
of the gauge field coupling. This approach which has been so successful for Q E D encounters
novel problems in QCD because of fundamental differences between these two theories. The gluon
field unlike the photon carries color charge and has self-interactions. This distinction we believe
leads to confinement; but we will not see this property using ordinary perturbation techniques.
In addition, we have seen that because of the existence of instantons, perturbation expansions in
QCD can not lead to asymptotic series that are Borel summable.
One conclusion we can draw is that while perturbation theory govel as the asymptotic behavior
of QCD it must fail to yield the correct solution for low energy. The non-abelian gauge theory is
qualitatively different from the abelian gauge theory and we must abandon perturbative methods
if we are to extract the physical content of the theory. An interesting new development here is the
use of the dilute gas approximation in conjunction with classical configurations of the gauge fields
to study phase transitions. It is clear that a new and powerful approach to gauge theories will
have to be divised before further progress is possible.
As we have often emphasized in this review the need exists for a gauge invariant approximation
to the bound state problem. One development, which we have not reviewed here, is the lattice
gauge approach proposed by K Wilson and his collaborators. Here our emphasis has been on the
continuum treatment of QCD for which contact with experiment is more immediate and conventional intuition applicable.
it seems clear that we do not yet know the solution to QCD. A renormalizable Lagrangian
field theory can be written down. It is not known if the S-matrix exists and is unique. We do not
know how to compute S-matrix elements~ or extract the spectrum of states. The main role of QCD
today seems te be to provide a potentially rigorous quantum field theory to justify the applications
of quark and parton models. So far those few results that can be extracted from Q C D and compared with experiment are the only grounds for the sometimes dogmatic optimism that a theory
o[ the strong interaction has been found.
It i:, worth emphasizing that QCD is very vulnerable. First it is vulnerable on a theoretical basis.
The theory may not exist; or if it exists the mass spectrum may come out wrong or the theory may
fail m some other trivial way. The right symmetries have all been put into QCD by hand. If the
theory fads It wdl have to be on dynamical grounds.
~c~cond the theory is more immediately vulnerable on experimental grounds. Free, fractionally
charged quarks might exist. This does not mean that QCD is wrong, only that our idea about
absolute confinement i~ wrong. The confinement may only be partial and in very high energy
hadron collisions quarks may be liberated.
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There are other experimenlal tests of Q C D that may fail. The ratio of longitudinal to total
cross sections in e+e - annihilation is uncomfortably large, 0.18, at the highest energ:es QCD
requires this ratio to be zero asymptotically.
The breaking of the chiral flavor symmetry-in Q C D it requ!red to be a member of ~hc
(N*, N) + (N, N*) representation of the chiral SU(N) x SU(N) group. This Implms definite predictions for the rt-rt scattering lengths. Conceivably, there could be other represenL~aens pre,cnt
(which can not be due to the quark mass matrix) ,"--urn :~.,.,.
........,~.,~1...:,,.,,~,-.~,~,,,~,,~...,
.....
fh,, l,~,,-l,h,~,~d ~11
have to be examined if the predictions fail dramatically.
Finally, the experimental presence of second class weak currents would reqmre a ma)or unknox~ n
revision of QCD.
If on the other hand, Q C D continues to meet with experimental success and turns out to bc
correct, it open~ the door to a new era of physics: the prospect of a unified quantum field theorx
of all fundamental interactions, weak, electromagnetic, strong and gravi'!attonal It would ~ccm
likely that the principle of a local gauge group would play an important role m an~ such un~fic;~t~on
The Q C D color group and lhe flavor currents would be subgroups of th:s larger group l~ec fig ~-l t
The plethora of choices for the grand unifying group is rather overwhelming s~n~.~ there .~rc .~n
infinite number of groups. It seems that further simpl~fHng physical pnnciples ha~e to tk~und t o
restrict the mathematical possibilities.
The search for general constructive principles become., of paramount ~mpc.rtancc ~n .~n~
attempt to unify all of physics.
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